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Abstract
This thesis covers three different topics. The first part is a pedagogical review
of the basic principles and recent advances in nonlinear optics. It was originally
written as a chapter for the proceedings of the “International School of Physics
(Enrico Fermi)” summer school on Photonics held in June, 2014. It is included to
provide some background information about nonlinear optical processes in general,
and is particularly relevant for the third part of this thesis which is based on the
second-order nonlinear optical process of spontaneous parametric downconversion.
The second part is based on original research, and deals with superradiance in
plasmonic nanostructures. The process of superradiance, as introduced by Dicke
in 1954, entails the shortening of the spontaneous emission lifetime of a collection
of N quantum emitters as a consequence of the development of a macroscopic
dipole moment. Specifically, the lifetime is shortened by a factor of 1/N , and the
linewidth is broadened by a factor of N . Such a linewidth dependence has been
previously observed in systems of several plasmonic ‘emitters’. However, a clear
physical insight into this phenomenon and how it relates to Dicke superradiance
has not been shown yet. In this part, we demonstrate by experiment, simulation,
and a simple analytical model that Dicke’s superradiance can indeed be observed
in a planar array of plasmonic nanoantennas, with a linewidth that scales linearly
with the number of nanoantennas within a square wavelength.
The third part is also based on original research, and is based on the scaling laws of spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC) for a type-I phasematching configuration. The variation of bi-photon generation rate, heralding
efficiency and radiance with parameters such as crystal length, pump focussing
and collection waist sizes are examined for collinear and non-collinear emission.
The results can be used to maximize the brightness of the SPDC source or increase
the heralding efficiency depending on the application.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis is divided in three parts and each part deals with a different topic. The
first part was written as a chapter for the proceedings of the “International School
of Physics (Enrico Fermi)” summer school on Photonics held in June, 2014. The
second and third parts are contributions of original research conducted by me.
Chapter 2 comprises the first part of this thesis and is a very pedagogical
overview of the field of non-linear optics and some of the recent advances in its
research. Nonlinear optics deals with phenomena that occur when a very intense
light interacts with a material medium, modifying its optical properties. Shortly
after the demonstration of first working laser in 1960 by Maiman [1], the field of
nonlinear optics began with the observation of second-harmonic by Franken et al.
in 1961 [2]. Since then, the interest in this field has grown and various nonlinear
optical effects are utilized for purposes such as nonlinear microscopy, switching,
harmonic generation, parametric downconversion, filamentation, and so on. This
chapter serves as a prelude to part three, which is the study of spontaneous parametric downconversion, a second-order nonlinear process.
The second part deals with Dicke superradiance in plasmonic nanostructures.
Robert Dicke introduced superradiance in 1954 [3] as a co-operative many-body
effect in a collection of emitters. While there are a wide range of phenomena that
can result, essentially as a consequence of all emitters interacting with the same
radiation field, very often the N emitters will radiate at a rate N times what one
would expect for a single emitter, and thus lead to a linewidth N times that which
would result from a single emitter. This occurs when these emitters are maximally
correlated with each other. This implies that in the electric dipole approximation,
the system has a macroscopic dipole moment equal to the sum of dipole moments
of the individual emitters [3–7]. This effect, although generally associated with
quantum systems, can be described classically [6]. It has been demonstrated in
gases [8], atomic vapors [9–12], Rydberg atoms [13], Bose-Einstein condensates
[14], trapped ions [15], superconducting qubits [16] and Mossbauer nuclei [17].
Here it is shown - by experiment, simulation, and a simple analytical model that the linewidth of scattered radiation from a two-dimensional array of nanoantennas is inversely proportional to the lattice constant squared, or directly proportional to the effective number of nanoantennas Neff present within a circle of radius
equal to the resonance wavelength of a single antenna. Thus Neff nanoantennas
can be said to be radiating collectively, and this can be termed as ‘superradiance’
pertaining to a scattering system. Although this was predicted many years ago in
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simple models [18], and seen in split-ring metamaterial arrays [19], to our knowledge this is the first time that the explicit dependence of linewidth on the number
density of scatterers in an array has been shown explicitly and interpreted as ‘superradiance’.
Chapters 3 and 4 comprise this first part. Chapter 3 provides extensive
background information regarding the phenomenon of superradiance including
its quantum-electrodynamical, semi-classical and classical pictures. Comparison
is also made with the related phenomenon of superfluorescence [4], which also
occurs due to multiple emitters emitting in a correlated fashion, but differs from
superradiance on whether the correlation exists at the beginning of the process
(superradiance) or builds up as the system evolves (superfluorescence). Chapter 4
details the original work of demonstrating superradiance in an array of plasmonic
nanoantennas. This includes a simple analytical model using dipole approximation
to calculate the linewidths of the transmission spectrum of arrays of nanoantennas
for varying lattice constants, Finite-Difference Time Domain (FDTD) simulations
for the same and experimental results.
The second part deals with the study of the scaling laws of Spontaneous Parametric Downconversion or SPDC. SPDC is the spontaneous splitting of a photon
into two photons of lower frequency due to parametric interaction with a crystal
possessing certain properties [20]. SPDC has become a very useful optical process
as it is the source of photons which are entangled in various degrees of freedom
such as energy-time, polarization, spatial mode and angular momentum. This
property is important in areas of quantum cryptography [21], communication [22]
and for carrying out fundamental tests of quantum mechanics such as non-locality
and local realism. It can also be used as a bright source of heralded single photons
[23]. In this part of the thesis, we examine the effect of variation of optimization
parameters such as crystal length, focussing of pump and size of collection modes
on the various metrics associates with SPDC sources such as spectral and total
bi-photon rate, and total radiance. We also study how detection parameters such
as using single or multi-mode fibers or bucket detectors influence the heralding
efficiency.
Chapter 5 comprises the third part. We start with a general overview of SPDC
and then derive the interaction Hamiltonian and the time-dependent bi-photon
state, similar to the treatment in references [24–26]. Then we use Fermi’s golden
rule [27] to find the spectral and then the total bi-photon generation rate, as discussed in [28]. The effect on this rate, for collinear and non-collinear emission, of
crystal length and pump focussing is examined for the cases in which the pump
and collection modes are collimated and also for diffracting beams. Subsequently,
the effect of crystal length and pump focussing is examined on heralding efficiency
using single and multi-mode fibers, calculated by projecting the previously derived SPDC wave-function on Schmidt basis and finding the coupling efficiency
of each composite state with the fiber modes. Lastly, the effect of crystal length
and pump focussing is examined on radiometric parameters, namely spectral and
total radiance, in order to properly characterize the bi-photon source.
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Statement of original contribution
Parts two and three of this thesis comprise contributions of original research. My
supervisor, Prof. Robert Boyd was the driving force behind both projects with
his guidance and making the required resources available for their completion.
In part two, chapter four describes the analytical model, simulation and experiment for demonstration of the superradiance effect in plasmonic nanoantenna
arrays. The problem was originally suggested by Prof. Robert Boyd. The design
idea as well as the analytical model were conceived by our collaborator Prof. John
Sipe, University of Toronto. The nanoantenna and array design were done by me
using a commercially available FDTD software. The fabrication of the designed
structure was performed by Dr. Sebastian Schulz and Dr. Jeremy Upham who are
post-doctoral researchers at Prof. Boyd’s group at the University of Ottawa. The
transmission spectroscopy to measure the linewidths of the fabricated array was
performed by me with help from Dr. Israel de Leon who was a post-doctoral researcher at Prof. Boyd’s group at Ottawa at the time. The linewidth calculations
from FDTD simulations were also performed by me. The linewidth calculations
for the analytical model were performed by Prof. Sipe’s graduate student Sylvia
Swiecicki. The fourth chapter is a preliminary version of the paper which will be
submitted soon for publication and the analytical results were included for completeness.
In the third part, the expression for the total rate calculation from Ling’s paper [28] was modified by Filippo Miatto, then a post-doctoral researcher in Prof.
Boyd’s group at the University of Ottawa. All the calculations were done by me
using Mathematica. Marie-Claude Dicaire, a Master’s student in Prof. Boyd’s
group at the University of Ottawa was also a collaborator. The codes used to
generate the plots presented in this part are attached in appendix two.
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Part I
Nonlinear Optics
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Chapter 2
Review of Nonlinear Optics
2.1

Introduction

According to reference [29], nonlinear optics is the study of phenomena that occur
due to the modification of material properties in the presence of light of high
intensity. The nonlinearity is associated with the fact that material response
varies in a nonlinear manner with the applied optical field. To study this effect,
we consider the dependence of the dipole moment per unit volume, or polarization
P̃ (t) on the applied optical field strength Ẽ(t). On application of the optical
field, there is displacement of both electrons and the nuclei with respect to the
centre of mass of the molecule. Considering dipole approximation, an electric
dipole is formed due to charge separation between the negatively charged electron
cloud and the positively charged nucleus. At optical frequencies, due to its much
larger mass, the oscillations in the nucleus are much weaker than the electronic
oscillations. Hence the nuclear contributions are far weaker than the electronic
contributions, at least for linear polarizability. The nonlinear susceptibility on
the other hand (manifested in terms of Raman scattering), might be comparable
or even larger depending on whether we are on or of resonance [30]. But for
all practical purposes, we neglect the nuclear contributions for simplicity in our
present discussion. The bulk polarization of the entire material is thus a vector
sum of the dipole moments of all the molecules [31, 32]. In a linear regime, the
induced dipole also oscillates with the same frequency as the driving field and each
molecule of the material can be viewed as a harmonic oscillator.
Due to larger mass of the nucleus, these oscillations are very weak and about
the mean position of the molecules. The induced polarization in this case can be
expressed as:
P̃ (t) = 0 χ(1) Ẽ(t)

(2.1)

where 0 is the permittivity of free space and the χ(1) is the linear susceptibility.
But for larger applied fields (comparable to inter-atomic fields) and proportionately stronger oscillations, this approximation breaks down and the behaviour
deviates from that of a harmonic oscillator. In this anharmonic case, nonlinear
terms come into play which give rise to different frequency components in the
oscillations. These harmonic oscillators then oscillate with different phases depending on the phases of the driving fields and for a particular relative phase,
the radiated fields from these oscillators add up. These oscillators then behave
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like a phased array of dipole antennas which radiate into a narrow beam in the
forward direction. This effect is quite similar in principle to ‘superradiance’, which
is discussed in the second part of the thesis.
To account for the nonlinear terms, we expand the polarization P̃ (t) as a generalized power series in Ẽ(t) and include all the nonlinear contributions as:
P̃ (t) = 0 [χ(1) Ẽ 1 (t) + χ(2) Ẽ 2 (t) + χ(3) Ẽ 3 (t) + ...]
P̃ (t) = P̃ 1 (t) + P̃ 2 (t) + P̃ 3 (t) + ...

(2.2)

The constants χ(2) and χ(3) are the second- and third-order nonlinear optical susceptibilities, respectively. This is a very simplified notation and does not take
into account dispersion or losses because of the instantaneous nature of the response. Under general circumstances when losses and dispersion are present, the
susceptibilities depend on frequency. If the vector nature of fields is also taken
into account, then χ(1) is a tensor of rank 2, χ(2) a tensor of rank 3 and so on. We
later use this tensor representation in chapter 5 where we talk about spontaneous
parametric downconversion, a second-order nonlinear optical effect. P̃ 1 (t) is called
the linear polarization while P̃ 2 (t) and P̃ 3 (t) are called the second- and third-order
nonlinear polarizations respectively. Thus, the polarization is composed of linear
and nonlinear components. A time varying nonlinear polarization is a source of
newer electromagnetic field components and hence is key to the description of
nonlinear optical phenomena. This is evident in the wave equation for nonlinear
media:
52 Ẽ −

1 ∂ 2 P̃ N L
n2 ∂ 2 Ẽ
=
c2 ∂t2
0 c2 ∂t2

(2.3)

Here, the nonlinear polarization P̃ N L drives the electric field Ẽ and the term
∂ 2 P̃ N L /∂t2 represents the acceleration of charges in the medium. This is consistent with Larmor’s theorem that accelerating charges generate electromagnetic
waves. It should be noted that under certain circumstances such as resonant excitation of atomic systems or under very high applied laser field strength, the power
series representation of (2) may not converge. Such cases are dealt with a formalism that includes the possibility of saturation effects.
Susceptibilities may be complex or real depending on whether the nonlinear process involves exchange of energy with the medium or not, respectively. When
there is no energy exchange between the interacting waves and the medium and
the quantum state of the medium remains unchanged in the end (there may be
population transfers between real and virtual levels but they have a very short lifetime), the process is called a ‘parametric process’. Examples include SHG, SFG,
DFG, OPA, THG, Kerr nonlinearity, SPM, XPM, FWM, etc, using standard notation that will be developed within this chapter. When the quantum state of
the medium is changed in the end, the process is called a non-parametric process.
Examples include SRS, SBS, multi-photon absorption, saturable absorption, etc.
A brief description of all these processes are provided in the sections that follow.
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2.2

Second-order nonlinear optical processes

The discovery of second harmonic generation (SHG) in 1961 by Franken et al
[2] marked the beginning of the field of nonlinear optics. In 1965, ref. [33] reported the nonlinear light scattering in a quartz crystal generating light with
frequency twice that of the incident beam. Difference-frequency generation by a
KDP crystal using non-collinear light beams was also reported in 1965 in ref. [34].
Apart from second-harmonic generation, the effects that result from second-order
nonlinearity or a non-zero χ(2) include sum- and difference-frequency generation,
optical parametric oscillation and spontaneous parametric downconversion. Material symmetry plays a significant role in determining the second-order response
as only non-centrosymmetric materials, or materials lacking inversion symmetry
show a second-order response. This will be elaborated later. A brief description
of each of the second-order processes mentioned above is as follows.

2.2.1

Second Harmonic Generation (SHG)

Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic showing SHG process (b) Energy level diagram for SHG
process
When a monochromatic laser beam of electric field strength represented by
Ẽ(t) = Ee−iωt + c.c.

(2.4)

is incident on a material with non-zero value of χ(2) , it induces a second-order
polarization given by
P̃ (2) (t) = 0 χ(2) (Ee−iωt + c.c.)2
P̃ (2) (t) = 0 χ(2) (2EE ∗ + E 2 e−2iωt + E ∗2 e2iωt )
P̃ (2) (t) = 20 χ(2) EE ∗ + (0 χ(2) E 2 e−2iωt + c.c.)

(2.5)

The second term oscillates with a frequency 2ω and is the second-harmonic contribution to the polarization, while the constant first term represents a static electric
polarization developed in the material (as ∂ 2 P̃ N L /∂t2 vanishes) and is called the
optical rectification term. So we see that the second harmonic term scales quadratically with the incident electric field. It is to be noted though that χ(2) has an
order of magnitude value of approximately 10−12 m/V, and one might thus think
that this contribution is not significant. But with proper experimental conditions,
very high efficiencies can be obtained such that nearly all the incident power is
converted into the second harmonic.
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Fig. 2.1b shows an energy level diagram of the SHG process. The solid line
indicates the ground state while the dotted lines indicate virtual levels. This
diagram illustrates that two photons of frequency ω are annihilated and one photon
of frequency 2ω is created.

Figure 2.2: SHG from Lithium Niobate crystal (a) Setup, (b) Screen output (c)
Trajectories of the pump and the SHG [35]

Mathematical description
The mathematical treatment provided here follows those discussed in refs. [32],
[29] and [20]. To develop a mathematical description of SHG, we need to derive
the coupled-wave equations for the incident pump field and the generated secondharmonic field within the material. We assume that the medium is lossless at the
fundamental frequency ω1 as well as the second harmonic frequency ω2 = 2ω1 and
that the input beams are collimated, monochromatic and continuous-wave. The
total electric field within the nonlinear medium is given by
Ẽ(z, t) = Ẽ1 (z, t) + Ẽ2 (z, t)

(2.6)

Ẽj (z, t) = Ej (z)e−iωj t + c.c., Ej (z) = Aj (z)eikj z

(2.7)

where
with kj = nj ωj /c and nj = [(1) (ωj )]1/2
The amplitude of the second harmonic wave A2 (z) is taken to be a slowly
varying function of z when the nonlinear source term is not too large, in the
absence of which A2 is constant (as it should be for a plane wave solution). The
nonlinear polarization is:
P̃ N L (z, t) = P̃ 1 (z, t) + P̃ 2 (z, t)

(2.8)

P̃j (z, t) = Pj (z)e−iωj t + c.c., j = 1, 2.

(2.9)

P2 (z) = 0 χ(2) E1 (z)2 = 0 χ(2) A21 e2ik1 z

(2.10)

where
and
As each frequency component obeys the inhomogeneous wave equation (2.3), we
can write the wave equation for the second harmonic as
52 Ẽ2 −

1 ∂ 2 P̃ 2
n2 2 ∂ 2 Ẽ2
=
c2 ∂t2
0 c2 ∂t2
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(2.11)

On expanding the first term and rewriting the equation, we get
 2

n2 2 ω2 2 ∂ 2 A2 i(k2 z−ω2 t)
∂ A2
∂A2
2
=
− k2 A2 −
+ 2ik2
e
∂z 2
∂z
c2
∂t2
ω2 2
= − 2 χ(2) A1 2 e2ik1 z−ω2 t
(2.12)
c
We take the slowly varying amplitude approximation which allows us to neglect
the first term as it is much smaller than the second. Also, using k2 2 = n2 2 ω2 2 /c2 ,
we get
ω22 (2) 2 i∆kz
∂A2
= − 2 χ A1 e
(2.13)
2ik2
∂z
c
where ∆k = 2k1 − k2 is known as the phase or wavevector mismatch factor and is
crucial in determining the efficiency of the conversion process. It accounts for the
conservation of momentum for the SHG process when we consider the quantum
mechanical picture.
For simplicity, we make the undepleted pump approximation which means that
A1 (z) is taken to be constant. It is a valid approximation in most cases as at most
a negligible fraction of the pump power is transferred to the generated fields. This
simplifies the expression even further and we obtain
ω2 2 (2) 2 i∆kz
4ω1 2 (2) 2 i∆kz
dA2
= − 2 χ A1 e
= − 2 χ A1 e
2ik2
dz
c
c
On integrating both sides over the length L of the medium, we obtain
A2 (L) =

2ω1 (2) ei∆kL − 1
χ
.
n2 c
∆k

(2.14)

(2.15)

For the case of perfect phase-matching or ∆k = 0, on taking the limit ∆k → 0 in
the above equation, we find
A2 (L) =

2iω1 (2) 2
χ A1 L.
n2 c

(2.16)

The intensity is given by I2 = 2n2 0 c|A2 (L)|2 , where
|A2 (L)|2 =

4ω1 2 (2) 2
[χ ] |A1 |4 L2
n2 2 c2

(2.17)

So the SHG intensity scales quadratically with the length of the medium or crystal.
For the more general case of a nonzero ∆k, we find
|A2 (L)|2 =

4ω1 2 (2) 2
∆kL
(χ ) |A1 |4 L2 sinc2 (
).
2
2
n2 c
2

(2.18)

In this case, the intensity of the second-harmonic wave varies with the phase mismatch ∆kL as [sinc2 (∆kL/2)] as shown in Fig. 2.3. We see later in chapter 5
that the spectral distribution of an SPDC process also follows the sinc() distribution that we see here and this is because like SHG, SPDC is also a second-order
parametric process.
The coherence length, Lcoh , is defined as the distance at which the output goes
out of phase with the pump wave and is given by
Lcoh =
9

2
∆k

(2.19)

Figure 2.3: Intensity of the second-harmonic wave versus wave-vector mismatch.

2.2.2

Sum Frequency Generation (SFG)

Sum frequency generation is a more general situation than SHG in that the two
input pump beams have different frequencies ω1 and ω2 , leading to the generation
of the sum frequency ω3 = ω1 + ω2 . The total electric field associated with the
input waves is given by
Ẽ(t) = E1 e−iω1 t + E2 e−iω2 t + c.c.

(2.20)

The second-order nonlinear polarization in this case is given by
P̃ (2) (t) = 0 χ(2) Ẽ(t)2

(2.21)

which on substitution of the expression for electric field gives
P̃ (2) (t) = 0 χ(2) [E1 2 e−2iω1 t + E2 2 e−2iω2 t + 2E1 E2 e−i(ω1 +ω2 )t +
+2E1 E2 ∗ e−i(ω1 −ω2 )t + c.c.] + 20 χ(2) [E1 E1 ∗ + E2 E2 ∗ ]

(2.22)

The polarization P̃ (2) (t) can be expanded in its Fourier series and the corresponding frequency components on both sides are equated to get the complex amplitudes
of different frequency components of the nonlinear polarization
P (2ω1 ) = 0 χ(2) E1 2 ; (SHG)
P (2ω2 ) = 0 χ(2) E2 2 ; (SHG)
P (ω1 + ω2 ) = 20 χ(2) E1 E2 ; (SF G)
P (ω1 − ω2 ) = 20 χ(2) E1 E2 ∗ ; (DF G)
P (0) = 20 χ(2) [E1 E1 ∗ + E2 E2 ∗ ]; (OR)
(2.23)
As we can see from the above equations, in the most general case of mixing between
two pump beams, we get second harmonic (SHG), sum frequency (SFG), difference
frequency (DFG) and optical rectification (OR). But all these components are not
present at the same time and it is mostly one component that is the dominant one
which is determined by the phase-matching condition (to be discussed later).
Mathematical Description
The derivation of the coupled wave equations is similar to that of second-harmonic
generation except for the nonlinear source term which in the case of two pump
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beams becomes
P̃3 (z, t) = P3 (z)e−iω3 t , where P3 (z) = 20 χ(2) A1 A2 e−i(k1 +k2 )z

(2.24)

Also,
Ẽ3 (z, t) = A3 (z)ei(k3 z−ω3 t) + c.c., ω3 = ω1 + ω2

(2.25)

where

n3 ω3
, n3 2 = (1) (ω3 )
(2.26)
c
Note that the complex envelope A3 (z) is again a slowly varying function of z
in the presence of a small nonlinear source term which would have otherwise
been a constant leading to a uniform plane-wave solution. Also, we make the
undepleted pump approximation for both A1 and A2 and take them as constants
in the analysis. As each frequency component of the electric field satisfies the
inhomogeneous wave equation, we write the wave equation for the sum frequency
term

 2
∂A3
n3 2 ω3 2 ∂ 2 A3 i(k3 z−ω3 t)
∂ A3
2
+ 2ik3
− k3 A3 −
e
∂z 2
∂z
c2
∂t2
ω3 2
= −2 2 χ(2) A1 A2 ei(k1 +k2 )z−ω3 t
(2.27)
c
k3 =

Again, making the slowly varying envelope approximation and substituting the
value of k3 = n3 ω3 /c, we obtain
iχ(2) ω3 2
dA3
=
A1 A2 ei∆kz ,
dz
k3 c2

(2.28)

where ∆k = k1 + k2 − k3 is the phase or wavevector mismatch factor. Integrating
the above equation along the length L of the crystal, we obtain
A3 (L) =

iχ(2) ω3 A1 A2 ei∆kL − 1
.
n3 c
i∆k

(2.29)

The intensity of the sum-frequency wave at the output of the crystal is given by
I3 (L) = 2n3 0 c|A3 (L)|2 where


2
2χ(2) ω3 2 I1 I2 2
2 ∆kL
L sinc
|A3 (L)| =
n1 n2 n3 0 c2
2
2

(2.30)

So the sum-frequency intensity also shows a sinc2 dependence, as was observed for
the second-harmonic case. Fig. 2.3 thus also shows the variation of sum-frequency
intensity as a function of the phase-mismatch factor.

2.2.3

Difference Frequency Generation (DFG)

In the previous section, we saw that a difference-frequency component was one of
the outcomes when two beams interact in a medium with non-zero value of χ(2) .
Let us now consider in detail such a situation, which as shown in Fig. 2.4, where
two waves ω3 and ω1 interact in a lossless optical medium. We use the undepleted
pump approximation for the higher-frequency input wave ω3 . The coupled wave
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Figure 2.4: Schematic showing the process of difference frequency generation.
equations for the difference-frequency wave ω2 and the the lower-frequency input
wave ω1 are obtained by a method analogous to that for SFG and are as follows:

and

dA1
iω1 2 χ(2)
=
A3 A2 ∗ ei∆kz
dz
k1 c2

(2.31)

iω2 2 χ(2)
dA2
=
A3 A2 ∗ ei∆kz
2
dz
k2 c

(2.32)

∆k = k3 − k1 − k2

(2.33)

where
On solving the above set of differential equations for the case of perfect phase
matching, ∆k = 0, we obtain
A1 (z) = A1 (0) cosh κz
1/2

A3
n1 ω2
A1 ∗ (0) sinh κz
A2 (z) = i
n2 ω1
|A3 |
where the coupling constant κ is given by

(2.34)
(2.35)

2

κ2 =

χ(2) ω1 2 ω2 2
|A3 |2 .
4
k1 k2 c

(2.36)

Fig. 2.5 shows the spatial evolution of A1 and A2 for the case of perfect phasematching in the undepleted pump approximation. It is observed that both A1

Figure 2.5: Spatial evolution of A1 and A2 for the case of perfect phase-matching
in the undepleted pump approximation
and A2 show monotonically increasing growth and that each field asymptotically
experiences an exponential growth. The input field A1 retains its initial phase and
the DFG wave A2 possesses a phase that depends on both that of the pump and
of the ω1 waves. An intuitive explanation for this behavior is that the presence
of the ω2 wave stimulates the generation of the ω1 wave and vice versa. This
process of amplification of the signal wave ω1 due to nonlinear mixing resulting
in the production of an idler is known as ‘parametric amplification’ as DFG is a
parametric process (due to the initial and final quantum mechanical states being
identical).
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2.2.4

Optical Parametric Oscillation (OPO)

The previous section described the process of parametric amplification by DFG.
This gain can be used to produce oscillation when it is supplied with the appropriate positive feedback. This can be done by placing mirrors that are highly
reflective at one or both of the signal and idler frequencies on the either side of the
nonlinear medium as shown in Fig. 2.6. If the end mirrors are reflecting at both
the signal and idler frequencies, the device is called a doubly resonant oscillator,
and if it is reflecting at either the signal or the idler frequency, then it is called
singly resonant oscillator. The OPO can be used as a source of frequency-tunable
radiation for infrared, visible and ultraviolet spectral regions and can produce
either continuous wave, nanosecond, picosecond or femtosecond pulsed outputs.

Figure 2.6: (a) Energy-level diagram for a parametric amplification process.
(b)Schematic for an OPO.

2.2.5

Parametric Downconversion

The production of simultaneous photon pairs was described as early as 1970 [36].
Also known as parametric fluorescence [37], parametric scattering or SPDC, it
is the spontaneous splitting of the pump photon ωp into signal, ωs and idler, ωp
photons such that ωp = ωs + ωi (energy conservation) and is stimulated by random vacuum fluctuations. The emitted photons must satisfy the phase-matching
conditions due to momentum conservation, or k~p = k~s + k~i .
The emitted photon pairs are simultaneously entangled in several sets of complementary degrees of freedom. Specifically, the photon pairs can be entangled in
time and energy, in position and momentum, in orbital angular. The fact that
the emitted photons display entanglement has enormous implications for quantum
information technologies. For example, entanglement allows one to test some of
the fundamental properties in quantum mechanics such reality and non-locality.
SPDC is also used to build single photon sources. Entanglement between successive pairs does not occur [38]. Fig. 2.7a shows the energy level diagram for this
process and 2.7b shows a typical experimental setup.
There are two different configurations for SPDC depending on whether the
signal and idler waves have the same or orthogonal polarizations; these are called
type I and type II configurations, respectively. For type I, the emission is in the
form of concentric cones of signal and idler beams such that each photon of an
entangled pair lie opposite to each other on the cones. In type II on the other
hand, we get two separate cones for the orthogonal polarizations and each photon
of the entangled pair is found opposite to each other on the respective cones. On
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Figure 2.7: (a) Energy-level diagram for a parametric downconversion process (b)
Schematic of an experiment to perform coincidence counts for entangled photons
the points of intersection of the two cones, we get photons that are entangled in
polarization [39]. Chapter 5 discussed type I SPDC in bulk crystals in considerable
detail including many original contributions to the problem.

2.2.6

Phase-matching

In the previous sections, it was explained that the efficiency of all second-order
processes depends on the crucial criterion of phase-matching. In vector representation, it is written as
k~1 = k~1 + k~3
(2.37)
where |k~i | = ni ωi /c. When we consider collinearly propagating waves in an
isotropic medium, this equation reduces to a scalar representation
n2 ω2 n3 ω3
n1 ω1
=
+
.
c
c
c

(2.38)

From energy conservation, we have ω1 = ω2 + ω3 . In a non-dispersive medium,
we have n1 = n2 = n3 and so equation (2.37) is automatically satisfied in a nondispersive medium due to frequency-matching. But when we have a dispersive
medium, the refractive indices are not equal (and increase monotonically with
frequency) which means that both frequency and phase-matching conditions are
not simultaneously satisfied and all the three waves travel with different velocities
in the medium. As a result, we cannot have phase-matching in isotropic, dispersive
media.
To compensate for the dispersion, birefringence, which is the dependence of
refractive indices on polarization of the waves and the directions with respect to
the principal axes of crystal, present in anisotropic media can be used. Hence,
by properly adjusting the crystal orientation and the wave polarizations, phasematching can be achieved. In [40], two ways of achieving phase-matching have
been discussed: type I and type II. In type I, both lower frequency waves have
ordinary polarization while in type II, one of them has the extraordinary polarization. Fig. 2.9a shows how crystal angle can be tuned to achieve phase-matching
in a negative uniaxial crystal. In the case of a uniaxial crystal, we have further
two possibilities depending on whether the ordinary refractive index or extraordinary refractive index is larger. Fig. 2.9b shows the dispersion curve for a negative
uniaxial crystal. Table 1 shows the phase-matching method for all four cases.
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Figure 2.8: (a) Angle tuned phase-matching (b) Dispersion curves for a negative
uniaxial crystal
We later use a negative uniaxial crystal for numerical calculations of photon pair
generation rates for type I SPDC in chapter 5.
Table 2.1: Phase-matching methods for uniaxial crystal.
Positive- Uniaxial
(ne > n0 )
o
Type I n3 ω3 = n1 e ω1 + n2 e ω2
Type II n3 o ω3 = n1 o ω1 + n2 e ω2

Negative- Uniaxial
(ne < n0 )
ne o ω3 = n1 o ω1 + n2 o ω2
n3 e ω3 = n1 e ω1 + n2 o ω2

In cases where there is insufficient or no birefringence to compensate for dispersion, other methods need to be applied to achieve phase-matching. The most
important method is called quasi-phase matching where we have a periodically
poled nonlinear crystal with the optic axis reversed at a period of less than or
equal to twice the coherence length Lcoh given by equation (2.19). Hence every
time the output goes out of phase with the pump causing power to flow back
from the output, the sign of χ(2) flips allowing the output to grow monotonically. Fig. 2.9b shows the quasi-phase matched output in comparison to perfectly
phase-matched and phase-mismatched outputs.

2.3

Third-order nonlinear optical processes

The third-order contribution to nonlinear polarization is given by
P̃ (3) (t) = 0 χ(3) Ẽ(t)3

(2.39)

where Ẽ(t) is the total electric field. The polarization then has various frequency
components, the simplest being the third harmonic for the case of a monochromatic
input.

2.3.1

Third Harmonic Generation (THG)

Let us consider the case of a monochromatic beam incident on the medium with
the electric field given by
Ẽ(t) = Ee−iωt + c.c
(2.40)
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Figure 2.9: (a) A periodically-poled crystal with arrows showing the direction of
optic axis (b) Comparison of perfect-phase matching and quasi-phase matching
The nonlinear polarization is then given by
P̃ (3) (t) = 0 χ(3) [(E 3 e−3iωt + c.c) + 3EE ∗ (E + E ∗ )e−iωt ]

(2.41)

The first term oscillating at frequency 3ω gives the third harmonic contribution.
The energy level diagram for the process is shown in Fig. 2.10.

Figure 2.10: (a)Schematic for a THG process (b) Energy level diagram for third
harmonic generation

2.3.2

Intensity dependent refractive index

In equation (2.41), the second term oscillating at the frequency of the pump ω has
the coefficient which depends on the intensity of the pump. So this contribution
leads to a refractive index which depends on the intensity of the pump and is given
by
n = n0 + n2 I
(2.42)
It is also called the Kerr nonlinearity.
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There are two ways in which this nonlinear effect becomes manifest: 1) Self
Phase Modulation (SPM): When a strong pump beam modifies its own propagation and 2) Cross Phase Modulation (XPM): When a strong beam modifies the
propagation of a weaker probe beam. Due to degeneracy factors associated with
the coefficients, the nonlinear refractive index due to two beams, n¯2 cross , is twice
that for a single beam, n¯2 self . By using the relation between the refractive index
and susceptibility:
n2 = 1 + χeff
(2.43)
where χeff = χ(1) + 3χ(3) |E|2 , we find that
n2 =

3
4n0 2 0 c

χ(3)

(2.44)

for the case of SPM.

2.4

Effect of material symmetry

Material symmetry, most importantly the presence of inversion symmetry, plays
a very important role in determining the value of susceptibility. All even-order
nonlinear responses vanishes identically for centrosymmetric materials, that is,
for materials that lack inversion symmetry. Conversely, odd-order nonlinear response is in principle present for all materials. Figs. 2.11a and 2.11b show the
potential wells that confine electrons to their parent atom for centrosymmetric
and non-centrosymmetric materials. An intuitive explanation for this effect can

Figure 2.11: (a)Potential well for a non-centrosymmetric medium (b) Potential
well for a centrosymmetric medium
be explained by examination of Fig. 2.11, that shows the response for linear,
centrosymmetric, and non-centrosymmetric media for a single-frequency applied
field. While the response of a linear medium has the same form as the applied
field with no distortion, the nonlinear responses for both types of nonlinear media
shows significant distortion. For centrosymmetric media with potential well as
shown in Fig. 2.11a, only odd-harmonics are present in the response. For noncentrosymmetric media with potential well as shown in Fig. 2.11b, both odd and
even harmonics are present. Hence, we get a second-order nonlinear response from
only non-centrosymmetric materials.
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Figure 2.12: Response of centrosymmetric or non-centrosymmetric media to a
plane wave excitation

2.5

Nonlinear optics with focussed Gaussian beams

The preceding sections have assumed infinite plane-wave sources for the description on nonlinear effects. But in actual practice, we don’t have infinite plane waves.
The laser beam typically is a Gaussian, and in this case we need to account for focussing effects including that the effective interaction length is the Rayleigh range
of the beam. SHG using focussed Gaussian beams have been discussed in [41],
[42] and [43].
For a Gaussian beam with waist diameter w0 , the Rayleigh range is
πw0 2
zR =
λ

(2.45)

and the peak intensity P/(πw0 2 ) occurs the waist The peak intensity is thus inversely proportional to the length of the interaction region. So for maximum
efficiency, the Rayleigh range must be half the length of the medium. But ref. [41]
gives a value of L/2.84 for the confocal parameter (which is twice the Rayleigh
range) for maximum efficiency of SHG. This is because we have an additional
phase-mismatch of ∆k = 3.2/L due to the Guoy phase shift which needs to be
compensated. The analysis for this scenario is done in chapter 5 for the case
of type-I SPDC for both collinear and non-collinear emission of signal and idler.
The results obtained from those calculations are very close to the predictions in
ref. [41] for collinear emission. For non-collinear emission, the values are different
depending on the emission angle.

2.6

Origin of Third-Order Nonlinear Response

The nonlinear susceptibility is a characteristic of any given medium, and its value
depends on the electronic and molecular structure of the material [20]. There are
different mechanisms responsible for introducing an intensity-dependent refractive
index, and their relative strengths and response times are summarized in Table II.
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Table 2.2: Typical values of nonlinear refractive index (for linearly polarized light)
Mechanism n2 (cm2 /W ) χ(3) (m2 /V 2
Electronic Polarization
10−16
10−22
Molecular Orientation
10−14
10−20
−14
Electrostiction
10
10−20
Saturated atomic absorption
10−10
10−16
−6
Thermal Effects
10
10−12
Photorefractive effect
(large)
(large)

Response Time (sec)
10−15
10−12
10−9
10−8
10−3
(intensity-dependent)

Of the effects mentioned, the electronic polarizability is responsible for the
generation of optical harmonics and has the fastest response. In liquids, effects
due to molecular orientation and electrostriction dominate. Moreover, in solids
with no degree of freedom for molecular orientation, electrostriction dominates.

2.6.1

Quantum mechanical explanation of nonlinear optical susceptibility

The parametric nonlinear processes described in previous sections can be interpreted as a form of wave-mixing involving energy exchange among the interacting
waves of different frequencies. From a quantum mechanical perspective, they can
be viewed as photon interaction processes involving creation of photons of some
frequency and annihilation of another. This is represented in the energy-level diagrams illustrated previously. Thus, it involves electron transitions between the
different energy levels which may be resonant, if they occur between real energy
levels, or non-resonant, if they occur between virtual levels. Resonant transitions
leads to a very large value of the susceptibility. The density-matrix formalism is
the preferred means to derive expressions for the different orders of the nonlinear
susceptibility χ(n) . A perturbation expansion is used to determine the expectation
value of the induced dipole moment [20],[29]. Fig. 2.13 shows the expression and
Feynman diagrams [44], [29] for the each element of χ(2) , which represents a three
photon interaction process.

2.6.2

Non-resonant electronic nonlinearities

Non-resonant nonlinearities arise due to electronic transitions involving virtual
levels [29] and are the weakest of all contributions due to their off-resonance nature
[29]. But these contributions are important as they are present in all dielectric
materials. They are also extremely fast with response times of the order of 10−16 s,
as the response time in this case is the time required for the atomic cloud to become
distorted due to an applied optical field. We can estimate the order of magnitude
of χ(3) in the far-off resonance case by considering the classical, anharmonic model
for an oscillator under far-off resonance excitation. The expression obtained is
χ(3) =

N0 e4
.
0 m3 ω0 6 d2

(2.46)

For the typical values of number density N0 = 4 × 1022 cm−3 , Bohr radius d =
3 × 10−10 m, and resonance frequency ω0 = 7 × 1015 rad/s one finds that χ(3) '
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Figure 2.13: (a) Feynman diagrams for the electron transitions involved in a
second-order process (b) Expression for χ(2) in terms of the transition dipole moments of the different transitions involved
3 × 10−22 m2 /V2 .

2.6.3

Molecular orientation effect

Molecular orientation contribution to the third-order nonlinearity becomes important for anisotropic liquids i.e. liquids which have different polarizability along
different axes. When subjected to an optical field, the molecules experience a
torque that twists them such that the axis with higher polarizability tends to
be aligned along the direction of the applied field. An example of such a liquid
is carbon disulfide (CS2 ), which is comprised of cigar-shaped (prolate spheroidal)
molecule [29]. The polarizability along the molecular axis, α3 , is higher than along

Figure 2.14: (a) The CS2 molecule (b) Dipole moments that develop within the
molecule upon application of an electric field
the transverse axis, α1 . Due to this, the induced dipole moment has a much larger
component along the molecular axis than along the transverse axis and is not
parallel to the applied field as shown in the figure. A net torque then acts on the
~ which tends to align the molecule with the applied
molecule given by ~τ = p~ × E
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electric field. But thermal agitation introduces a randomness in the molecular
orientation. For a number density N0 , temperature T , and neglecting the local
field effects, the first- and third-order susceptibilities for the given polarizabilities
are given by
1
2 
(2.47)
χ(1) = N0 α3 + α1
3
3
2N0 (α3 − α1 )2
χ(1) =
(2.48)
45
kT
where k is the Boltzmann constant. The response for this effect is slower as it
takes some time for the molecules to align with the applied field, and the response
time is of the order of picoseconds.

2.6.4

Thermal effects

Thermal contributions to the nonlinearity occur when the incident laser power
when passing through them medium is absorbed causing an increase in temperature and a change in the refractive index of the material with temperature. This
change is negative for gases but may be either positive or negative for condensed
matter depending on the internal structure of the material [29]. It is a non-local
optical phenomenon as the refractive index change at some point depends on the
laser intensity nearby. The response time is of the order of nanoseconds and is
very slow as the time taken to change the temperature of the material can be
long. Mathematically, this change in refractive index with temperature can be
expressed by the following relation
ñ = n0 +

 dn 
dT

T˜1

(2.49)

where (dn/dT ) describes the temperature dependence of refractive index while T˜1
accounts for the change in temperature due to incident laser field and obeys the
heat transport equation
(ρ0 C)

∂ T˜1
˜
− κ 52 T˜1 = αl I(r)
∂t

(2.50)

where ρ0 C denotes the heat capacity per unit volume, κ denotes the thermal
conductivity and αl the linear absorption coefficient of the material.
There are a number of effects that can occur due to thermal contributions
to the nonlinearity such as the formation of thermally induced optical grating,
pattern formation etc., which have been discussed in [45]-[46].

2.7

Measurement of optical nonlinearity: Z-scan

Z-scan, first reported in [47], is a single beam technique to measure both real and
imaginary components of the nonlinear refractive index coefficient. To measure
the real (refraction) coefficient, a tightly focussed Gaussian beam is made incident
on the sample and the transmission through the nonlinear medium (assumed to
be thinner than the diffraction length of the medium) is measured at the far-field
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Figure 2.15: (a) Closed aperture scan schematic to measure real part of χ(3) (b)
Open aperture scan schematic to measure imaginary part of χ(3)
through an aperture. The setup is shown in Fig. 2.15. To examine the effect
of translation of the sample along the beam path, we consider a material with
a negative value of n2 . We are ignoring the losses for the moment. When the
sample is far away from the focus, due to low intensity of the optical field on the
sample, there is no effect on the transmitted beam as the nonlinear contribution
to the refractive index n2 I is very low. As the sample is moved from a negative
z towards the focus, a negative lensing effect on the beam takes place prior to
focus and the beam divergence at the aperture is reduced leading to increased
transmission through the aperture. When the sample is moved beyond the focal
plane towards positive z, the negative lensing effect causes defocussing at the
aperture causing a decrease in transmission. This suggests that there is a null at
the focus. The transmittance as a function of sample position for CS2 is shown
in Fig. 2.16a. The peak-valley positions are reversed if the sample has a positive
value of n2 .
When there are absorptive nonlinearities present, the transmittance curve
shows asymmetrical peak and valley distribution. The presence of multi-photon
absorption results in a larger valley while saturable absorption results in a larger
peak. It is to be noted that the nonlinear refraction effect is probed by the aperture. When the aperture is removed from the far-field, the transmittance depends
on absorption nonlinearities and there is no effect of nonlinear refraction. The
transmittance obtained for an open aperture case is symmetrical with respect to
the focus where the maxima (for saturable absorption) or the minima (for multiphoton absorption) occurs. Hence, the Z-scan measurement can not only be used
to calculate the sign of nonlinear refraction, but the absorption mechanism within
the sample as well. Compared to the other methods of measuring nonlinearity
such as nonlinear interferometry [49], degenerate four wave mixing [50], nearly
degenerate three wave mixing [51], ellipse rotation [52] and beam distortion [53],
Z-scan is a much simpler and sensitive process.
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Figure 2.16: (a) Closed aperture scan result for CS2 from Bahae et al [47] (b)
Open aperture scan result for gold-silica composite [48]

2.8

Self Action Effects

Self-action effects are the effects in which a light beam modifies its own propagation
by means of the nonlinear response of the medium. Common self-action effects
are discussed briefly below.

2.8.1

Self Focussing

When an intense beam of light modifies the optical properties of the medium
such that it is caused to come to a focus within the medium, the phenomenon
is called self-focussing of light, or catastrophic collapse [29], [54]. For a positive
value of n2 , a beam with a varying transverse intensity profile induces refractive
index variation with a maximum index at the centre of the beam that is larger
than that at the periphery, creating a positive lens such that the beam comes to
focus within the material. This situation results when the self-focussing effect is
not compensated by diffraction or other nonlinearities (like quintic nonlinearity
due to χ(5) ). Also, the beam power P must be greater than the critical power for
self-trapping, called Pcr , so that the self-focussing is larger than diffraction and
other defocussing effects.
Chiao et al. [55] give the following expression for Pcr assuming a circular beam
of uniform intensity and radius w0
π(0.61)2 λ0 2
(2.51)
8n0 n2
where λ0 is the vacuum wavelength of the applied optical field. The value of Pcr
depends not only on the input beam profile, but is also different for bulk media and
waveguides [56]. The distance at which the intensity becomes anomalously large
is called the self-focussing length, zsf or collapse length, Lcol [54]. The expression
Pcr =
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for the self-focussing length zsf given by Kelley is [54]
zsf =

1
2n0 w0 2
p
.
λ0
P/Pcr − 1

(2.52)

Note that zsf scales with power as approximately 1/P 1/2 . For sufficiently high
powers though, this collapse distance scales with 1/P as was demonstrated for cw
beams propagating in CS2 [57],[58]. In the previous cases, it was assumed that the
input beams have no noise. But when noise is present, there is a second collapse
threshold much greater than Pcr , called PMF , where the input beam breaks up into
multiple filaments for powers higher than PMF as discussed by Fibich et al in [59].

2.8.2

Optical Solitons

An optical soliton is any optical field that does not change its shape (spatially or
temporally) during propagation due to exact cancellation of nonlinear and linear
focussing and defocussing effects within the medium. We can have two kinds
of solitons depending on which profile, spatial or temporal, is preserved during
propagation. A spatial soliton is formed due to exact cancellation of self-focussing
and diffraction, while a temporal soliton is formed when there is cancellation
of self-phase modulation and dispersion within the medium. We may also have a
spatio-temporal soliton when all these effects balance simultaneously. We describe
the spatial and temporal solitons in the following sections.
Self trapping and spatial solitons
When there is an exact balance between self-focussing and diffraction, the beam
of light propagates with a constant diameter and the phenomenon is called selftrapping of light [55]. The power carried by the beam is exactly equal to the Pcr ,
the critical power for self-trapping. Under these conditions, the beam forms its own
waveguide and propagates without spreading. The nonlinear pulse propagation for
this case is given by [29]
5T 2 A + 2ik

2k 2 n2 2
∂A
=−
|A| A
∂z
n0

(2.53)

which is also called the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE). The first term
on the left accounts for diffraction while the term on the right accounts for selffocussing. When A(x,y,z) varies along only one transverse dimension, say x, (or
the case of a slab-shaped beam) the solution is called a spatial soliton and is given
by
A(x, z) = A0 sech(x/x0 )eiγz

(2.54)

where x0 is the width of the field distribution of the soliton. For a cylindrical
beam, where the transverse field variation has both x and y components, there is
no analytic solution to the NLSE. The NLSE in cylindrical coordinates is written
as
d2 A(r) 1 dA(r)
+
− A(r) + A3 (r) = 0
(2.55)
dr2
r dr
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Figure 2.17: Radial profile of the self-focussed beam, also called the Townes profile
[55]
and the numerical solution, shown in fig. 2.17, is called the Townes profile [55].
In the absence of any saturation effects or plasma defocussing, this solution is
not stable [60] and is susceptible to perturbations which might cause the beam
either to diffract or self-focus [61]. However, when a beam self-focusses, the onaxis component evolves into the circularly symmetric Townes profile irrespective
of the initial beam profile as discussed in [62] and [63] and the collapsed on axis
portion carried exactly Pcr power. But for super-gaussian beams, the beam self
focusses into a ring profile as reported in [64].
Spatial solitons can also be viewed as stationary wave-packets that are localized
in space. As such, they have the unique property that their energy and momentum
is conserved even when they interact with each other leading to a number of
interesting effects like soliton fusion, fission and annihilation [60]. The first spatial
soliton was observed in a sodium vapor cell by Ashkin and Bjorkholm in 1974
[65]. Later on, spatial solitons were also observed in CS2 in 1985 [66], in AlGaAs
waveguides [67], and in nematic liquid crystals [68].
Temporal Solitons
When short optical pulses propagate within a non-dispersive, nonlinear medium,
it experiences a nonlinear phase shift due to the medium’s Kerr response [29].
If we assume that response of the medium is instantaneous, then the nonlinear
phase shift experienced by an optical pulse of instantaneous pulse intensity I(t)
travelling through a medium of length L and central frequency ω0 is
φNL (t) = −n2 I(t)ω0 L/c

(2.56)

This is known as self-phase modulation as a propagating optical pulse modifies
its own phase due to the medium’s nonlinearity as it propagates. This leads to
spectral broadening. But in most instances, we also need to take into account the
dispersion within a medium. For a pulse
Ẽ(t) = Ã(z, t)ei(k0 z−ω0 t) + c.c.
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(2.57)

the pulse propagation equation for a dispersive and nonlinear medium is given by
[29]
∂ Ãs 1 ∂ 2 Ãs
+ ik2
= iγ|Ãs |2 Ãs
(2.58)
∂z
2
∂τ 2
where
z
(2.59)
Ãs (z, τ ) = Ã(z, t), τ = t − ,
vg
with vg being the group velocity. The second term on the left hand side of equation
(5.58) takes account of group velocity dispersion while the term on the right hand
side takes account of self-phase modulation. Under proper circumstances, there
can be an exact cancellation of the pulse spreading due to the two effects and the
pulse shape is preserved as it propagates. These pulses are called temporal optical
solitons. The fundamental solution for equation (2.58) is given by
Ãs (z, τ ) = A0s sech(τ /τ0 )eiκz

(2.60)

Higher order solutions to equation (2.58) have been discussed in [69] and [70].
Existence of temporal solitons in optical fibre was proposed in 1973 by Hasegawa
and Tappert in [71]. Since then, many demonstrations of temporal solitons propagating over long distances have been demonstrated in [72, 73].

2.8.3

Small-scale filamentation

Small-scale filamentation, also known as beam breakup, is the breakup of an intense laser beam (with powers much higher than the Pcr ) into multiple filaments,
due to amplification of modulational instabilities and noise present in the optical
wavefront by four-wave mixing [74]. The transverse intensity produced as a result
may have a random distribution and reduced spatial coherence or may have highly
regular pattern as shown in Fig. 2.18 [75]. Each of the filaments produced are al-

Figure 2.18: (a) Schematic of the experimental setup used in [75] (b) Honey-comb
pattern obtained in far-field
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most ideal solitons, have the cylindrically symmetric Townes profile and carry the
power Pcr [76]. Fig. 2.19 illustrates the amplification process of wavefront perturbations. The field within the medium is composed of a strong on-axis component

Figure 2.19: Amplification of wavefront perturbations to give multiple filaments
and weak, side-modes with non-collinear but symmetric k-vectors. The variation
of gain coefficient of these side-modes with the magnitude of their wave-vectors is
shown in fig. 2.20. The peak value of the gain-coefficient occurs when the fourwave mixing process is phase-matched. Beam breakup into multiple filaments have

Figure 2.20: Gain coefficient of side-modes vs wavevectors
been reported by many groups in [77–83]. A possible application reported in [84]
suggests that loss of spatial coherence can be used as a power limiter by reducing
intensity at the focus.

2.9

Local field effects

The treatment described above for calculating susceptibilities was based on macroscopic Maxwell equations which considers the spatial average of microscopic electric fields. But the actual atomic transitions within the material are dependent on
the local field which acts on the transition dipole moments associated with the material. For condensed matter, with atomic densities of the order of 1015 atoms/cm3 ,
the difference between the local-field and the macroscopic field becomes significant
and local-field needs to be considered [85]. There are different models for performing local-field corrections depending on the optical medium under consideration.
For a homogeneous medium, for example, we multiply the local field correction
factor L to the macroscopic field to calculate the local field. Different models applied to calculate L are: (1) the Lorentz local-field model, (2) the Onsager model,
and (3) the real-cavity model. The Lorentz model and the Onsager model are
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Figure 2.21: (a) Small scale filamentation in CS2 . Top: Near-field intensity distributions, Bottom: Far-field intensity distributions with increasing pulse energy
from left to right (b) Farfield diffraction angle vs incident pulse energy showing a
square root variation of the angle
applicable for homogeneous media, with Lorentz model used specifically for solids
while Onsager model is used for polar liquids. The real-cavity model is used to
describe composite materials [85]. The Lorentz model is the most commonly used
model and is described in the following subsection.

2.9.1

Lorentz local field

The Lorentz-Lorenz law gives the following expression for the linear susceptibility
[29]
4π
(1) − 1
N0 α
=
N0 α,
(2.61)
or
χ(1) =
4π
(2)
 +2
3
1 − 3 N0 α
where N0 is the number density of dipoles within the medium (assumed to be
a rectangular lattice) and α is the polarizability for a single dipole. The local
field is expressed as the sum of local field contributions for dipoles within the
assumed cavity (with radius greater than dipole separation but less than optical
wavelength), and the average macroscopic polarization for dipoles outside the
cavity. Hence, the local field Ẽloc is given (in gaussian units) by
Ẽloc = Ẽ +

4π
P̃
3

(2.62)

Since P̃ = χ(1) Ẽ, the expression for local field is given by
Ẽloc =

2.9.2

(1) + 2
Ẽ.
3

(2.63)

Nano-composite materials for nonlinear optics

Local-field effects can substantially boost the nonlinear response. For example,
it was shown in [86] that the expression for the third-order susceptibility with
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local-field effects taken into account is
χ(3) (ωk = ωl + ωm + ωn , ωl , ωm , ωn ) = N0 γ (3) (ωk )L(ωk )L(ωl )L(ωm )L(ωn ) (2.64)
where N0 is the number density of dipoles, γ (3) is the hyperpolarizability leading
to the generation of the sum-frequency ωk and the local field correction factor is
given by L(ωi ) = [(1) (ω1 ) + 2]/3.
Composite materials are made of two or more constituents with different susceptibilities, and they can alter the local field substantially depending on the
choice of materials and the configuration. We can tailor these composites to exhibit the desired optical properties. In fact, the composite material can possess
an enhanced nonlinearity that can even exceed those of individual materials. Especially important are nano-composite materials; these are nanoscale mixtures of
different materials in which the individual particles are much smaller than the
optical wavelength, but nonetheless are large enough so that they can be characterized by their own dielectric constants. Optical properties such as n2 and
χ(3) of such materials are characterized by their effective or volume-averaged values. Some of the different geometries for these nano-composites are illustrated in
Fig. 2.22. Some of these geometries are described in the following subsections.

Figure 2.22: Examples of nanocomposite geometries that have been used to construct materials with enhanced nonlinear optical response [85]

Layered composite materials
An example of a material with a layered geometry is shown in Fig. 2.22. It
is composed of alternating layers of materials, say a and b, that have different
optical properties and different thicknesses, which are assumed to be much smaller
than the optical wavelength. The structural properties of each constituent are
assumed to be essentially the same as for a bulk sample of such a material. The
optical properties of the composite structure are dependent on the volume average
of each constituent. For example, to enhance the contribution of material a to
the nonlinear optical response of the composite, material b, must have a larger
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refractive index than material a. The enhancement of the χ(3) response occurs
as a result of the non-uniform distribution of the incident electric field between
constituents a and b [87]. It was shown theoretically [88] that to have such an
enhancement, the more nonlinear material, for instance material a, must have the
smaller linear refractive index.
For p-polarized light incident on the layered composite, the effective permittivity eff is given in terms of the volume fractions fa and fb and the permittivities
of individual materials by [88]
fa fb
1
=
+ .
eff
a
b

(2.65)

Moreover, for the limiting case in which component b has a vanishingly small
nonlinear response, the effective nonlinear response of the material becomes [88]
(3)
χeff

eff
=
a

2

eff
a

2

fa χa (3) .

(2.66)

For s-polarized light, the effective permittivities are
eff = fa a + fb b

(3)

and χeff = fa χ(3)
a .

(2.67)

In [87], a layered geometry with alternating layers of titanium dioxide (material
b) and the nonlinear optical polymer PBZT (material a) was investigated and
a maximum enhancement of 35% of the third-order susceptibility was obtained
which was experimentally measured in terms of the acquired nonlinear phase-shift
by a propagating laser beam. In [89], the third-order susceptibility representing the
electro-optic response of a layered composite material made of alternating layers of
barium titanate and doped polycarbonate was investigated for different volume fill
fractions. The predicted enhancement curve vs fill fraction of the polycarbonate
is shown in Fig. 2.23b. One sees that an enhancement of the electrooptic response
by a factor as large as 3.2 can be obtained.

Figure 2.23: (a) Layered geometry and experimental setup used in [89], (b) Predicted susceptibility enhancement curve
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Metal-Dielectric Photonic Crystals
Metals possess a very large and fast intrinsic nonlinear response. For example,
the χ(3) value of noble metals is 106 times higher than fused silica and has a subpicosecond response [90]. However, it has proven difficult to access this nonlinearity due to high attenuation associated with metals. Due to this high attenuation,
metals structures with a thickness larger than tens of nm are non-transmitting.
Attempts to circumvent this high loss using local-field effects have been made by
using colloidal metal nanoparticles [91], granular metal films [92], glasses doped
with nanoparticles [90] and metal-dielectric composites in Maxwell-Garnett [93]
and Bruggeman geometries [94], [95].
It has been shown [96] that a metal-dielctric photonic crystal (MDPC) can be
highly transmissive within a certain controllable spectral range for metal thicknesses even larger than the skin depth. Such a MDPC was proposed [97] and
demonstrated [48] as a nonlinear photonic material. It was argued [96] [97], that,
since the large attenuation of light in metals is more due to re-radiation than absorption, a method akin to Bragg reflection can be employed to redirect the light in
the forward direction. Figs. 2.24a and 2.24b compare the electric field distribution
within a bulk Cu sample of thickness 40 nm and a MDPC with alternating layers
of gold and silica of thicknesses 16 nm and 98 nm respectively, having resonance
at 650 nm. Due to the resonance nature of the structure, the nonlinearity was
measured in terms of the fractional change in nonlinear transmission and reflection
and the comparison with bulk metal values are shown in Figs. 2.24c and 2.24d.

Figure 2.24: (a) Electric field distribution within bulk copper, (b) electric field
distribution within the MDPC, (c) normalized transmission measured for bulk
copper and the MDPC using the z-scan method, and (d) measured fractional
nonlinear change in reflection and transmission for bulk copper and for the MDPC.
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2.9.3

Counter-intuitive consequence of local-field effects

In ref. [98], it was demonstrated that local-field effects can be used for sign reversal
of the nonlinear absorption process. A colloid of metal nanoparticles in a glassy
matrix showed saturable absorption, due to local-field correction even though the
metal and glass themselves showed induced absorption. For a composite material
consisting of a host material h (with permittivity h ) and inclusions i (with permittivity i ) the effective permittivity of the medium as a whole can be written in
terms of the fill-fraction f of the inclusions
 = h

1 + 2ηf
1 − ηf

(2.68)

where

i − h
i + 2h
The third-order susceptibility can be written as
η=

(2.69)

χ(3) = f qi 2 |qi |2 χi (3) + qh 2 |qh |2 [(1 − f ) + xf ] χh (3)

(2.70)

where

8
6
8
18
x = η 2 |η|2 + η|η|2 + η 3 + (η 2 + |η|2 )
(2.71)
5
5
5
5
qi and qh are the local-field factors for the host and inclusions respectively and are
given by
 + 2h
(2.72)
qi =
i + 2h
 + 2h
qh =
(2.73)
3h

For small fill-fractions,  ' h and qh ' 1. So the effective χ(3) becomes
(3)

(3)

χ(3) = f qi 2 |qi |2 χi + χh

(2.74)

Even though the sign of both contributions to χ(3) is the same, we can have
cancellation of the two at surface-plasmon resonance due to the condition
Re[i (ωs )] = −2Re[h ]

(2.75)

where ωs is the surface plasmon resonance frequency. The local-field factor for the
inclusions, qi , then becomes purely imaginary since qi ≈ 3Re[h ]/iIm[]. Thus, at
(3)
(3)
the surface plasmon resonance, qi 2 < 0. If χi and χh have the same sign, for a
particular fill-fraction f we have sign reversal of χ(3) .
Physically, we have a phase-difference between the field within inclusion and
the externally applied field which is essentially given by the phase of qi . This
phase-difference becomes π/2 at surface plasmon resonance making qi imaginary.
This phase-shift occurs due to coupling of the p-polarized component of inci(3)
dent light with arbitrary polarization into surface-plasmons at resonance. If χi
(3)
and χh have the same sign, the sign-reversal occurs at two fill-fractions f , as
can be seen from equation (2.74). But only the lower fill-fraction is feasible
as higher values of f lead to higher nonlinear absorption. In [98], a colloid of
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0

0

0

gold in 1, 1 , 3, 3, 3 , 3 -hexamethylindotricarbocyanine iodide (HITCI) (a reversesaturable absorber), methanol and water showed this sign-reversal in Im[χ(3) ]
which can be seen in Fig. 2.25 showing open-aperture Z-scan traces. Curves 1-5
have a valley indicating reverse-saturable absorption, whereas 6-9 have a peak,
showing saturable absorption.

Figure 2.25: Normalized transmission curves obtained from Z-scan measurements
showing reversal of the sign of Im[χ(3) .

2.10

Nonlinear Plasmonics

Reasons for using plasmonic response in the context of nonlinear optics and photonics include the following:
(1) Strong local-field enhancement: Surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) and localized surface plasmons (LSP) can provide very strong local field enhancements [99].
(2) Ultrafast response: Plasmonic excitations can respond on the scale of femtoseconds, making ultrafast signal processing possible [100].
(3) Plasmon resonances are very sensitive to the dielectric constant of surrounding
media [101]. This fact allows for the tailoring of the plasmonic response.
(4) Sub-wavelength dimensions: At the nanoscale, plasmonic structures have very
sub-wavelength dimensions and phase-matching is not important. Thus the nonlinear optical signal is emitted in all directions, irrespective of the propagation
direction of the incident field and is incoherent [102].
Limiting factors to plasmonic responses are ohmic and radiative losses, which
not only reduce the propagation length of SPP but also the local-field enhancement. SHG using plasmonic structures has been achieved using different configurations. The very first example employed SHG from surface enhancement using
roughened silver surfaces [103] where there was considerable enhancement of the
SHG signal compared to a flat surface. Other methods employing surface en33

hancement have been reported in [104, 105]. Third-harmonic generation due to
surface enhancement has also been reported in [106]. SHG from individual nanoparticles such as gold nano-spheres [107], nano-cones [108], nano-apertures [109]
and nano-cups [110] have also been reported. Structured plasmonic surfaces which
are non-centrosymmetric like arrays of split ring resonators (SRR) [111], arrays of
L-shaped nano-antennas [112] have also been reported to have enhanced SHG.
The intrinsic nonlinear response of SPPs has been explored [113] for gold films.
These results showed a strong wavelength dependence of the nonlinear refraction
as well as increase in the nonlinear absorption with larger pulse durations. This increase in nonlinear absorption was attributed to the ‘hot-electron’ effect or ‘Fermismearing’ mechanism, which is a kind of thermal effect with a sub-picosecond
response.

2.11

Slow and fast light

The group velocity of light is the velocity of propagation of the envelope of a
light pulse. It can be represented mathematically as vg = c/ng where we have
introduced the group index [114]
ng = n + ω

dn
,
dω

(2.76)

where n is the refractive index and ω is the frequency of light. The phase velocity
is the velocity with which points of constant phase of an optical field propagate
within the medium and is equal to c/n. When light propagates in a medium for
which the group velocity vg is much smaller than the speed of light in vacuum,
that is, for vg  c, the phenomenon is called slow light. Fast light occurs when
the group velocity becomes larger than c, which is also called superluminal propagation, or when vg is negative, which is also known as backward propagation.
From the expressions for the group index and group velocity, it is clear that a
higher group index results in a lower group velocity, which is possible if the value
of dn/dω is large and positive, which is possible in the case of normal dispersion.
For fast light, dn/dω must be large and negative, which is possible for anomalous
dispersion [115] [116]. Thus, resonant systems having an absorption (gain) resonance can be used to achieve slow (fast) light. To examine this argument more
fully, let us consider the plots of the absorption, gain α and refractive index n vs
ω as shown in Fig. 2.26. The motivation is distortion-free propagation of pulses
through media with different group indices. At the resonance, the absorption
(gain) has a maxima and due to Kramers-Kronig relations, the refractive index
makes a transition from maxima (minima) to minima (maxima). This steep transition results in a large value of dn/dω and consequently in a lower or higher group
velocity depending on the sign of dn/dω. For resonances in an atomic vapor, this
group index can become as large as 104 . But close to resonance the absorption
also becomes large, and the slow (fast) is no longer easily measurable. The first
experimental observation of slow light and fast light in resonant systems with negligible pulse distortion was by Carruthers and Bieber in 1969 [117]. But these
results were limited by the presence of strong resonant absorption. To counteract
the effect of large absorption, many schemes have been employed such as electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) [118], coherent population oscillation
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Figure 2.26: Dispersion curves for absorption and gain resonances
(CPO) [119, 120], stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) [121–123], stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) [124] and couple resonator optical waveguides (CROWs)
[125]. A very important experiment using Bose-Einstein condensates achieved
slow light with group velocity of 17m/s using EIT [118]. EIT was first described
theoretically by Harris et al. [126] and is a technique in which, under the influence
of a large saturating optical field, the material is rendered transparent to resonant
laser light. In the experiment of Hau et al. [118], the nanokelvin temperatures of
the sample caused reduced Doppler broadening making the dispersion curve very
steep leading to such a low group velocity. EIT was also used later by Budker
et al. in a Rb vapor cell to achieve group velocities as low as 8m/s [127]. Smilar
technique was used later to achieve “stopped-light” [128].
Similarly, electromagnetically induced absorption has been used to achieve superluminal propagation, or fast light in [129] with group velocity of −c/23 000.
Since slow light has possible applications for tunable optical delays, optical memories, and data storage, a slow light source at room temperature is desirable.
Some techniques to achieve slow-light at room temperatures are described in the
following subsections.

2.11.1

Slow light using SBS

Slow light using SBS in single-mode optical fibres at telecommunication wavelengths has been demonstrated [121, 123]. In this case, we have counter-propagating
signal waves (ω) and pump waves (ωp ) within the fiber, and the maximum delay is
produced when the signal frequency corresponds to Brillouin resonance frequency,
i.e. ω = ωp − ΩB , where ΩB is the Brillouin frequency. Due to a lowered group
velocity, one observes a delay in the pulse propagation time, which can be adjusted
by varying the intensity Ip of the pump beam. The SBS process is a gain process in which the generated Stokes wave undergoes amplification by means of its
coupling with the pump wave and an acoustic through an acoustic wave [29], [70].
Mathematically, the signal intensity variation with pump and signal is expressed
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as

dIs
= −gIs Ip
dz

where g = g0

(ΓB )
.
ΓB + 2i(ω − ωp )

(2.77)

Here g is the complex gain factor associated with the SBS process. The nonlinear refractive index n2 thus depends on the imaginary part of g from which the
propagation vector, ks , and subsequently the group velocity can be calculated as
vg = (dks /dω)−1 . The transit time difference for a medium of length L can be
subsequently calculated, as discussed in ref [115]. Fig. 2.27 shows the temporal
evolution of Stokes pulses for a given gain value and different pulse lengths. There
are several limiting processes that limit the observed delay, such as higher-order
dispersion effects for very short pulse lengths, gain saturation for very high input
Stokes pulse intensities, and spontaneous Brillouin scattering for very high gain
values.

Figure 2.27: Temporal evolution of Stokes pulses for (a) 63 ns duration pulse, (b)
15 ns duration pulse

2.11.2

Slow light by coherent population oscillations

Coherent population oscillations are a quantum effect that lead to the creation
of a spectral hole in the absorption profile of a probe beam passing through an
appropriate medium. These population oscillations are a periodic modulation of
the ground state populations at the beat frequency δ between the pump and probe
waves. For δ ≤ (1/T1 ), with T1 being the population relaxation time, these population oscillations have a significant magnitude. This method of introducing a
spectral hole in a homogeneously broadened absorption spectrum was first predicted by Schwartz and Tan in [130] and was demonstrated by Hillman et al. for
the case of a ruby crystal pumped by an Ar ion laser [131]. Slow light using this
method of introducing a spectral hole was demonstrated in a ruby crystal where
group velocities as low as 57.5 ± 0.5 m/s was observed in [120]. Here, a laser
input at 514.5 nm from an Ar ion laser with pulse duration of the order of 1 ms
was amplitude modulated to create frequency shifted pump beams which were
then focussed tightly within the crystal. A vary narrow spectral hole of linewidth
(HWHM) 35.8 Hz was observed which broadens with increased power. It is this
narrow dip in the absorption profile that leads to very large values of dn/dω and
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Figure 2.28: Normalized input and output pulse intensities for different pulse
durations
hence very low group velocities. Fig. 2.28 shows the different pulse delays with
increased pulse durations.
Coherent population oscillations have also been used to achieve superluminal
propagation in alexandrite due to formation on an anti-hole (increased absorption in a narrow spectral region) [119]. The superluminal response obtained in
laboratory is shown in Fig. 2.29.

2.11.3

Slow and fast light in Erbium-Doped Fibre Amplifiers (EDFAs)

Slow and fast light has been successfully demonstrated [122] using the nonlinear
optical response of EDFAs. The mechanism is that of coherent population oscillations (CPOs) involving the erbium ground-state population. Because of the
widespread use of EDFAs in telecommunications, a slow light source using EDFA
has many potential important applications. Also, the use of fibre allows longer
interaction lengths causing even larger delays. The width of the spectral hole is
determined by the frequency of the population oscillations. Fig. 2.30 shows the
dependence of the fractional pulse advancement on both modulation frequency
and on laser power.
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Figure 2.29: Left: Conceptual prediction of superluminal propagation; Right:
Laboratory results of Bigelow et al. (2003). [119].

Figure 2.30: Dependence of fractional pulse delay after propagation through EDFA
on the pump frequency and power
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2.12

Spontaneous and stimulated light scattering

Until now, we have dealt with parametric processes which involve light-by-light
scattering. We will now discuss inelastic scattering of light by various material
media. Light scattering occurs due to fluctuations and inhomogeneities in optical
properties of the medium. A completely homogeneous medium cannot scatter light
into directions other than the exact forward direction, as a consequence of complete
destructive interference that occurs in other directions [132]. Scattering into the
forward direction is fully coherent and is the origin of the index of refraction [133].
Fig. 2.31 illustrates this concept where we see that if the density of the material is

Figure 2.31: Light scattering in a material medium.
uniform, the contribution due to molecules in volume dV1 exactly cancels that due
to molecules in dV2 in all other directions except forward, while for a non-uniform
material density, these contributions do no exactly cancel out. Light scattering
can be classified as stimulated or spontaneous depending on whether or not the
fluctuations responsible for the scattering are induced by the incident laser field.
Let us next consider the most general case of a light scattering experiment as

Figure 2.32: (a) A general light scattering experiment, (b) Spectrum of the scattered light showing source of various frequency components
shown in Fig. 2.32a. When we examine the spectrum of the scattered light, as
shown in Fig. 2.32b, we find contributions from different scattering mechanisms
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such as Rayleigh, Raman, Brillouin and the distant wing of the Rayleigh line.
The frequency components of scattered light which are lower (higher) than that
of the incident field are called Stokes (anti-Stokes) [29]. Raman scattering occurs
due to interaction of light with the vibrational modes of molecules of the medium
and is equivalent to scattering from optical phonons. Brillouin scattering occurs
due to scattering of light from propagating density waves or sound waves and is
equivalent to scattering from acoustic phonons. Rayleigh scattering on the other
hand occurs due to static or non-propagating density fluctuations and is quasielastic in nature as it induces no frequency-shift. Rayleigh-wing scattering occurs
in anisotropic molecules due to fluctuations in molecular orientation and due to
a very rapid reorientation of molecules, has a very broad spectrum. The table
shown below states the typical linewidth, frequency-shifts, relaxation times and
gain for the different light scattering processes.
Table 2.3: Typical values of parameters for different light scattering processes
Process Shift (cm−1 )
Raman
1000
Brillouin
0.1
Rayleigh
0
Rayleigh-wing
0

2.12.1

Linewidth (cm−1 )
5
5X10−3
5X10−4
5

Relaxation Time (sec)
10−12
10−9
10−8
10−12

Gain (m/M W )
5X10−5
10−4
10−6
10−5

Stimulated light scattering

Spontaneous light scattering is a weak process and the efficiency is quite low even
for condensed matter. Stimulated processes on the other hand can be highly
efficient. Also, the emission from spontaneous scattering is in the form of a dipole,
while that for a stimulated light scattering is in the form of a narrow cone in
the forward or the backward direction [29]. Conceptually, there are two separate
configurations for studying stimulated light scattering [29]:
(1) The generator configuration: In this case, only the pump beam is applied
externally to the scattering medium, and the Stokes signal wave and phonon wave
are created from noise within the medium. This process is shown in Fig. 2.33a. For
stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), the Stokes wave is amplified in all directions
except in the exact forward direction, although it is usually observed only in the
backward direction due to maximum spatial overlap with the pump in this case.
Conversely, for stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), the Stokes signal is emitted
in both the forward and backward directions.
(2) The amplifier configuration: In this configuration, as shown in Fig. 2.33b,
both the pump and a weak Stokes seed signal are applied externally to the medium,
and both the Stokes signal and the phonon waves are amplified. A strong coupling between the Stokes beam and pump occurs only when the frequency of the
seed is close to the Stokes frequency of the generator case. Hellwarth in [134]
has explained the fundamental relation between spontaneous and stimulated light
scattering in terms of the photon occupation numbers in different field modes. He
argues that the probability per unit time PS for a photon to be emitted into Stokes
mode S is given by
PS = DmL (mS + 1),
(2.78)
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Figure 2.33: (a) Generator configuration for SBS; (b) amplifier configuration for
SBS.
where mL is the mean number of photons per mode in the incident laser field, mS
is the number of photons in the Stokes mode and D is the proportionality constant
that depends on the physical properties of the medium. From this assumption,
one can deduce that the rate of change of the number of photons in a given Stokes
mode for a wave traveling in the positive z direction with velocity c/n is given by
1
dmS
=
DmL (mS + 1)
dz
c/n

(2.79)

For the case of spontaneous emission, the occupation number in Stokes mode can
be assume to be much smaller than unity and the solution of Eq. (2.79) becomes
mS (z) = mS (0) +

1
DmL z
c/n

(2.80)

Hence, the Stokes intensity increases linearly with the length of the Raman medium.
For the case of stimulated scattering, the number of photons contained in the
Stokes mode can be assumed to be much larger than unity, which leads to the
prediction
DmL
(2.81)
mS (z) = mS (0)eGz where G =
c/n
where G is the Raman gain coefficient. Thus, the Stokes intensity for a stimulated
scattering case increases exponentially with z. The significance of this result is
that Hellwarth was able to obtain an equation that relates the gain coefficient
G of the stimulate process to the quantity D that quantifies the efficiency of the
spontaneous process. For this reason, Hellwarth’s result is sometimes said to show
that for any spontaneous light scattering process there is a stimulated analog.
Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS)
Spontaneous Brillouin scattering was first predicted theoretically in 1918 by Mandelstam [135] and then later independently by Brillouin [136] in 1922. Gross [137]
provided the first experimental evidence of Brillouin scattering in crystals and
liquids. Fig. 2.34 shows the scattering of an incident laser beam of frequency ωL
with a travelling pressure (or density wave) i.e. a sound wave of frequency Ω.
Due to the acoustic wavefronts travelling away from the incident laser wave, the
scattered light is shifted downward in frequency leading to a Stokes wave with
frequency ωS = ωL − Ω. The interference of this pump wave and the Stokes wave
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Figure 2.34: Scattering of an incident laser beam with sound wave
leads to a wave of frequency ωL − ωS which is of course equal to Ω and thus the
acoustic wave is reinforced. This acoustic wave further beats with the incident
laser field leading to Stokes wave and so on. This situation leads to a kind of
positive feedback system which under proper circumstances leads to amplification
of both the Stokes wave and the acoustic wave exponentially [29]. There are two
different mechanisms for Stokes wave amplification due to the acoustic wave and
the laser field:
1) Electrostriction: In the presence of a high optical intensity, materials have the
tendency to become more compressed, leading to increased density. Here, the interference between the Stokes wave and the laser field leads to fringes of high and
low light intensity which show density variation due to electrostriction and hence
lead to a propagating density wave or acoustic wave.
2) Optical Absorption: In regions of high optical intensity, heat generation can
cause material expansion leading to decreased density on those regions. This process also leads to the generation of an acoustic wave.
Let us consider the case of an SBS generator as shown in the Fig. 2.33a. From
the phonon dispersion relation ΩB = |qB |v and momentum conservation, we get
the expression for Brillouin frequency as
2v
ω1
c/n
ΩB =
v
1+
c/n

(2.82)

Since nv/c is very small for most cases, we can approximate the Brillouin frequency
as
2v
ΩB =
ω1
(2.83)
c/n
For the case of an SBS amplifier, the Stokes frequency ω2 is determined by the
laboratory settings and the acoustic wave frequency is given by Ω = ω1 − ω2 . In
a sense the Stokes frequency ω2 is arbitrary, but the acoustic wave is efficiently
excited only when the Stokes seed frequency is chosen such that Ω lies within the
Brillouin linewidth ΓB . If we consider the coupled-amplitude equations for the
SBS amplifier case, we see that there is no phase-mismatch term, indicating that
SBS is a pure gain process and is automatically phase-matched. Hence, we can
write the coupled-intensity equations as
dI1
= −gI1 I2
dz
dI2
= −gI1 I2
dz
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(2.84)
(2.85)

where g is the SBS gain factor given by
g = g0

(ΓB /2)2
,
(ΩB − Ω)2 + (ΓB /2)2

g0 =

γe2 ω2
.
nvc3 ρ0 ΓB

(2.86)

For a constant pump intensity, the output intensity for a medium of length L is
given by
I2 (z) = I2 (L)egI1 (L−z)
(2.87)
Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS)
C.V. Raman discovered the spontaneous Raman scattering in 1930 [138]. Stimulated Raman scattering occurs when the incident optical field within a medium
interacts with the vibrational modes of molecules. Let us consider the simplest,
classical explanation of SRS as discussed in [139], where each vibrational mode is
described by a simple harmonic oscillator with time-varying internuclear distance
as q̃(t), resonance frequency ωv , damping constant γ and equilibrium inter-nuclear
separation as q0 . The equation of motion can be written as
dq̃
F̃ (t)
d2 q̃
+ 2γ + ωv 2 q̃ =
2
dt
dt
m

(2.88)

with F̃ (t) being the restoring force and m the reduced nuclear mass. It is assumed that the optical polarizability depends on the inter-nuclear separation q̃(t)
according to
 
∂α
q̃(t)
(2.89)
α̃(t) = α0 +
∂q 0
where α0 is the equilibrium polarizability. Oscillations in the molecular coordinate
q̃(t) lead to periodic modulations in the polarizability with time which in turn leads
to variation in the refractive index with time as
p
(2.90)
ñ(t) = ˜(t) = [1 + N α̃(t)]1/2
This modulation in refractive index with time forms frequency sidebands on the
transmitted light with frequency ±ωv . These frequency sidebands then beat with
the incident laser field to generate a Stokes wave with frequency ωS = ωL − ωv
and modulate the intensity at the same frequency. This modulated intensity in
turn coherently excites the molecule to oscillate at ωv . From the expression for
the polarizability α in equation (2.89), we can derive the expression for Raman
susceptibility which is given by
0 (N/6m)(∂α/∂q)0 2
χR (ωS ) = 2
ωv − (ωL − ωS )2 + 2i(ωL − ωS )γ

(2.91)

The real and imaginary parts of Raman susceptibility are shown in Fig. 2.35.
The valley of the imaginary part of susceptibility denotes the Raman resonance.
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Figure 2.35: Real and imaginary parts of Raman susceptibility

2.13

Summary

This chapter is supposed to provide a brief pedagogical overview of the basic
principles of nonlinear optics and highlight some of the recent advances in the
area. We started off with the general expression for polarization including the
nonlinear components. Then we discussed parametric processed due to secondorder and third-order nonlinearities. We developed coupled mode equations for
second-order effects like SHG and discussed the importance of phase-matching
and the different ways to achieve it. Then we briefly discussed the various thirdorder nonlinear effects like THG and the intensity dependent refractive index. We
subsequently discussed self-action effects arising due to the intensity dependent
refractive index. A brief review of spatial and temporal solitons was provided
later along with results from some of the current research in the field.
We also discussed the origins of optical nonlinearities like molecular orientation
and thermal effects and ways to measure them using Z-scan techniques. Local
field corrections were also discussed along with some recent research to enhance
nonlinear response using composite materials due to these local-field effects. Later,
getting slow light and fast light using nonlinear properties like SBS were discussed.
Last but not the least, non-parametric nonlinear effects such as stimulated and
spontaneous Raman scattering and Brillouin scattering were discussed.
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Part II
Superradiance and its plasmonic
counterpart
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Chapter 3
Superradiance
3.1

Introduction

Superradiance is a co-operative many-body effect in a collection of N emitters
which results in the emission of radiation in the form of a pulse with intensity
proportional to N 2 and a lifetime which is proportional to 1/N . It is coherent
resonant emission from multiple emitters and was first discussed by Bloembergen
and Pound in the context of nuclear magnetic resonance [86]. It was Robert Dicke
who first described this concept with a more general approach in his seminal paper
published in 1954 [3]. According to him, when a collection of resonant emitters
(molecules, atoms or quantum dots) radiates spontaneously such that the total energy is emitted as a very short pulse, whose decay time is much shorter than for
the case of independently emitting radiators, and whose peak power is much larger
than that of the independently emitting radiators, the system is called superradiant.
The emission occurs in a well defined direction depending on the geometry of the
system and the emitters become spontaneously phase-locked after excitation with
a coherent pulse. In the dipole approximation, this phase-locking would imply the
existence of a macroscopic dipole moment which is a sum of the individual dipole
moments of the emitters.
Bonifacio and Luigiato in [4] distinguish between superradiance and the similar collective process of ‘superfluorescence’ on the basis of whether this correlation
exists at the beginning of the process (at time t = 0) or not. If the emitters are
completely uncorrelated at the beginning, and the correlation builds up as the
system evolves and a macroscopic dipole moment emerges, the process is termed
superfluorescence. This gradual emergence of correlations, due to interactions of
the emitters with the field, makes the process inherently quantum in nature and
no completely classical description is possible. Superradiance, on the other hand,
is the case where a macroscopic dipole moment already exists at the beginning
and the system evolves with the gradual radiative decay of these emitters. This
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process can be described by a completely classical model. It is simply N dipoles
oscillating in phase. But both these terms have been used somewhat interchangeably, particularly when talking about collective effects in systems such as atomic
vapor. In our work, although we are only concerned with the classical picture, a
brief description of the quantum picture is important in order to introduce Dicke’s
original formalism.

3.2

Mathematical models

The problem of mathematically modelling superradiance has been treated with
quantum electrodynamics, semi-classical and classical approaches in [3, 5–7]. Although a realistic superradiance experiment is affected by a number of spurious
effects such as collision and inhomogeneous broadening, dipole-dipole dephasing
and nonlinear propagation effects [5], these simple theoretical models provide a lot
of insight into the actual process and hence will be summarized in the proceeding
sections. There are two distinct regimes in which we can discuss superradiance
depending on the volume V in which the emitters are confined:
(a) V < λ0 3 , where λ0 is the resonance wavelength of a single emitter, or the case
where each emitter is within a resonance wavelength away from each other, and
(b) V > λ0 3 .
The analysis of case (b) follows directly from (a) by including propagation terms
eik.r with the operators. Hence we deal with case (a) first.

3.2.1

Quantum electrodynamic model for N emitters confined within a volume V < λ0 3

We make the following assumptions in order to simplify the analysis without compromising on the essential features of the process:
(1) All molecules/atoms/emitters are identical.
(2) The electric field is assumed to be spatially non-varying along the dimensions
of the molecule/atom/emitter, which is also the dipole approximation.
(3) Dipole-dipole interaction will be ignored. (This exclusion becomes important
later on when we discuss superradiance in plasmonic systems.)
(4) The wave-functions of the system of N atoms is symmetric with respect to
permutations of emitters or the interchange of emitters. It was shown in [140]
using group theory that the wave function of the combined superradiative state
is completely symmetric with respect to the interchange of particles. If the wavefunction were to be anti-symmetric, it would correspond to a state which does not
decay at all.
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(5) We consider that the atoms/emitters interact with all the modes of the radiation field. Only two energy levels in the emitter/atom that interact with the
cavity field are considered: (i) the ground state |gi and (ii) the excited state |ei.
The energy difference between the two levels is ~ω0 .

Spontaneous emission from a single atom within a cavity of volume V
The Jaynes-Cummings model describes spontaneous emission from a single twolevel atom confined within a cavity of volume V (also the quantization volume
for the electric field) [141]. The total electric-field within this cavity is a vector
sum of the single-mode cavity fields for different modes (~k, Λ) (here Λ stands for
polarization of the field and is also the polarization of the |ei → |gi transition) is
Ê(r, t) =

X
k,Λ

eΛ

 ~ω 1/2
k

0 V

(âk (t)eik.r + â†k (t)e−ik.r ).

(3.1)

Here eΛ is the polarization vector, âk and â†k are the annihilation and creation
operators respectively, and ωk = k/c is the angular frequency of the k-th planewave component. The time-evolution of the operators âk and â†k are given by
âk (t) = âk (0)e−iωk t ; â†k (t) = â†k (0)eiωk t .
In the dipole approximation, the interaction Hamiltonian is given by
ĤI = −p̂.Ê,

(3.2)

where p̂ = −er̂ with r̂ being the position operator and −e being the electron
charge. Atomic transition operators are projection operators |f i hi| from an initial
state |ii to a final state |f i, where (i, f ) = (g, e) for photon absorption and (i, f ) =
(e, g) for photon emission
σ̂+ = |ei hg| ,

(3.3)

σ̂− = |gi he| .

(3.4)

The time-evolution of these transition operators is given by
σ̂± (t) = σ̂ ± (0)e±iω0 t .
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The atomic inversion operator, whose eigen-values are the population difference
between the ground state and the excited state, is
σ̂ 3 = |ei he| − |gi hg| .

(3.5)

These operators obey the Pauli spin algebra, that is
[σ̂+ , σ̂− ] = σ̂3 ,

(3.6)

[σ̂3 , σ̂± ] = ±2σ̂± .

(3.7)

Only the off-diagonal elements of the dipole operator p̂Λ are non-zero, or he| p̂Λ |ei =
hg| p̂Λ |gi = 0, as the transition occurs only for states with the opposite parity,
which also implies no radiative transition occurs for the same state [141, 142].
The zero-level of energy is assumed to be halfway between the two states. The
dipole moment operator is given by
p̂Λ = pΛ |gi he| + p∗Λ |gi he| = pΛ σ̂− + p∗Λ σ̂+ = pΛ (σ̂− + σ̂+ ),

(3.8)

where he| p̂Λ |gi = pΛ and is the transition dipole moment from state |ei to state
|gi and is assumed to be real. The interaction Hamiltonian is
ĤI = −p̂.Ê =

X

~gk,Λ (âk eik.r + â†k e−ik.r )(σ̂− + σ̂+ ),

(3.9)

k,Λ

where gk,Λ = −pΛ ( ~ω0kV )1/2 . The free-atomic Hamiltonian is given by
1
1
ĤA = (Ee − Eg)σ̂3 = ~ω0 σ̂3 ,
2
2

(3.10)

where Ee is the energy of the excited state, Eg is the energy of the ground state,
and ~ω0 is the energy difference between the two states. The free-field Hamiltonian
after dropping zero-point energy term which does not contribute to the dynamics
of transition between the atomic states is
ĤF =

X

~ωk â†k âk .

(3.11)

k

The total Hamiltonian can then be written as
Ĥ = ĤA + ĤF + ĤI
X
X
1
= ~ω0 σ̂3 +
~ωk â†k âk +
~gk,Λ (σ̂− + σ̂+ )(âk eik.r + â†k e−ik.r ).
2
k
k,Λ
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(3.12)

From the time dependence of the operators we get the following terms for within
the summation for the last term
σ̂+ âk ∼ ei(ω0 −ωk )t ,
σ̂− â†k ∼ e−i(ω0 −ωk )t
σ̂− âk ∼ e−i(ω0 +ωk )t ,
σ̂+ â†k ∼ ei(ω0 +ωk )t .
Now we make the rotating wave-approximation, that is for ωk ≈ ω0 we neglect
the last two terms in the summation which are rapidly oscillating. So the total
Hamiltonian becomes
X
X
1
Ĥ = ~ω0 σ̂3 +
~ωâ†k âk +
~gk,Λ (σ̂− â†k e−ik.r + σ̂+ âk eik.r ),
2
k
k,Λ

(3.13)

where the first term corresponds to stimulated emission and the second term
corresponds to absorption.
Spontaneous emission from an ensemble of N two-level atoms in a cavity
of volume V < λ0 3
The Jaynes-Cummings model of spontaneous emission from a single two-level atom
can be extended to the relevant problem of collective spontaneous emission from
an ensemble of N two-level atoms. The summarized version of the derivation
presented here follows Dicke’s original derivation as well as the ones provided by
[5–7]. Any other sources of linewidth broadening, such as collision, inhomogeneous
and Doppler broadening are neglected. Each atom can exist only in two energy
eigenstates: the excited state |ei, which will be denoted by |+i in this section so
as to be consistent with Dicke’s formalism, and the ground state |gi, which will
be denoted by |−i. The zero-level of energy is assumed to be halfway between
the two states. The energy eigen-states of the N atoms is a tensor product of the
eigenstate of each atom. A typical wave-function of the system of N atoms will
be
|Ψm i = Ug (r1 , r2 , ..., ri ..., rN ) |+ + ... − ...+i .
(3.14)
Here, |+ + ... − ...+i is one of the many eigen-states in which the system can exist
depending on the different permutations of the atoms being in the excited state
and the ground state. The index mN signifies population inversion and is equal to
1
mN = (n+ − n− ),
2
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(3.15)

where n+ is the number of atoms in the excited state, n− is the number of atoms
in the ground state and n+ + n− = N , N being the number of particles.
The emission (absorption) of a single photon involves one of the n+ (n− ) atoms
in the excited (ground) state decaying (being excited) radiatively to the ground
(excited) state by emitting (absorbing) a single photon of frequency ω0 . We now
define the collective versions of the Pauli spinors σ̂1 , σ̂2 and σ̂3 signifying the
atomic transitions and inversion for the j-th atom as
1
(j)
R̂1 (... ± ...) = (... ∓ ...),
2
1
(j)
R̂2 (... ± ...) = ± i(... ∓ ...),
2
1
(j)
R̂3 (... ± ...) = ± (... ± ...),
2
(j)
(j)
(j)
R̂± = R̂1 ± iR̂2 .

(3.16a)
(3.16b)
(3.16c)
(3.16d)

In the above equations, j is the position of ± for the j-th atom, that is the j-th
atom can be in a ground state or an excited state. Now we sum over the N atoms
to get the collective versions of the transition operators for the whole system as
R̂1,2,3 =

N
X

R̂1,2,3 ,

(j)

(3.17a)

(j)

(3.17b)

j=1

R̂± =

N
X

R̂± .

j=1

For a collection of N atoms, propagation effects are accounted for by the pterm
e
in the operator definition. Propagation did not come into play in the
previous case when we had a single atom. But for the system where the cavity
volume V < λ30 , we can exclude these terms. These terms will come into play later
on when we deal with the case of extended systems. For the sake of completeness,
here we write the operator representations including the propagation terms
±ik.rj

R̂k± =

N
X

(j)

(3.18a)

(j)

(3.18b)

σ̂± e±ik.rj ,

j=1

R̂k3 =

N
X

σ̂3 eik.rj .

j=1

These operators obey the commutation relations [7]
[R̂k+ , R̂k0 − ] = R̂(k−k0 ),3 ,

(3.19a)

[R̂3 , R̂k± ] = ±2R̂k± .

(3.19b)
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Similar to equation (3.8), the dipole moment operator associated with the |ei to
|gi transition of the j-th atom, which is also polarized along the same direction Λ,
is given by
(j)
(j)
(j)
(j)
p̂(j) .êΛ = p̂Λ = pΛ (R̂k,+ + R̂k,− ),
(3.20)
(j)

where pΛ = h... + ...| p̂Λ |... − ...i, for transition of the j-th atom, and is assumed
to be real. The collective dipole moment pΛ is the sum of dipole moments of
individual atomic transitions or
pΛ =

N
X

(j)

pΛ .

(3.21)

j=1

Similar to equation (3.13), we write the Hamiltonian for the new system of N
atoms by replacing the individual atom transition operators with their collective
versions and making the rotating wave approximation
Ĥ =

X
X
~ω0
R̂k,3 +
~ωk aˆk † aˆk +
gk,Λ (R̂k,+ âk + R̂k,− â†k ),
2
k
k

(3.22)

P
or Ĥ = Ĥ0 + k Ĥk , where Ĥk is the interaction Hamiltonian between the cavity
field and the atoms and Ĥ0 is q
the combined free-field and the free-atomic Hamiltonian. The coefficient gk,Λ = V2π~
p .
ωk Λ
For the case where V  λ30 , we can approximate k.ri  1, and drop the
propagation term eik.ri from the Hamiltonian expression and substitute ωk = ω
giving
~ω0
R̂3 + ~ωâ† â + g(R̂+ â + R̂− â† ).
(3.23)
Ĥ =
2
From the expression for the collective inversion operator,
R̂3 |Ψm i = mN |Ψm i ,

(3.24)

where mN , given by equation (3.15), equals half the population inversion. We
define operator R̂2 such that
1
R̂2 = R̂12 + R̂22 + R̂32 = (R̂+ R̂− + R̂− R̂+ ) + R̂32 .
2

(3.25)

Comparing with angular momentum operators, the operator R̂2 is analogous to L̂2
and R̂3 is analogous to L̂z . R̂3 and R̂2 commute and we choose a set of stationary
states to be the eigen-states of both R̂3 and R̂2 . The operator R̂2 has an eigenvalue r(r + 1), similar to L̂2 which has eigen-values of l(l + 1)~. ‘r’, termed as
the ‘co-operation number’, is always positive, and can have integer or half-integer
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values which satisfy the following relation
1
|mN | ≤ r ≤ N.
2

(3.26)

The new eigen-states with the suffices mN and r satisfy the following equations
R̂3 |ΨmN ,r i = mN |ΨmN ,r i ,

(3.27a)

R̂2 |ΨmN ,r i = r(r + 1) |ΨmN ,r i .

(3.27b)

R̂± |ΨmN ,r i = N± |ΨmN ∓1,r i ,

(3.28)

Also

where N± is the normalization factor. The term R̂− |ΨmN ,r i corresponds to the
case of radiative decay of a single atom in the excited state |+i to the ground state
|−i while emitting a photon of energy ~ω0 . The term R̂+ |ΨmN ,r i corresponds to
the inverse process of absorption of a photon of energy ~ω0 and transition of the
atom from ground state |−i to the excited state|+i. To find the normalization
factor, we have
|N± |2 = hΨmN ,r | R̂∓ R̂± |ΨmN ,r i
= hΨmN ,r | R̂2 − R̂32 ∓ R̂3 |ΨmN ,r i
= (r ± mN )(r ∓ mN + 1),
where r and mN also satisfy the following relations
hΨr,mN |

X

hΨr,mN |

X

(i)

(i)

(3.29a)

(i)

(i)

(3.29b)

R̂+ R̂− |Ψr,mN i = r + mN ,

i

R̂− R̂+ |Ψr,mN i = r − mN ,

i

where r + mN is the number of atoms in the excited state and r − mN is the
number of atoms in ground state. The degeneracy dr,mN of each stationary state
is given by [3]
N ! (2r + 1)
dr,mN = N
.
(3.30)
( 2 − r) ! ( N2 + r + 1)
Thus the state with the largest value of ‘mN ’ and ‘r’, which is r = mN = N2 , is
completely non-degenerate (or has a degeneracy of d N , N = 1). The degeneracy
2 2
increases as we move to lower co-operation numbers.
For radiative transitions, there should be no change in ‘r’ and due to selection
rules (due to which there is a transition dipole moment associated only with states
of the opposite parity), there should be a unity change in ‘mN ’ ((mN − 1) for
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emission and (mN + 1) for absorption of a single photon). If we start with the
maximum value of ‘mN ’ (which for a state in a given co-operation number, ‘r’, is
equal to ‘r’) there should be (r − mN ) photon emissions to get to a given state
‘mN ’. This means that to get to the state Ψr,mN from Ψr,r , we must apply the R̂−
operator (r − mN ) times on Ψr,r as follows
1

|ΨmN ,r i = [(R̂2 − R̂32 − R̂3 )− 2 R̂− ]r−mN |Ψr,r i ,

(3.31)

1

where the (R̂2 − R̂32 − R̂3 )− 2 operator takes care of the normalization of the wave
function. With this definition the wave-function of the |ΨmN ,r i state (also written
as |mN , ri), the transition dipole moment associated with its transition to the
|ΨmN ±1,r i (similarly written as |mN ± 1, ri) is given by
1

hmN , r| (R̂+ + R̂− ) |mN ∓ 1, ri = |N± | = [(r ± mN )(r ∓ mN + 1)] 2 .

(3.32)

From Fermi’s Golden Rule [27, 143], the intensity of emitted spontaneous radiation
due to a transition from |mN , ri to |mN − 1, ri is proportional to the probability
of the transition or the square of the transition dipole moment giving
I = Isp (r + mN )(r − mN + 1),

(3.33)

where Isp is the intensity of spontaneous radiation emitted from a single atom.
If there is complete population inversion, or
r = mN =

N
, then I = N Isp .
2

This is the case where each atom decays independently of the other and the total
emitted power is the sum of powers emitted by individual atom, as it would be for
the incoherent case. If, on the other hand, co-operation number ‘r’ is large and
‘mN ’ is small, for example when,
r=


N
N N
and mN = 0 then I = Isp
+1 ,
2
2 2

or the field due to each emitter is summed up resulting in power which is proportional to the square of the number of atoms present in the system. This happens
when all the emitters are emitting coherently, resulting in an emission rate which is
much larger than the previous incoherent case. This state of the system is termed
by Dicke as “superradiant” [3]. For the case where all the atoms are in the ground
state,
N
N
r=
and mN = − then I = 0,
2
2
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which means that the emission stops completely.
If we start with a completely inverted system (or at time t = 0, r = mN =
N/2) and let it evolve with time, we would observe that at first the atoms decay
independently of each other with a radiation rate proportional to the number
of atoms present. Emission of each photon would lower the value of ‘mN ’ by
unity, but would result in no change in ‘r’. Hence the system will cascade down
a ladder of states, each separated by the same energy, ~ω0 , until all the atoms
have decayed to the ground state. This lowering of ‘mN ’ would in turn increase
the radiation rate until it peaks at the half-way point where there are half the
number of atoms each in the excited state and in the ground state. With further
emission of radiation, the rate will decrease until it becomes 0 for the case where
all the atoms end up in the ground state. Thus, this system of N atoms evolves as
a cascaded emission down a ladder of equidistant states, much like how an atom
with angular momentum R and emitting spontaneously, evolves. Fig 3.1 shows the
energy-level diagram of the collective energy eigen-states along with the cascaded
emission down the ladder. We again emphasize here that the atomic system is
completely symmetric with respect to permutation, which means that it does not
matter which atom is in the excited state and which atom is in the ground state
as long as the number of atoms in the excited state is (r + mN ) and the number
of atoms in the ground state is (r − mN ). This is a consequence of the assumption
that all the atoms are confined within a volume V < λ30 .
The states with lower values of ‘r’, or co-operation number have higher

Figure 3.1: Energy-level diagram showing cascaded emission down the ladder of
equidistant states
degeneracy and lower radiation rates. Also, the transitions between the degenerate
states are non-radiative. But in most practical cases, there will be a uniform
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field already present in order to excite the atoms, which breaks this degeneracy
condition. If the exciting field is strong enough, such as an intense pulse, we can
assume that all the atoms would be driven to the excited state. So for all practical
purposes, we can refrain from talking about these lower ‘r’ degenerate states.
Let us examine the evolution of a system with all atoms initially in the excited
state, or r = mN = N/2 at time t = 0, qualitatively. As mentioned previously,
the atoms at first start to decay independently of each other with the incoherent
spontaneous emission rate of N Isp and as the system moves down the ladder to
lower values of mN , the radiation rate (or the probability of emission of a photon)
increases until there are exactly half the number of atoms in the excited state and
half in the ground state. With further decrease in mN , the radiation rate lowers
until it becomes zero when all the atoms have decayed to the ground state. We
can hypothesize that this increase in radiation rate is a direct consequence of the
emergence of correlations between the atoms and it is instructive to look into the
dipole-dipole correlations for confirmation of this hypothesis [5].
For a single atom [27]
I = Isp hσ̂+ σ̂− i.
We can generalize this for N atoms as [5]
I = Isp hR̂+ R̂− i = Isp (r + mN )(r − mN + 1),

(3.34)

where the last equality comes from equation (3.33). The second term can be
written as a summation
X (i) X (j)
hR̂+ R̂− i = h
R̂+
R̂− i = (r + mN )(r − mN + 1).
i

(3.35)

j

which can be expanded as
X (i) X (j)
X (i) (i)
X X (i) (j)
h
R̂+
R̂− i =
hR̂+ R̂− i +
hR̂+ R̂− i.
i

j

i

i

j

The last term is the cross-correlation between different atoms. For our symmetrical
state, this cross-correlation is the same for all the different combinations i and j.
There are N (N −1) combinations for the cross-correlation between any two dipoles
in the system of N atoms. Hence we can simplify the equation as
X (i) X (j)
X (i) (i)
(i) (j)
h
R̂+
R̂− i =
hR̂+ R̂− i + N (N − 1)hR̂+ R̂− i,
i

j

i
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(i)

(j)

where hR̂+ R̂− i is the cross-correlation between the i-th and j-th atoms. We can
then write
r2 − m2N
(i) (j)
.
(3.36)
hR̂+ R̂− i =
N (N − 1)
If we start with the case where r = mN = N/2, we see that the correlation
between atoms is zero and that the atoms radiate independently. This is consistent with the previous observation that the total intensity is the sum of individual
intensities, as would be for a collection of atoms radiating independently and incoherently. For a constant value of r = N/2, we see that the correlation keeps
increasing until mN = 0. The correlation is maximized when the difference between r and mN is the largest, which happens when r = N/2 and mN = 0. This
is also the point where we get the maximum intensity of emitted radiation and
we are in the superradiant state. For lower values of m, the correlation decreases
further until it becomes zero again for r = N/2, mN = −N/2, or when all the
atoms are in the ground state. This proves that the increase in radiation rate
or intensity is accompanied by an increase in correlation between the atoms. At
the point of maximum radiation rate, these correlations lead to the appearance of
a macroscopic dipole moment which is equal to the sum of the individual dipole
moments, as seen in equation (3.21). For very large values of N , we can simply
say that the intensity scales with N 2 , making the lifetime of emission 1/N times
shorter than that of the individual atom for energy conservation. This behaviour
directly results from the symmetry of the system and indistinguishability of the
atoms.
Bonifacio and Luigiato have distinguished the case just discussed, where the
macroscopic dipole moment emerges from a totally uncorrelated state, as ‘superfluorescence’ [4]. This effect can only be observed in quantum systems and no
classical analog is possible due to the inherent quantum nature of fluorescence of
each atom which starts the process. Superradiance then, in their more stricter
definition, is the case where we start out with the maximum correlated case and
let the system evolve, or r = N/2; mN = 0 at time t = 0. In the context of
correlation between emitters, we can observe superradiance in classical systems
but not superfluorescence. This is the case that we are actually interested in. But
first we must discuss the case of N atoms confined within a volume V > λ30 .
Time evolution of N-atom superradiant system
Let the time constant associated with the radiative lifetime of a single isolated
atom be τ0 . The intensity of emission Ik (t) into a solid angle along the direction
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k satisfies the following relation [7]
1
d †
hâk âk i = Ik (t) =
hR̂k,+ (t)R̂k,− (t)i,
dt
4πτ0

(3.37)

where τ0 is the radiative decay time associated with a single isolated atom. Generalizing equation (3.25) for a mode k, we can write
1
2
R̂k2 = (R̂k,+ R̂k,− + R̂k,− R̂k,+ ) + R̂k,3
.
2

(3.38)

Also, from the conservation of Bloch vector length [7]
1
2
i = r(r + 1).
hR̂k2 i = h(R̂k,+ R̂k,− + R̂k,− R̂k,+ )i + hR̂k,3
2

(3.39)

Using the commutation relations in equation (3.19) and some algebraic manipulation, we write
1
1
2
2
hR̂k,+ R̂k,− i = hR̂k2 i + hR̂k,3 i − hR̂k,3
i = r(r + 1) + hR̂k,3 i − hR̂k,3
i.
2
2

(3.40)

We assume r to be maximum (= N/2) and rewrite equation (3.40) as
hR̂k,+ R̂k,− i =

 1
N N
2
+ 1 + hR̂k,3 i − hR̂k,3
i.
2 2
2

(3.41)

When an atom in the excited state decays and a photon is emitted, mN which
is half the population inversion is reduced by 1/2 while the number of photons
in all the k mode combined increases by one. Hence 1/2 the rate of decrease in
the expectation value of R̂3 must be equal to the rate of increase in the photon
number in all the modes, which is the expectation value of â†k âk summed over k.
So we write
X † E
d D1
R̂3 +
âk âk = 0.
(3.42)
dt 2
k
From (3.37) and (3.42) we get
4πIk (t) = −

1d
hR̂3 i.
2 dt

(3.43)

Summing both sides of the equation (3.41) for all k and using equations (3.37)
and (3.43) we get
 1
i
d
2 hN N
2
hR̂3 i = −
+ 1 + hR̂3 i − hR̂3 i .
dt
τ0 2 2
2
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(3.44)

Depending on the initial condition, or the value of hR̂3 i(t = 0), we get the two
separate solutions of superfluorescence and superradiance. If the initial condition is
hR̂3 i(t = 0) = N/2, we start with complete population inversion and a completely
uncorrelated state and the solution of the differential equation is
hR̂3 i(t) = −(N + 1) tanh

t − t 
0

2τc

,

(3.45)

where
τ0
,
N +1
τ0 ln N
t0 =
.
N +1
τc =

(3.46a)
(3.46b)

The intensity of emitted radiation in direction k is then calculated using equations
(3.43) and (3.45) as [6], [7]
Ik (t) =

t − t 
(N + 1)2
0
sech2
.
16πτ0
2τc

(3.47)

‘τc ’ is the characteristic decay time of the ensemble of N atoms and for very large
value of N , the decay time is shortened by a factor of 1/N . ‘t0 ’ is the time delay
required to reach the peak intensity, which is proportional to (N +1)2 or N 2 for very
large values of N . The initial intensity (at time t = 0) is (N + 1)2 sech2 (− ln N/2)
which is proportional to N for very large values of N . This is the superfluorescence
case, according to [4], as the initial intensity is the same as the incoherent case
(proportional to N ) and the peak intensity is reached after a certain time delay
t0 during which the correlations are built up.
Fig 3.2 shows the plot of superfluorescent radiation intensity normalized to the
maximum incoherent intensity N/(4πτ0 ) vs time for different number of atoms
confined within a fixed volume. As shown in fig 3.2, the superfluorescent intensity
is the same as the incoherent intensity at time t = 0, then reaches a maximum
after a certain time delay which decreases with increase in the number of atoms,
following which the intensity decays at a rate approximately N times faster than
the incoherent case. Fig 3.3 shows the comparison of the time evolution of a
system of two atoms, one radiating superfluorescently and the other radiating
incoherently (both atoms emitting independently).
If the initial condition is hR̂3 i(t = 0) = 0, or half the number of atoms are
in the ground state and half are in the excited state, the intensity of emitted
radiation in direction k is

(N + 1)2 − τt
e c .
(3.48)
Ik (t) =
16πτ0
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Figure 3.2: Superfluorescent radiation intensity normalized to the maximum incoN
) as a function of time normalized to the decay time
herent intensity (N I0 = 4πτ
0
τ0

Figure 3.3: Radiation intensity normalized to the maximum incoherent intensity
N
(N I0 = 4πτ
) as a function of time normalized to the decay time τ0 for superfluo0
rescent case (blue) and incoherent case (orange)
The initial radiation intensity is the maximum which then decays with a characteristic decay time τc which is, again, shorter by a factor of 1/N . This is the
superradiance case as, according to [4], the initial intensity is maximum due to
the initial state being maximally correlated. Fig 3.4 shows the comparison of the
time evolution of a system of two atoms, one radiating superradiantly and the
other radiating incoherently (both atoms emitting independently). As shown in
fig 2.4, there is no delay time associated with the build up of correlation and the
radiation intensity decays approximately N times faster than the incoherent case.
The spectral width of emitted intensity for both cases can be found from
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Figure 3.4: Radiation intensity normalized to the maximum incoherent intensity
N
) as a function of time normalized to the decay time τ0 for superradiant
(N I0 = 4πτ
0
case (blue) and incoherent case (orange)
the electric field intensity, E(t), which is the product of the square root of Ik (t),
the slowly varying amplitude of the emitted radiation, and the rapidly varying
component e−iω0 t , ω0 being the angular frequency of the transition: ∆m = −1.
(
E(t) =

(I(t))1/2 e−iω0 t , t ≥ 0
0,
t<0

The spectral distribution of intensity, |E(ω)|2 , is then obtained by taking the
squared modulus of the Fourier transform of E(t). The spectral linewidth, ∆ω, is
then the variance of the intensity distribution. For both the superfluorescent and
the superradiant case, this comes out to be [6, 7]
∆ω = 0.427

N
= N γ0 ,
τ0

(3.49)

where γ0 is the spectral linewidth for a single isolated atom. Thus the linewidth
for a coherently radiating ensemble of N emitters becomes N times the linewidth
of independently radiating emitters.

3.2.2

Quantum electrodynamic model for N emitters confined within a volume V > λ0 3

In the previous case, the precise arrangement of emitters was not included as its
effect was negligible for a system with V < λ0 3 . But when we consider extended
systems, the retardation effects become important and propagation terms must
be included in the definition of operators. Superradiance in extended systems has
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been discussed previously in [6] which is summarized in this section.
When we sum up the transition operators for each atom to get their collective
versions, this time we include the propagation term eik.rj for each operator. The
total emitted intensity is then calculated by integrating the product of the intensity
in a given direction k̂ and the average of square modulus (for intensity) retardation
factor over all atoms. The averaging of retardation factors is what makes the
intensity dependant on the arrangement of atoms within the confining volume.
Also, the intensity is not isotropic and is emitted into a solid angle. This behaviour
is characterized by a parameter ‘µ’ called the shape-factor. µ depends on the
shape and size of the containing volume V for the emitters [6]. The parameter
N in equations (3.45)- (3.48) is then replaced by N µ to get the expression for
radiation rate in direction k for an extended system [6]
Ik (t) =

t − t 
(N µ + 1)2
0
sech2
,
16πτ0
2τc

(N µ + 1)2 − τt
c
e
,
Ik (t) =
16πτ0

(3.50a)
(3.50b)

where
τ0
Nµ + 1
τ0 ln N µ
t0 =
Nµ + 1
τc =

(3.51a)
(3.51b)

The shape-factor µ is very small, in general, making the parameter N µ smaller
than N . This reduces the co-operative effect a lot.
The angular distribution of emitted radiation is of interest here as in contrast
to the previous case, in which all the field modes were equivalent and the radiation
was isotropic (hence I(t) = 4πIk (t)), the shape of the confining volume may favour
particular modes. Hence there is preferential emission of radiation in a particular
direction governed by diffraction [6, 7]. For example, in a cylindrical volume, the
modes with wave-vectors parallel to the axis of the cylinder are dominant.
Although it was mentioned above that the shape-factor greatly reduces the
magnitude of the overall superradiant/superfluorescent effect, when the angular
distribution of emitted radiation is taken into account, the superradiant/superfluorescent behaviour can be said to be exhibited in a particular direction. Most
of the radiation is actually emitted in a small cone along the direction of excitation, especially when it is parallel to the major axis of the contaning volume
[6]. For input excitation at an angle to the major axis, the radiation is emitted
in symmetrical cones parallel to the incoming radiation about the direction of the
major axis. The solid angle subtended by the cone is inversely proportional to the
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confining volume. This phenomenon is also referred to as ‘coherence brightening’
[144], [145].
If one also considers the time evolution of an extended system along with the
angular spread, one finds that as mentioned in [6], at time t = 0, if there is complete population inversion, the emitted radiation is isotropic and the intensity is
proportional to N µ, similar to the incoherent case. After the time delay t0 , the
correlation is maximum and the system emits with an intensity proportional to
(N µ)2 in the cone along the direction of excitation. This is the superfluorescent
case. For the superradiant case, the system starts emitting in the cone along the
direction of excitation with an intensity proportional to (N µ)2 from the very beginning. Rehler and Eberly have plotted the angular distribution of radiation for
different shapes of the containing volume and different atomic densities [6].
It is important to note that for an extended system, dephasing mechanisms
such as van-der Waals interaction significantly reduce the superradiance effect.
One way of getting around this problem is to resonantly couple a smaller sized
sample to a cavity. The resonant enhancement due to the cavity compensates for
these dephasing factors and helps in observing superradiance effects at a much
lower density of particles than in the uncoupled state [5].

3.2.3

Classical Model

The properties of superradiance can also be described by a classical model. In
this case, N oscillators oscillate in phase from the beginning of the process. This
implies that in the dipole approximation, a macroscopic dipole moment exists at
the beginning of the process which is the sum of the dipole moments of individual
oscillators. The classical model is derived in this section and is similar to the one
given in [6].
We consider N identical electric dipoles oscillating with frequency ω and dipole
moment p(t) confined within a volume V which may be of any arbitrary size. We
make the quasi-electrostatic approximation in which the decay-time of the dipole
is assumed to be much larger than the oscillation time period of the dipole. No
dipole-dipole interaction is considered at this point. All the dipoles are excited
at time t = 0 and then undergo radiative decay. The dipoles are not necessarily
in phase and oscillate with angular frequency ω, which is equal to the angular
frequency of the initial excitation. The time-dependence of the envelope of dipole
moment of each dipole p(t) is thus
p(t) = p0 e−γ0 t/2 ,
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(3.52)

where γ0 is the decay constant of a single isolated dipole and p0 is the initial value.
The total vector potential with the retardation included is
N
eik.(r−ri )
iµ0 ω X
p(t)
cos (ωt − φi )
A(r, t) = −
4π i=1
|r − ri |

(3.53)

From the vector potential, the electric field E and the magnetic field H can be
calculated, from which the time-averaged Poynting vector is calculated in order
to get rid of the fast varying component at twice the oscillating frequency. The
power emitted per unit solid angle in the direction n is then calculated from the
time averaged Poynting vector as
dP
1 
= Re [r2 n.(E × H)] =
dΩ
2


dP
dΩ

dP
dΩ

!

N
1 X i(k.(r−ri )−φi ) 2
N
e
,
N i=1
2

0

(3.54)



is the power per unit solid angle emitted by a single isolated dipole
where
0
and is equal to [146]
dP
dΩ

!
=
0

c2 Z 0 4
k |p(t)|2 sin2 θp .
32π 2

(3.55)

Here Z0 is the characteristic impedance of free space, θp is the angle between p
and n, and c is the speed of light in vacuum.
In the quasi-electrostatic approximation, the average potential energy W (t) of
N electric dipoles with dipole moment p, charge Q and mass M is given by [146],
[147]
!2
N M ω 2 |p(t)|
W (t) =
(3.56)
2
Q
The total power emitted by the dipoles is hence
dW (t)
P =
= N2
dt

Z

dP
dΩ

!
0

N
1 X i(k.(r−ri )−φi ) 2
dΩ
e
N i=1

(3.57)

Solving equations (3.56) and (3.57) for W (t) we get
t

W (t) = W (0)e− τc ,

(3.58)

where τc is the characteristic decay time which is related to the decay time of a
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single isolated oscillator τ0 by the following relations
τc =

τ0
Nµ

(3.59a)
"

τ0 = γ0−1

1
=
M ω2

τ0
µ=
M ω2

Q
|p(0)|

Q
|p(0)|
!2 Z

!2 Z

dP
dΩ

#−1
c2 Z0 4
k |p(t)|2 sin2 θdΩ
32π 2

(3.59b)

N
1 X i(k.(r−ri )−φi ) 2
e
dΩ
N i=1

(3.59c)

!
0

So the decay time is shortened by a factor of 1/N due to co-operative effects
while the maximum power is increased by N 2 . From simple Fourier analysis, we
can easily see that the spectral linewidth is broadened by a factor N , as shown
in equation (3.49). Again, due to the inclusion of the propagation term e−ik.r ,
we get the N µ instead of the simpler N dependence. All these conclusions are
consistent with the predictions made by the quantum-electrodynamical model thus
confirming that superradiance can be observed in classical systems as well.

3.3

Experimental demonstrations

Skribanowitz et al [8] were the first to demonstrate Dicke superradiance, or more
specifically in their case superfluorescence, in the IR regime by optically pumping HF gas in 1973. They showed that when HF gas at pressure higher than
10 mTorr was pumped with a HF laser, the relaxation energy between two rotational sub-levels of the first vibrational state was emitted after a considerable time
delay (≈ 2 µs) as a very short pulse. The time delay increased with decreasing
pressure while the intensity decreased and eventually oscillations were observed
in the emitted intensity due to absorption and re-emission of the emitted radiation, similar to the Rabi oscillations. Later on, many experiments showed Dicke
superradiance in atomic vapors such as Cesium ([9], [10] and [148]), Rubidium
[149], Barium [11], Thallium [12] and Sodium [150]. Reference [9] showed that
the degeneracy of atomic levels is very important in determining emission properties and they showed the presence of quantum beats due to different hyperfine
structures present in the energy levels of Cesium. Reference [150] showed Doppler
beats in the emitted radiation depending on the direction of excitation and manyatom beats due to presence of different isotopes in the mixture. Gross et al [13]
showed superradiance in the microwave region using Rydberg atoms. The trigger
for superradiant effect in their case was blackbody radiation and not spontaneous
emission, unlike the other cases.
Superradiant and subradiant emission was demonstrated in a system of trapped
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ions for the first time in reference [15]. They demonstrated the variation of radiative linewidth with distance between the trapped ions in the form of a sinc(kR)
function for both superradiant (transition dipoles in phase) and the subradiant
(transition dipoles out of phase) cases. A similar experiment was reported for a
pair of gold nanospheres by Dahmen et al [151] where the spectral linewidth of
the scattered light oscillated between superradiance and subradiance. Recently,
Inouye et al [14] demonstrated off-resonant superradiant scattering from an elongated specimen of Bose-Einstein condensate. On excitation of the condensate with
a laser beam polarized perpendicular to the major axis of the condensate, highly
directional emission in the forward direction was observed along with recoil scattering of atoms at 45° with respect to the axis. The radiative decay lifetime was
also substantially reduced unlike the incoherent Rayleigh scattering case. Reference [152] showed long range interaction and collective radiative effects in a system
of quantum dots which behaved as an ensemble, an evidence of superradiance.
Superradiant (bright mode with a faster decay rate) and subradiant (dark
mode with slower decay rate) modes were observed in a system of two superconducting qubits coupled to a microwave cavity by references [153], [154] and [16]
for strong coupling, one-dimensional coupling and a weak coupling with the cavity
respectively. Single-photon superradiance and the associated collective Lamb shift
(shift in resonance of emitted radiation due to absorption and emission of virtual
photons) was demonstrated in a collection of Mossbauer 57 Fe nuclei in reference
[155].
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Chapter 4
Superradiance in two-dimensional
arrays of nano-antennas
4.1

Introduction

Particle plasmon resonances (PPRs) are resonant oscillations of the electron cloud
of nanoparticles on being excited with an incoming optical field [156]. They increase the scattering and absorption cross-section of the nanoparticle. It has been
shown, that these PPRs (resonance wavelength as well as the linewidth) depend
on the shape of the nanoparticle and the permittivities of the material comprising
the nanostructure and that of the substrate or the medium in which it is embedded [157], [158].
The resonances of coupled plasmonic nanoparticles and their optical scattering
properties have been studied extensively in recent years [159–164]. In such systems, the term superradiance is often used to describe coupled modes that exhibit
a linewidth that is broader than that of the individual particles constituting the
system. These so-called ‘superradiant modes’ possess an enhanced overall dipole
moment resulting from the alignment of the dipole moments of the individual
particles, which in turn lead to an enhanced scattering rate [160]. However, this
phenomenon is different from Dicke’s superradiance, as the ‘superradiant modes’
result from near-field coupling between the nanoparticles, while Dicke’s superradiance relies only on radiative coupling [3].
The broadening of the resonance linewidth has also been observed in twodimensional periodic arrays of plasmonic nanoparticles [19, 165–169]. In these
systems, the effect has also been explained by an enhanced scattering rate resulting from a near-field dipole-dipole coupling [19, 169], as well as by a retarded
long-range interaction between the nanoparticles [167]. The far-field coupling in
a periodic three-dimensional arrangement of plasmonic nanowires was also stud67

ied [170]. In this case, the observed broadening of the transmittance linewidth and
complete destructive (constructive) interference in forward (backward) direction
at the Bragg condition was described as phenomenon similar to Dicke’s superradiance.
More recently, Iida [171] showed numerically that the scattering cross-section
linewidth of a linear arrangement of gold nanospheres is proportional to the number of nanospheres illuminated. The finding was also referred to as Dicke-like
superradiance, but the analysis did not provide a physical insight into the phenomenon. In a follow up investigation, Tokonami and co-workers [172] considered a
dielectric bead covered by gold nanospheres and observed experimentally a broadening of the scattering cross-section linewidth of ∼ 100 meV when the distance between the nanospheres was reduced by ∼ 1 nm. However, their experiment suffered
from a large variation in the average particle size and a not-well-defined separation
between the nanospheres, which could have led to inhomogeneous broadening and
hence obscured the contribution of the claimed superradiance effect.
Although the linewidth broadening for arrays of nanostructures has been called,
in some cases, Dicke-like superradiance, no study yet has provided a physical insight into the phenomenon, and in particular into the exact dependence of the
linewidth on the number density of plasmonic nanoparticles. In this work, we
consider a scattering problem for an array of nanoparticles with varying lattice
constants. Through a series of transmission-spectroscopy experiments and numerical simulations, we show that the resonance linewidth of a two-dimensional
array of dipole nanoantennas is directly proportional to the effective number of
nanoantennas contained within a circle of radius equal to the optical wavelength.
Furthermore, using a simple analytical model we provide physical insights indicating that the cooperative scattering effect observed in the collection of dipole
nanoantennas can indeed be described as a classical manifestation of superradiance.

4.2

Simple Analytical Model

Spectral linewidth is the most convenient parameter to measure for plasmonic
systems because the plasmon lifetime is of the order of 3-5 fs, making it very difficult to measure the dynamics of radiative decay. Hence our indicator of Dicke
superradiance is the N -dependence of spectral linewidth of transmitted light from
a square array of rectangular nanorods. In our analytical model, for ease of calculation, we model the nanoantennas as ellipsoids and only consider their dipole
moment contribution. An infinite square array of these ellipsoids with lattice
constants ax = ay = a, which are smaller than the resonance wavelength, are
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embedded within a homogeneous medium made of BK7 glass with permittivity
2 . Scattering from a planar array of resonant scatterers with lattice constants
smaller than the resonance wavelength takes place in the form of a plane wave
and there are no diffraction lobes present [173], [174]. Considering a planar array
of these nanoantennas instead of a small number of scatterers also gives a larger
signal that becomes important considering the very small scattering cross-sections
of individual nanoantennas. Also it removes the dependence of the effect on the
precise arrangement of these antennas within the circle of radius λ0 due to uniform excitation of each antenna (uniform excitation and regular arrangement is
an important criteria for observation of superradiance [175], [5]).
The plane containing the array of nanoantennas is taken to be the xy-plane,

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: (a) Planar square array of gold nanorods embedded within BK7 glass,
(b) Ellipsoid dimensions and excitation geometry used for the analytical model
or z = 0, as shown in Fig. 4.1b. The exciting field is normally incident and polarized along the length of the nanoantenna or equivalently along the major axis
of the ellipsoid, which is assumed to be parallel to the x-axis, as shown in Fig.
4.1b. Johnson and Christy parameters [176] are used for the permittivity 1 of
gold. The static polarizabilities for the nanorod and the ellipsoid will be slightly
different due to the difference in shape, but we are interested in a phenomenological explanation for the effect and essentially any nanoparticle shape will do as
long as it has a larger scattering cross-section than the absorption cross-section.
This is important so that any change in linewidth is due to radiative interaction.
↔
The static polarizability tensor α for the ellipsoid is expressed in the principal
axis coordinates as a diagonal matrix with the following elements [177]
αxx =

0 (1 − 2 )V
,
1 + 12 ( 12 − 1)Aa0

αyy =

0 (1 − 2 )V
,
1 + 12 ( 12 − 1)Ab0

αzz =

0 (1 − 2 )V
,
1 + 12 ( 12 − 1)Ac0
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(4.1)

where V = 4π
a b c is the volume of the ellipsoid and Ai, i=a0 ,b0 ,c0 are the shape
3 0 0 0
factors given by [177]
Z
Ai = a0 b0 c0
0

∞

(s +

ds
p
; i = a0 , b0 , c0 ,
(s + a0 )2 (s + b0 )2 (s + c0 )2

i)2

(4.2)

The total electric field Etot at a particular dipole, of dipole moment p, is the vector
sum of the incident field at the dipole Einc , its own radiation-reaction field and
the retarded fields from all the other dipoles,
Etot = Einc +

X↔
1 2
3
inω
p
+
G (−R).p,
4π0 3c3
R6=0

(4.3)

where n is the refractive index of gold, c is the speed of light, 0 is the vacuum
↔
permittivity, R is the lattice vector as shown in Fig. 4.1a, G (r) is the Green’s
tensor for the dipole, and Einc is the incident plane wave at the position of the
dipole. The second term on the right hand side of equation (4.3) is the radiationreaction term of the dipole while the last term is the sum of the retarded fields from
↔
all the other dipoles. The last term is also represented by β , called the dynamic
interaction constant. For normal incidence, the dipole moment is identical for each
dipole and is given by
"
↔
↔
p = α Etot = α Einc (r) +

#
↔
1 2
inω 3 p+ β .p ,
4π0 3c3

(4.4)

For the xy-plane containing the dipoles, Gxz (−R) = Gyz (−R) = 0. Also,
P
since we have a square lattice and normally incident light
R6=0 Gxy (−R) =
↔
P
G
(−R)
=
0.
The
only
non-zero
components
of
the
tensor
β are the
zz
R6=0
xx and the yy terms, which happen to be equal for the square array. We refer
to these non-zero terms as β (or βxx = βyy = β). Local-field approach for a 2-D
structure, similar to the Lorentz-Lorenz model for a bulk crystal, can be used to
↔
calculate β . There are various approaches of performing this calculation. Reference [174] calculates the surface current density followed by energy conservation
relations to find the imaginary part of β, and also shows that it depends on the
nearest neighbours of the dipole. Reference [173] uses the Poisson summation formula followed by singularity cancellation to get the exact analytic expression for
the imaginary part of β [178]. A brief summary of the derivation given in reference
[174] follows.
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4.2.1

Derivation of the dynamic interaction constant

To find the total field at a particular dipole, a circle of radius R with origin at
↔
P
the dipole is introduced around the dipole. The total interaction field R6=0 G
(−R).p at the dipole is the vector sum of the field due to dipoles lying outside the
circle (referred to as hole from now onwards) called Esheet , and due to the dipoles
enclosed within the hole excluding the reference dipole in question called Ehole ,
that is
Eint = βp = Esheet + Ehole .
(4.5)
Esheet can be calculated analytically as it becomes a continuous sum for a large
enough R. This is justified as the effect of dipoles far enough from the reference
dipole in question is that of an averaged polarization. Ehole on the other hand is a
discrete sum of a finite number of dipoles enclosed within the hole. The field due
to a dipole of moment p at a distance r is given by
!
1

ikr
e
ik
1
k 2 (n̂ × p) × n̂
+ (3n(n.p) − p) 3 − 2 eikr ,
Ep =
4π
r
r
r

(4.6)

√
with n̂ being the unit vector directed along the position vector r and k = ω µ
is the wave-number within the medium. The discrete dipoles are replaced by a
homogenous polarized sheet with a surface density of dipole moments given by
ps =

p
,
a2

(4.7)

a2 being the area of the unit cell of the square-lattice with lattice constant a. In
our case, the dipole moment of each dipole is directed in-plane along the x-axis.
Esheet is then given by
Z
Esheet =

Eps ds,

(4.8)

where
Eps

!

1
ikr
e
1
ik
=
k 2 (n × ps ) × n
+ (3n(n.ps ) − ps ) 3 − 2 eikr ,
4π
r
r
r

(4.9)

and the surface integral is taken over the entire plane for r > R. Rewriting the
integral in polar coordinates
Esheet

p
= s
4π

Z
0

2π

Z

∞

R

1 − ikr
k 2 sin2 φ + (3 cos2 φ − 1)
r2
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!

eikr
r dr dφ.
r

(4.10)

On integrating we get
Esheet =

iωps η0 
1  ikR
1+
e ,
4n
ikR

(4.11)

where η0 is the characteristic impedance of the free space.
Now we introduce the averaged surface current density J written as
J = −iωps .

(4.12)

We expand exponential in equation (4.11) using Taylor’s series and substitute for
J to get
η0
η0
J − J + O(kR).
(4.13)
Esheet = −
4nikr
2n
The term Jη0 /2n is the plane wave radiated by the complete sheet including the
hole. Regarding the field contribution of the dipoles located within the hole, it has
been shown in reference [174] that it is out of phase with the field contributions
due to the sheet. Also, for a large enough value of R, both Esheet and Ehole are
oscillatory as the dipole fields fall of with 1/R while the number of dipoles within
the hole increase proportional to R. The local field is thus shown to converge to
a finite value for a large enough R. This means that the local-field depends on
the nearest neighbours in an infinite array. Hence, the predictions made by this
simple analytical model for an infinite periodic array will also be valid for a finite
sized array.
Next, to find the total field, we take the limiting value of R, termed R0 , such
that there is only one dipole enclosed within the hole. This makes Ehole = 0. The
total field is then given by
Etot = Einc + Eint = Einc + βp,

(4.14)

where βxx = βyy = β, the only non-zero terms of the dynamic interaction tensor
for our case. From equation (4.11) we can write for β
β=

1  ikR0
iωη0 
1
+
e
.
2na2
ikR0

(4.15)

The value of R0 is given as R0 = a/1.438 in reference [174]. For R < R0 , we are
in the static limit and Eint blows up.
For a single dipole, the dipole moment is related to the incident electric field
as
↔
p =α E
(4.16)
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Since the dipole moment to be aligned parallel to the incident electric field, we
get rid of the tensor notation and write the inverse polarizability as
1
i 2nω 3
0
= ξ − iξ −
,
α
4π0 3c3

(4.17)

with n being the refractive index of the surrounding medium. The last term in
the above equation is the radiative-reaction term and it determines the resonance
0
linewidth. The ξ and ξ terms depend on the shape, size and material of the
scatterer as well as the frequency. The ξ = 0 case corresponds to resonance
0
condition while ξ > 0 corresponds to passive particle with a non-zero absorption.
In order to compare the radiative behaviour of a single dipole to that of a planar
array of these dipoles, we define α̃, the effective polarizability which characterizes
the dipole response to only the incident field as
p = α̃Einc = αEtot .

(4.18)

Equation (4.17) can then be written as a scalar equation
pi
pi
=
+ βpi ; i = x, y.
αii
α̃ii

(4.19)

Note that our incident field is only polarized along the x-direction. So we can drop
the indices in equation (4.19) and only consider the x-polarized response.
The power lost in each dipole due to absorption and radiation is
Pext = −

ω
Im α̃|Einc |2 ,
2

(4.20)

where α̃ = α̃xx . We can write the radiated power by each particle (in both forward
and backward directions) within the array as
1
Prad = 2 × cell area × |S| = 2a2 . Re EH ∗ ,
2

(4.21)

where S is the time-averaged Poynting vector and E = −η0 J/2n and H = −J/2
are the electric field (along x-axis here) and magnetic field (along y-axis here)
respectively for the plane dipoles aligned along x-axis. The current density J can
be written from equations (4.7), (4.12) and (4.18) as
J =−

iω α̃
Einc .
a2
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(4.22)

Substituting J from equation (4.22) in (4.21) we get
Prad

a2 η0 |J|2
η0 ω 2 2
=
=
|α̃| |Einc |2 .
2
4n
4na

(4.23)

For no absorption, Pext = Prad . Thus, equations (4.20) and (4.23) give
Im

η0 ω
1
=−
.
α̃
2na2

(4.24)
0

Substituting the above result in equation (4.17) and assuming ξ = 0 for the
lossless case, we get
Im β = −

k3
η0 ω
k
k3
+
+
=
−
.
6π0 2na2
6π0 20 a2

(4.25)

Although we assumed that the particles are lossless, the above expression for interaction constant is an exact one for lattice constants much smaller than wavelength,
as the interaction between the particles is due to radiation fields. Re-writing the
expression for effective polarizability of the dipole in an array, we get
1

1
1 2
1
= Re
− β + i Im −
inω 3 Neff ,
α̃
α
α 4π0 3c3

(4.26)

where Neff = 3λ20 /4πn2 a2 is the effective number of dipoles enclosed within a circle
of radius equal to the resonance wavelength, λ0 . The Im 1/α term is responsible for losses due to absorption. The Re(β) term causes a shift in the resonance
wavelength depending on the lattice constant. The last term on the right hand
side is the similar to the radiation-reaction term in equation in (4.17) for a single
dipole. But there is a an enhancement factor, Nef f in the term. From the SipeKranendonk condition [18], this term is proportional to the radiative damping, or
the linewidth of resonance. Thus the radiative damping of a dipole is enhanced
by a factor of Neff (or 1/a2 ) in a planar square array due to co-operative effects.
Effectively, this broadening of linewidth is proportional to the number of dipoles
enclosed within a circle of radius λ0 is quite similar to Dicke superradiance in which
the broadening in radiative linewidth is proportional to the number of emitters
within a volume smaller than λ30 . Hence we expect to see the radiative linewidth
with 1/a2 as a manifestation of co-operative effect of the array, or ‘superradiance’.
For experimental verification of this effect, we perform transmission measurements on the array of nanoantennas. The transmission and reflection spectrum
can be analytically calculated using a transmission line model or an effective index
method. The transmission line model is described below.
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4.2.2

Transmission and reflection from the planar array

The reflectivity and transmissivity can be obtained using the equivalent transmission line formulation formulation as discussed in [174]. In this case, the entire
array is modelled as a shunt load of imepedance Za to a transmission line of
characteristic impedance η, which is the intrinsic impedance of the surrounding
medium as shown in Fig. 4.2. We still use the scalar approximation as the surface

Figure 4.2: Transmission line model of the planar array of dipoles
current density is assumed to be directed along the incident field. The scattered
field, Eref , from a current sheet of surface current density J is −(η/2)J. Assuming
normal incidence, we can write the total field as
η
Etot = Einc + Eref = Einc − J = Za J.
2

(4.27)

Using the result of equation (4.22) in (4.27), we can write
 a2
η
Etot = i
−
J = Za J.
ω α̃ 2

(4.28)

Hence, the reflection and transmission coefficients are
− η2
,
Za + η2
Za
t̃ = 1 + r̃ =
.
Za + η2

r̃

=

Eref
Einc

=

(4.29)
(4.30)

Hence the transmittance T̃ , or the ratio of transmitted power to incident power
and the reflectance R̃, or the ratio of reflected power to the incident power are
η 2 ω 2 |α̃|2  π 2  λ 4  α̃  α̃∗ 
R̃ = |r̃|2 =
=
,
4a4
n
a
0 λ3 0 λ3

   
π  λ 2
α̃ 
π 2 λ 4 α̃  α̃∗ 
2
T̃ = |t̃| = 1 −
2 Im
+
.
n a
0 λ3
n
a
0 λ3 0 λ3
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(4.31)
(4.32)

4.3

Results

For experimental demonstration of these predictions, linear transmission measurements were performed on a set of 6 samples with varying lattice constant, a, from
250 nm to 500 nm in steps of 50 nm. The experimental setup along with the SEM
image of a fabricated sample are shown in Fig. 4.3.
The fabrication was performed using electron beam lithography in a Raith Pio-

Figure 4.3: (a) Schematic showing the setup of the experiment. Inset shows the
sketch of each sample. (b) SEM image of a sample
neer 30 kV e-beam system to form a patterned resist on a 1 mm thick fused silica
substrate. A 23-nm-thick layer of ITO (indium tin oxide) was deposited on the
substrate for efficient charge dissipation (this 23-nm-thick ITO layer was included
in the simulations) followed by inverse-patterning with a photoresist. Then a gold
film of thickness 30 nm was deposited and the resist was removed by the process
of lift-off leaving behind the patterned gold on the substrate. Each of the 6 fabricated samples was 100 µm × 100 µm in size. The fabricated nanorods had an
average length of 212.5 nm, width of 105 nm and thickness of 30 nm. To make
the background medium symmetric, the sample was coated with index-matched
oil, and a cover-slip was placed on top.
The broadband source was a white-light halogen lamp that was focussed on
the required sample using a 0.4 NA objective. The spot size was small enough to
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be entirely contained within the area of the sample to avoid artefacts in our measurements. The transmitted light was collected using a 0.1 NA objective which
collects light only within a cone of half angle 5.74°, or near normal incidence. This
light was then fiber-coupled to a Yokogawa AQ6370C optical spectrum analyzer,
and the spectrum was measured. The spectrum recorded for transmission through
the array was normalized to the transmission spectrum of the glass + ITO + oil
assembly to get the normalized spectrum. These normalized spectra were then
fitted to Lorentzians from which the linewidth was extracted (code attached in
Appendix 1). The measured and fitted extinction spectra are shown in Fig. 4.4.
In order to compare these experimental results with the predictions from

Figure 4.4: Measured extinction spectra (dark green) along with the corresponding
Lorentzian fits (light green) for different lattice constants
the analytical model, we performed numerical simulations for square arrays of
nanorods with varying lattice constants under periodic boundary conditions using
a commercial Maxwell equations solver based on the finite diffidence time domain
(FDTD) method. These numerical simulations provide results for ideal experimental conditions and should be closer to the analytical predictions. Gold nanorods
with a rectangular cross-section and dimensions same as the average dimensions of
the fabricated sample were arranged in a square lattice on a BK7 substrate with
a layer of BK7 on top and a 23-nm-thick layer of ITO sandwiched in between.
Broadband light polarized along the length of the nanorod was normally incident
on the array. For verification of the analytical model, the dimensions of the ellipsoid were chosen to have the same volume as the nanorod (see Fig. 4.1b) with
similar scattering and absorption cross-sections.
The spectrum of the scattering, absorption, and extinction cross sections ob77

Figure 4.5: Scattering, absorption and extinction cross-sections of a single isolated
nanorod
tained from FDTD simulations are plotted in Fig. 4.5. The scattering resonance of
an isolated nanorod for excitation along its length was found to be at wavelength
1125 nm (frequency 266.5 THz). We see that the scattering cross-section at resonance is more than twice the absorption cross-section. The designed nanoantennas
are hence very good scatterers and well-suited for studying co-operative radiative
effects. The spectrum of the polarizability tensor components αxx and αyy for an
isolated nanorod calculated by summing the current density for excitations along
its length and width respectively, as obtained from FDTD, over the volume of the
nanorod are shown in Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 respectively.
The lattice constant of this array was varied from 250 nm to 500 nm in steps

Figure 4.6: Polarizability tensor component αxx
of 50 nm and the spectrum of the transmitted light was recorded. The full-width
at half-maximum (FWHM) linewidth was calculated by fitting a Lorentzian to the
extinction spectra.
Fig. 4.8 shows the plot of the analytically calculated, simulated and exper78

Figure 4.7: Polarizability tensor component αyy

Figure 4.8: Simulated extinction spectra (magenta) along with the corresponding
Lorentzian fits (purple) for different lattice constants
imentally measured FWHM linewidths vs lattice constant a and a power curve
a−x fitted to each dataset. We compare these values of x with the theoretically
predicted value of −2. The exponent x was found to be −2.024 from simulations,
−1.82 from the experiment and −2 from the analytical model, each with a 5%
goodness-of-fit. The analytically calculated and the simulated value of exponent
are almost equal to the predicted value of −2 while the measured value from
the experiment lies within 10% of the predicted value of −2. We attribute the
discrepancies between experimental and analytical results to deviations from the
ideal dimensions and shape of the nanorods caused by inaccuracies in the fabrication process. Even so, the value of the exponent obtained from the analytical
model, simulation and the experiment are almost equal to the predicted value,
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from which we conclude that this is indeed a demonstration of superradiance in
plasmonic systems.

Figure 4.9: FWHM linewidths obtained from the analytical model (grey), experiment (green) and simulations (purple) vs. lattice constant a. The exponents of a
in all three cases are within within 10% of the predicted value of −2

4.4

Conclusions

We have demonstrated superradiance in plasmonic structures by showing the dependence of spectral linewidth on the effective number of nanoantennas through
a simple analytical model, FDTD simulations, and experiment. The experimental values are in reasonable agreement with the numerical and analytical results.
Although we refer this linewidth broadening as superradiance, apart from the scaling of linewidth, no other parameter follows the scaling of Dicke’s particular case.
The reason is that we are working with scatterers and not emitters. Individual
scatterers themselves can be treated as a two-level system with an excited state
and a ground state. But there is no formation of the ladder of states like in the
case of emitters. Hence we never fulfil the condition r = N/2 and m = 0, or half
the emitters being excited and half being in ground state, which Dicke refers to as
superradiant. Regardless, the dependence of linewidth on the number density of
nanoantennas shows that this is still a co-operative effect and follows the scaling
as suggested by Dicke.
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4.5

Future Work

We have investigated the properties of the nanoantenna array under normal incidence. A possible next step would be to investigate the properties of the array for
oblique incidence of light polarized along both s and p-polarizations. This would
provide an intuition of the effect of the in-plane wave-vector on the radiative properties of the array. Further, this problem can be extended to 3-D by including a
second layer of nanoantennas separated by varying distances from the original
layer and investigate the effect of changing layer separations on the spectrum.
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Part III
Spontaneous Parametric
Downconversion (SPDC)
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Chapter 5
The scaling laws of Spontaneous
Parametric Downconversion
5.1

Introduction

Spontaneous Parametric Downconversion or SPDC is a parametric scattering process in which a pump photon of frequency ωp and wave-vector kp , travelling within
a crystal possessing a second-order nonlinearity, spontaneously splits into two photons of lower energy called the signal, of frequency ωs and wave-vector ks , and
idler, of frequency ωi and wave-vector ki . The emitted photons obey energy conservation as ωp = ωs + ωi as well as momentum conservation, kp = ks + ki , which
manifests as phase-matching conditions that must be met by the three photons.
Generally, birefringence of the material is used to achieve phase-matching [29].
SPDC has become a very important process in quantum communication [179],
cryptography [21] and performing fundamental tests of quantum mechanics such
as non-locality and local realism [180]. This is because the signal and idler photons are quantum-mechanically entangled in various degrees of freedom such as
energy-time, spatial mode and polarization [181]. Moreover, SPDC can be used
as a source for heralded single photons [23]. So designing a bright SPDC source is
of considerable advantage. This simply means that the bi-photon rate should be
maximized in order to have the highest brightness.
Another parameter that must be maximized is the heralding efficiency, or the
conditional probability of detecting a signal photon given that an idler photon
is detected. When we deal with heralded single-photon sources, a high heralding efficiency is very important. Experiments, such as tests of Bell’s inequality
violations impose a threshold on heralding efficiency (> 66%) [182] and a high
heralding efficiency also guarantees a lower quantum bit error rate. Hence the two
important metrics that need to be maximized are: (1) bi-photon generation rate
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and (2) heralding efficiency.
The SPDC process may be classified as type-I or type-II depending on whether
the polarizations of the signal and idler are same or are orthogonal, respectively.
In type-I, the pump is orthogonally polarized to both signal and idler and the
emission of the photons occurs in the form of concentric cones with opening angle depending on the angle between the crystal axis and the pump, as shown in
Fig. 5.1. In type-II, the signal and idler photons are orthogonally polarized to
each other and the emission occurs in the form of two cones, as shown in Fig.
5.1. A type-0 configuration is also used where the crystal is periodically-poled to
have quasi-phase matching and the signal, idler and pump have the same polarization [22]. The down-converted photons are emitted into an infinite continuum

Figure 5.1: Schematic showing type-I and type-II SPDC configurations
of modes. In most experiments, these photons are collected in single-mode fibers
that are coupled to coincidence detectors. Using single-mode fibers ensures that
the photons are in a well-defined spatial mode, a Gaussian, and also optimizes
the collection efficiency [183]. Prior investigations into designing a bright SPDC
source has focussed on optimizing adjustable parameters such as crystal length,
focussing of the pump beam and collection mode size [25, 26, 28, 184, 185].
Ling et al [28] have analyzed type-I SPDC in a non-collinear emission geometry
with collimated Gaussian beams as the target modes. They provide an expression
for the joint spectral emission rate and total bi-photon generation rate. The problem with their expression is that it diverges for degenerate type-I SPDC. Also,
due to their assumption that pump, signal and idler are collimated beams, the
expression is only valid in the thin crystal limit. To analyze the thick-crystal
regime, diffraction effects in the three beams must be considered. Bennink [26]
does include the effects of diffraction in his analysis, but it is limited to the case
of collinear emission. Although collinear emission is an important case to consider
with regards to the understanding of the basic physics of the process, it is not a
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practical one as the signal and idler beams cannot be separated. One can in principle use a beam-splitter to split the beams, but the maximum possible heralding
efficiency is reduced to 50% [185]. In this work, we attempt to extend the results
of Ling at al [28] and Bennink [26] by analyzing the effects of crystal length and
focussing of pump, signal and idler beams on the joint spectral rate and total rate
of generation of bi-photons as well as spectral and total radiance of the SPDC
source for Gaussian target modes. We also investigate the heralding efficiency
for different collection optics such as single-mode fiber (SMF), multi-mode fiber
(MMF) and bucket detectors.

5.2

Interaction Hamiltonian and bi-photon rate

The derivation of interaction Hamiltonian and the SPDC state is similar to the
one given by references [24–26]. The derivation of spectral and total emission rates
is similar to that provided by Ling et al [28].
The macroscopic polarization P induced by incident electric field E within a
nonlinear medium can be written as [29]
.
P = 0 χ(1) · E + 0 χ(2) : EE + 0 χ(3) .. EEE + . . .

(5.1)

where χ(1) is the linear susceptibility and χ(2) and χ(3) are the second- and thirdorder susceptibility respectively. The χ(2) term is responsible for second-order
parametric interaction and is the lowest-order nonlinear term. For an incident
field Ei , the second-order polarization is
Pi =

X

(2)

0 χijk Ej Ek ,

(5.2)

j,k

where (j, k) represent the cartesian components of the fields. The associated
interaction energy of the the three beams is
1
HI =
2

Z
V

1
d rPi (r, t)Ei (r, t)dV =
2
3

Z

d3 r

V

X

(2)

0 χijk (r)Ei (r, t)Ej (r, t)Ek (r, t)

j,k

(5.3)
where the integration is performed over the volume of the nonlinear medium. The
interaction Hamiltonian operator ĤI is similarly given by [20]
Z
ĤI =

+

−

−

d3 r 0 (χ(2) (r) : Êp (r, t)Ês (r, t)Êi (r, t) + H.c.)

V
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(5.4)

where the suffices (p, s, i) stand for pump, signal and idler respectively and Ê(r, t)
are the quantized electric-field operators. We make the un-depleted pump approximation [29] and treat it classically. The pump is assumed to be a monochromatic,
continuous wave and is given by
−
1
1 +
Ep (r, t) = (Êp (r, t) + Êp (r, t)) = (Ep0 Up (x, y, z)eikp ·r−iωp t ep + c.c)
2
2

(5.5)

where Ep0 is the electric-field amplitude of the pump, ep is the polarization vector,
ωp is the pump angular frequency and kp is the wave-vector. Up (x, y, z) is the
spatial mode of the pump which is assumed to be a Gaussian beam of the form
r
U p (x, y, z) =

 2

2 Wp
x + y2
exp −
π qp
qp

(5.6)

with qp = Wp2 + 2iz/kp and Wp is the waist size of the pump. The signal and idler
fields are quantized and represented in plane-wave mode expansion as
s
Ês,i (r, t) = i

X
ks,i

~ωs,i iks,i ·r−iωs,i t
e
es,i âks,i + H.c.
20 n2s,i V

(5.7)

where V is the quantization volume, es,i and ks,i are the polarization and the
wave-vectors respectively and ns,i are the refractive indices of the signal and idler
respectively. Note that the i preceding the summation and in the exponent stands
for the square root of -1 and is not to be confused with the suffix i for idler.
The initial state is a two-mode vacuum |0, 0i. ĤI operates on |0, 0i to give the
state |Ψi. In the interaction picture, the state |Ψi evolves in time according to
 Z t

Z


1
1 t
|Ψi = exp
dt1 ĤI (t1 ) |0, 0i ≈ 1 +
dt1 ĤI (t1 ) |0, 0i
i~ 0
i~ 0

(5.8)

The second term in the above expression corresponds to the first order perturbation and is the SPDC state, |ΨSP DC i which is written as
1
|ΨSP DC i =
i~

Z

t

dt1
0

X ~√ωs ωi
d rdeff Ep0 Up (r)
ei∆k·r e−i∆ωt â†ks â†ki |0, 0i ,
2
n
n
V
0 s i
−∞
k ,k

Z

∞

3

s

i

(5.9)
where
2deff = ep χ(2) : es ei ,
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∆k(= kp − ks − ki ) is the wave-vector mismatch and ∆ω = (ωp − ωs − ωi ) is the
frequency mismatch. Integrating with respect to time, we get
X √ωs ωi
d rdeff Ep0 Up (r)
ei∆k·r δ(ωs + ωi − ωp )â†ks â†ki |0, 0i .
|ΨSP DC i = πi
V ns ni
−∞
k ,k
∞

Z

3

s

i

(5.10)
The Dirac delta function in frequency guarantees energy conservation by requiring
ωp = ωs + ωi . The ei∆k·r accounts for phase-matching or momentum conservation.
Due to the summation over k-vectors (whose values are determined by phasematching) the state is not separable and hence the signal and idler photons are
entangled.

5.2.1

Projection of signal and idler into Gaussian spatial
modes

The SPDC emission occurs in an infinite number of spatial modes. Equation (5.10)
has been derived for the case where the signal and idler are treated as plane-waves
emitted in a range of propagation directions, k̂s and k̂i respectively, whose values
are determined by momentum conservation. We can include the spatial degree of
freedom in our mode-decomposition by projecting the bi-photon state to either
the Hermite-Gaussian (HG) or Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) basis as follows
|ΨSP DC i =

X

LGlpss , LGlpii ΨSP DC

LGlpss , LGlpii ;

(5.11a)

ls ,ps ;li ,pi

|ΨSP DC i =

X

hHGls ,ms , HGli ,mi |ΨSP DC i |HGls ,ms , HGli ,mi i ;

(5.11b)

ls ,ms ;li ,mi

For the first part of our analysis, we study the variation of bi-photon generation
rate into single-mode fibers (SMFs) coupled to coincidence detectors with various
parameters such as crystal length, pump beam focussing and collection mode size.
So we post-select |ΨSP DC i on only the fundamental fiber mode by projecting it on
the fundamental mode of the fiber, approximated as a Gaussian for convenience.
We assume that Us,i (x, y, z) is a Gaussian beam given by
r
U s,i (x, y, z) =

 2

2 Ws,i
x + y2
exp −
.
π qs,i
qs,i
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(5.12)

Hence the projected bi-photon state on a pair of Gaussian signal and idler modes,
|ψi = hgks , gki |ΨSP DC i |gks ,ki i, is
Z
|ψi = πi

X √ωs ωi
d rdeff Ep0 Up (r)
Us∗ (r)Ui∗ (r)e∆k·r δ(ωs + ωi − ωp )â†ks â†ki |0, 0i .
V
n
n
s i
k ,k
3

s

i

(5.13)
In practice, the collection optics such as fibers and detectors are located at the focal
plane of a lens which limits the range of transverse k-vectors that are collected.
Another limiting factor on k-vectors of the collection modes is phase-matching.
The volume integral in the above equation will be called the overlap integral,
Φ(∆k), from now onwards and is evaluated in Cartesian coordinates over the
volume of the non-linear crystal. Here we make the assumption that the transverse
extent of the crystal is much larger than the pump waist and for convenience we
take the limits along x and y to be the entire real axis. We assume the origin to be
located at the centre of the crystal. The limits of integration over z are taken from
−L/2 to L/2, L being the length of the crystal. We rewrite the overlap integral
as
Z l/2 Z ∞
ei∆k·r
Up (r)Us∗ (r)Ui∗ (r).
(5.14)
dxdy √
dz
Φ(∆k) =
q
q
s i
−∞
−l/2
The overlap integral includes the scaling parameters of the SPDC process as well
as the phase-mismatch term ei∆k·r .

5.2.2

Bi-photon generation rate

To obtain the transition rate, R(ks ), from the initial state |0, 0i to the final state
|1ks , 1ki i (or one signal and idler photon emitted with wave-vectors ks and ki
respectively) for a fixed signal state, we use Fermi’s golden rule [27], as is also
done in [28]. First the density of idler states per unit energy, ρi (∆E), is found
where ∆E is given by
∆E = ~∆ω = ~ ωp − kp

c
c
− ki
.
ns
ni

(5.15)

ρi (∆E) is hence given by
ρi (∆E) =

∂N
∂N ∂ki
=
.
∂(∆E)
∂ki ∂(∆E)

(5.16)

Substituting equation (5.15) in equation (5.16), we get
∂ki
ni
= .
∂(∆E)
~c
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(5.17)

For freely propagating modes within the cubical quantization volume V (= L3 ),
the separation between each mode in the k-space is (2π/L) along each kx , ky and
kz . Hence the number of modes per unit idler wave-vector is
 L 3
∂N
V
=
= 3,
∂ki
2π
8π

(5.18)

making the energy density of idler states as
ρi (∆E) =

V ni
8π 3 ~c

(5.19)

From Fermi’s golden rule, the transition rate R(ks ) is given by
R(ks ) =

2π
| hf | ĤI |ii |2 ρi (∆E),
~

(5.20)

where | hf | ĤI |ii | is the transition matrix element given by
√
~ ωs ωi −i(ωs +ωi −ωp )t † †
| hf | ĤI |ii | = h1ks , 1ki | πΦ(∆k)deff Ep0
e
âks âki |0, 0i .
V ns ni

(5.21)

Equation (5.20) is then given by
R(ks ) = |deff Ep0 Φ(∆k)|2

ωs ωi
2
4π n2s ni cV

.

(5.22)

To obtain the joint spectral rate or bi-photon generation rate per unit signal
frequency ωs , we take the product of R(ks ) and the number signal modes per unit
frequency ρs (ωs ). We follow the same argument used to calculate ρi (∆E), we get
the expression for ρs (ωs ) as
V ns
ρs (ωs ) = 3 .
(5.23)
8π c
Hence the joint spectral rate

dR(ωs )
dωs

is

dR(ωs )
ωs ωi
= |deff Ep0 Φ(∆k)|2
.
dωs
32π 5 ns ni c2

(5.24)

The power P0 of the pump beam is written as
P0 =

1 0 np c
|Ep0 |2 ,
2 αp2
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(5.25)

where αp2 = 2/πWp2 . Using equations (5.24) and (5.25) we get the spectral rate in
terms of pump power P as
P0 ωs ωi
dR(ωs )
= |deff αp Φ(∆k)|2
.
5
dωs
16π 0 np ns ni c3

(5.26)

The total bi-photon generation rate is calculated from the spectral rate by
integrating the spectral rate over all signal frequencies ωs . We assume narrowband
spectral filtering (centered at ωp /2 with a bandwidth of 2∆) of the signal and idler
at the output, which limits out integration limits for ωs from 12 ωp + ∆ to 21 ωp − ∆.
We assume an ideal square filter for a simpler qualitative analysis. Hence the total
bi-photon generation rate is
P0
RT = |deff αp Φ(∆k)|
5
16π n(ωp )0 c3
2

Z

∆

dδ
−∆

( ω2p + δ)( ω2p − δ)
|Φ(∆k)|2 ,
n( ω2p + δ)n( ω2p − δ)

(5.27)

where P0 is the power of the pump beam from equation (5.25). We have accounted
for dispersion by including the frequency dependence of the refractive index of the
crystal n within the integral. For our calculations, we use the Sellemeier relations
for refractive index. All the results presented here are obtained for the case
of a BBO crystal pumped at 355 nm and for the degenerate case (both
signal and idler have wavelengths 710 nm) with type-I phase-matching.
The Sellemeier equations for a BBO crystal are
0.0184
− 0.0155λ2 ,
− 0.0179
0.0128
ne 2 (λ) = 2.3730 + 2
− 0.0044λ2 ,
λ − 0.0156

no 2 (λ) = 2.7405 +

λ2

(5.28a)
(5.28b)

where λ is in microns and subscripts ‘e’ and ‘o’ stand for extra-ordinary and ordinary polarizations respectively. Fig. 5.2 shows the variation of refractive indices
with wavelength. For the case of type-I phase-matching for a negative-uniaxial
crystal as considered here, the pump has extraordinary polarization while the signal has ordinary polarization.
In the following sections we analyze the different SPDC geometries and compare the spectral and total bi-photon rates. These geometries are: (1) collinear
emission and (2) non-collinear emission with collimated beams; (3) collinear emission and (4) non-collinear emission with a diffracting pump; (5) collinear emission
and (6) non-collinear emission with diffracting pump, signal and idler beams.
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Figure 5.2: Refractive index of BBO vs wavelength for ordinary and extra-ordinary
polarizations

5.3

Collimated beams

For this particular case, both the pump beam and the target signal and idler
beams are treated as paraxial Gaussian beams with negligible variation of their
waist size along the direction of propagation, which is a valid assumption in the
thin crystal limit. The transverse mode-function (including the phase) is given by
r
gm (xm , ym , zm ) =

2
(x2
m +ym )
2
ikm zm
ikm zm − Wm 2
e
U
(x
,
y
)
=
e
e
,
m
m
m
πWm 2

(5.29)

where km = λ2πm , m = i, s, p is the wave number of the corresponding signal, idler
and pump beams, Wm is the waist size of the pump and (xm , ym , zm ) correspond
to the local coordinate systems of each of the beams. Note that we use a slightly
different convention for mode functions in this analysis than the one used for
deriving the bi-photon state to be consistent with Ling’s convention [28].

5.3.1

Collinear emission

For collinear emission, the coordinate systems for signal, idler and pump are the
same. The expression for overlap function is
8
Φ(∆k) = 3
π Wp Ws Wi 2

Z

l/2

Z

∞

dz
−l/2

Z

∞

dy
−∞


dx exp −A(x2 + y 2 ) + i(kp − ks − ki )z ,

−∞

(5.30a)
A=

1
1
1
.
2 +
2 +
Wp
Ws
Wi 2

(5.30b)
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Upon integration with respect to x and y, we get
8
Φ(∆k) =
πWp Ws Wi 2 A

Z

l/2

dz exp(i(kp − ks − ki )z).

(5.31)

−l/2

Upon further integration with respect to z, we obtain the familiar sinc function
for the overlap
8l
sinc(∆kl).
(5.32)
Φ(∆k) =
πWp Ws Wi 2 A
On substituting this expression for Φ(∆k) in equation (4.15), we get the joint
spectral rate.
For degenerate downconversion, the signal and idler wavelength is 710 nm
and the states are identical in their spatial modes. For our calculations here, we
assume a Wp of 35.35 µm, and Ws and Wi of 50 µm. A pair of lenses can be
used to couple the signal and idler beams to single mode fibers, which typically
have core diameters around 10 µm at 710 nm. The variation of spectral rate
with signal wavelength while keeping the pump wavelength constant at 355 nm
is shown in Fig. 5.3a. We see that the spectrum has the expected sinc-function
dependence and is fairly narrowband with a FWHM bandwidth of 10 nm. Also,
the highest spectral rate is obtained for the degenerate case, that is λs =710 nm.
The bandwidth does not change even with a change in waist sizes of the beams.
Narrowband filters can further increase the spectral purity of these states.
Spatial walk-off between the three collimated beams is not relevant due to
collinearity. Further, for perfect phase-matching, the spectral emission rate should
increase quadratically with crystal length, as shown in Fig. 5.3b. There is however
an optimum waist size of the signal and idler collection modes for every pump waist
√
and as shown in Fig. 5.3c, Wp must be 1/ 2 times the signal/idler waist. The
crystal length was taken as 2 mm. The reason is that the overlap increases on
increasing Wp until this value. For pump waists larger than this value, due to the
normalization of the transverse modes (or finite amount of power carried by the
pump), we get lesser pump amplitude within the overlap region thereby decreasing
the value of the spectral rate. This scaling is independent of crystal length. A
similar effect is also seen for the non-collinear case and has already been reported
by Ling et al [28]. Fig. 5.3d shows the total rate vs crystal length, calculated by
integrating over the range of frequencies within the spectral filter centred at ωp /2.
The total rate increases almost quadratically until a crystal length of 1 mm and
almost linearly beyond. This should be because the phase mismatch ∆kl is quite
small within the narrow band of frequencies for smaller crystal lengths making the
sinc factor approximately 1. For larger crystal lengths, this becomes proportional
to 1/∆kl which causes the smaller increase in total rate obtained by integrating
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.3: (a) Spectrum of generated signal photons is the familiar sinc() function
we know for second-order nonlinear processes, (b) plot of joint spectral rate vs
crystal length. The spectral rate increases quadratically with crystal√length, (c)
joint spectral rate vs Wp /W . The maxima occurs when Wp /W = 1/ 2 and (d)
total biphoton rate vs crystal length. Total rate also increases with crystal length
and the trend is dependent on the bandwidth of the spectral filter used at the
collection modes.
the spectral rates over the range of frequencies that are passed by the band-pass
filter. If the bandwidth of the filter is made even narrower than the 5 nm taken
here, the variation in total rate resembles the spectral rate very closely.

5.3.2

Non-collinear emission

Fig. 5.4. shows the setup for the case of a thin crystal pumped with a collimated
Gaussian pump beam of waist size Wp and collimated Gaussian collection modes
of the same waist size W propagating at an angle θs = θi = θ with the pump. The
pump, signal and idler mode functions are
r
gm (xm , ym , zm ) =



−
2
ikm zm
Um (xm , ym ) = eikm zm e
2e
πWm

2
x2
m +ym
Wm 2



(5.33)

where (xm , ym , zm ) correspond to the local coordinates of the pump, signal and
idler beams. For the pump beam, the coordinate system is the same as the global
coordinate system while for the signal and idler beams, they are rotated by angles
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Figure 5.4: Schematic showing setup for non-collinear emission into collimated
Gaussian modes
θs and θi respectively such that
xs = x; ys = y cos θs + z sin θs ; zs = −y sin θs + z cos θs ,

(5.34a)

xi = x; yi = y cos θi − z sin θi ; zi = y sin θi + z cos θi .

(5.34b)

Substituting equations (5.22) and (5.23) in the equation (5.10) and upon integrating with respect to x and y, we get the following expression for the overlap
integral.
Z
π −∆ky 2 /4C
2
e
dze−Hz +izK ,
(5.35)
Φ(∆k) = √
AC
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where
A=

1
1
1
+ 2 + 2,
2
Wp
Ws
Wi

1
cos2 θs cos2 θi
+
+
,
Wp2
Ws2
Wi2
sin 2θs sin 2θi
=
−
,
Ws2
Wi2
sin2 θs sin2 θi
,
=
+
Ws2
Wi2
D2
=F−
,
4C
D
= ∆ky
+ ∆kz ,
2C
no (ωs )ωs
no (ωi )ωi
=
sin θs −
sin θi ,
c
c
neφ (ωp )ωp no (ωs )ωs
no (ωi )ωi
=
−
cos θs −
cos θi ,
c
c
c
1
= r
2 
2 .
sin φ
cos φ
+ no (ωp )
ne (ωp )

C=
D
F
H
K
∆ky
∆kz
neφ

Upon integration with respect to z, we get





π 3/2
iK + HL
iK + HL
−(∆ky 2 /4C−K 2 /4H
√
√
Φ(∆k) = √
e
− iErfi
.
) Erf
2 ACH
2 H
2 H
(5.36)
For our calculations, we again assume type-I phase-matching under degenerate
conditions with the same mode waist W for both signal and idler beams propagating at an angle θ = 0.01 rad with the pump axis within the crystal. This leads
to the half-angle of the emission cone measured outside the crystal of 0.0166 rad
(0.953°) from Snell’s law. The pump is again taken to be at 355 nm making the degenerate signal/idler wavelength 710 nm. Fig. 5.5a shows a plot of the half-angle
of the emission cone after refraction from the face of the crystal for both collinear
emission and the present case. The phase-matching angle for a half-angle of 0.0166
rad is 32.954° and in the plot of Fig. 5.5a, θs = 0.953°, shown as the horizontal
dotted black line, is tangent to the graph at λs = 710 nm. For larger emission
angles, the horizontal line intersects the curve at two different wavelengths representing two different wavelengths for the signal and idler (non-degenerate case).
Fig. 5.5b shows the variation of the spectrum of Rωs (ωs ) with Wp while maintaining Ws at 50 µm and a crystal length of 2 mm. We see that again the maxima is
obtained for the degenerate case and that the spectrum becomes quite wide with
tighter focussing of the pump along with an increase in the peak. This is due to
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√
the C scaling of the width of the overlap function, which in turn scales inversely
with Wp making the spectrum broader for a smaller pump waist. The spectral
rate is also maximized when Wp is 0.707 times the Ws , similar to the collinear
case. Higher bandwidth for smaller waist sizes also means a lower coherence time
of the field at the detector. This indicates a lower temporal correlation between
the signal and idler photons [24].

(b)

(a)

(d)

(c)

Figure 5.5: (a) Emission cone half-angle for collinear and non-collinear emission
at an emission angle of 0.953 °, (b) Joint spectral rate vs signal wavelength and
pump waist. The black dot is the maximum spectral rate at which λs = 710 nm
and Wp = 0.707Ws . (c) Joint spectral rate vs crystal length shows saturation of
the spectral rate with crystal length as a result of walk-off due to noncollinear
propagation and (d) Total biphoton rate vs crystal length also shows saturation
due to walk-off
Figs. 5.5c and 5.5d show the variation of joint spectral rate and the total rate
with crystal length for a Wp of 35.35 µm and Ws of 50 µm. Here we see that both
rates saturate at crystal length around 20 mm. This is because of spatial walk-off
due to non-collinear propagation of the three beams. For thinner crystals, the
overlap continues to increase with crystal length until a certain length after which
the overlap region remains the same and increasing crystal length has no effect
on this. Hence there is saturation of the spectral and total rates after a certain
crystal length. This saturation occurs for lower crystal lengths if we assume a
wider bandwidth for the filters due to the dependence of phase-mismatch ∆kL
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on the crystal length. We also note that the emission rates are higher for noncollinear emission than for collinear emission for the same crystal parameters and
√
focussing. This is also due to the 1/ C scaling of the overlap integral, where the
C parameter varies with cos(θ). However, to get higher emission rates, we can
simply make the crystal longer for collinear emission, which is not an option for
non-collinear emission due to spatial walk-off.

5.4

Diffracting pump with collimated collection
modes

The previous section dealt with the calculation of bi-photon generation rate into
collimated Gaussian spatial modes when the crystal is also pumped with a collimated Gaussian pump beam. This is a very simplistic scenario which does hold
true for thin crystals. We can however introduce more complexity to the analysis
by considering the pump to be a diffracting Gaussian beam while the collection
modes are taken to be collimated Gaussian spatial modes. Still, it might not be
enough to completely do away with the thin crystal limit as in thicker crystals,
we also need to consider diffraction in the collection modes. In the subsequent
sections, we discuss how the spectral rate varies with the focussing parameter of
the pump beam as well as the waist size of the collection modes for both collinear
and non-collinear emission.

5.4.1

Collinear geometry

The mode function for the pump is now given by
r
gp (r) =

 x2 + y 2

2 Wp
exp −
+ ikp z , qp = Wp2 + 2iz/kp .
π qp
qp

(5.37)

Here Wp is the waist size of the pump beam. The signal/idler modes on the other
hand are given by
s
gs,i (r) =

2

2

(x +y )
2
iks,i z
iks,i zs,i − Ws,i 2
.
e
U
(x,
y)
=
e
e
s,i
πWs,i 2

(5.38)

Substituting these expressions in equation (5.14) and integrating with respect to
x and y , we get
2
Φ(∆k) =
Wp Ws Wi

Z

L/2

dz
−L/2

1
1 + zizrp

2
W2
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1
exp(i(kp − ks − ki )z),
+ 1+1iz
zrp

(5.39)

2

p
where zrp is the Rayleigh range of the pump beam given by zrp = πW
. The inteλp
gration in equation (5.39) cannot be performed analytically must be numerically
calculated.
As we do not end up with a closed-form expression for the spectral rate in
this case, we examine the variation in overlap integral with parameters such as
Lλp
crystal length, focussing parameter of the pump (ξ = 2πW
2 ) and waist sizes of the
p
collection modes. The expression for overlap integral can be re-written in terms
of the focussing parameter ξ as

Z

1

Φ(ξ, φ) =

(
−1

where
Aξ =

ξ
4eiφu/2
)0.5 2
,
Aξ Lλp
W (1 + iuξ)

(5.40)

2
2πξ
1
+ 2,
L λp (1 + iuξ) W

and the variable u = 2z/L. φ is the phase-mismatch angle and equals ∆kL, with L
being the crystal length and W the collection mode waist. Since we are working in
the collinear geometry, there will be no spatial walk-off with increasing the length
of the crystal, similar to the case of collinear and collimated beams. Hence the
overlap integral and the joint and total rates should keep increasing with crystal
length.
Fig. 5.6a shows how the spatial overlap varies with Ws and the relative size

(b)

(a)

Figure 5.6: (a) Overlap function vs Ratio of pump waist to signal waist ‘Wp /W ’
vs signal mode waist Ws for a crystal length of 1 mm and (b) Variation of spatial
overlap with focussing parameter, ξ, and phase-mismatch, φ
of the pump waist with respect to the collection mode for a fixed crystal length of
1 mm. In this case, we see that for collection mode sizes larger than 15 µm, Wp
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follows the same scaling of 0.707 times the Ws . This is because the pump waist
required for larger collection mode waists is also larger, which increases the overlap
as we have even looser focussing conditions and we tend towards the limiting case
of all three beams being collimated. The effect of diffraction becomes significant
when the waist sizes of the collection modes are much smaller so that the pump
needs to be more tightly focussed. To maximize the overlap, the Rayleigh range of
the pump must be increased which means that Wp must be increased. This effect of
diffraction is evident from Fig. 4.6b which plots the overlap integral vs the phasemismatch φ and the focussing parameter ξ for a Ws of 3 µm and a crystal length
of 1 mm. The maxima of the overlap occurs when ξ = 2.434 and φ = 0.877π.
Kleinman and Boyd in [41] have established the optimum beam parameters for
sum frequency generation and parametric amplification using focussed Gaussian
beams which are: ξ = 2.84 and φ = −1.01π. The value of ξ in our case is close
to that provided by Kleinman, but it starts deviating strongly from this value if
the waist size of the collection modes is taken to be larger than 5 µm. Also, the
phase mismatch is different from that calculated by Kleinman and Boyd as in our
case, we only need to compensate for the Guoy phase-shift of the pump beam and
not the signal and idler beams. This is not a very precise model if we are to take
beam diffraction into account and talk about regimes other than the thin crystal
regime where the collimated Gaussian beams assumption is valid.

5.4.2

Non-collinear Geometry

The formulation for calculation of spatial overlap is similar to the case of noncollinear emission with collimated Gaussian beams except that the pump is now
given by equation (5.37). After integrating with respect to x and y, we get the
following expression for overlap
Z
Φ(∆k) =

√

π −∆ky 2 /4C
2
e
dze−Hz +izK ,
AC
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(5.41)

where
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+
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p
where zrp = πW
is the Rayleigh range of the pump. The integration with respect
λp
to z over the length of the crystal has to be calculated numerically.
Fig. 5.7a shows the variation of the joint spectral rate with respect to crystal

(a)
(b)

Figure 5.7: (a) Joint spectral rate vs crystal length again shows saturation with
crystal length due to non-collinear propagation walk-off and (b) Variation of spatial overlap with Ws and θ. The highest overlap occurs for collinear and noncollinear propagation
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length for non-collinear emission at an angle of 0.01 rad with Ws of 50 µm and Wp
0.707 times the Ws (loose focussing of the pump). In contrast to the collimated
beams case, here we see that the saturation of spectral rate occurs at a much
lower crystal length of 5 mm. This is due to diffraction of the pump. Fig. 5.7b.
shows the variation of spatial overlap with emission angle θ for different collection
mode widths while maintaining the pump width to be 0.707 times the collection
mode width. The crystal length in both cases was taken to be 1 mm. We see
that the maximum overlap occurs for collinear emission for a particular range of
signal mode waist and the emission cone has a half angle of about 0.15 rad. The
optimum Ws for collinear emission is 6.372 µm which corresponds to a focussing
parameter of ξ = 2.78393 for the pump which is very close to the value predicted
by Kleinman and Boyd [41]. For a non-collinear emission at 0.01 rad, the optimum
collection mode size is 7.372 µm which corresponds to a focussing parameter of
ξ = 2.079 for the pump. For larger emission angles, the pump needs to be focussed
more loosely to increase the overlap.

5.5

Diffracting pump, signal and idler

This is the most general scenario to find the emission rates into single transverse
Gaussian modes, as we can do away with the thin crystal approximation by including diffraction in all three beams. Both collinear and non-collinear emission
have been examined in the subsequent sections. The waists of all the beams are
assumed to be located at the centre of the crystal because from symmetry we can
see that the overlap is highest when the beams have their centres co-incident [26].

5.5.1

Collinear Geometry

We calculate of the overlap integral for the degenerate case and show that the
focussing parameters are the same for all three beams, that is ξp = ξs = ξi . The
mode functions for all three beams are given by
gm (r) =

 x2 + y 2

Wm
exp −
+ikm zm , qm = Wm2 +2izm /km , m = (s, i, p). (5.42)
qm
qm
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Substituting these expressions for mode functions in equation (5.14) and integrating with respect to x and y we obtain
√
Z L/2
1
1
2 2
1
1 i(kp −ks −ki )z
Φ(∆k) =
dz
e
, (5.43a)
iz
iz
iz
πWp Ws Wi −L/2 (1 + zrp ) (1 − zrs ) (1 − zri ) A
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2
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2

+

1
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2

πW

iz
)
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+

1
Wi (1 −
2

iz
)
zri

,

(5.43b)

2

p
and zrs,ri = λs,i
.
where zrp = πW
λp
s
The integration with respect to z has to be carried out numerically. It is more
convenient to discuss the properties of the three beams if we write the overlap
integral in terms of the focussing parameters of the beams by making the subLλs,i
Lλp
stitutions z = Lu
, ξp = 2πW
2 and ξs,i = 2πW 2 and integrating u from -1 to 1.
2
p
s,i
Rewriting equation (5.43) after making these substitutions, we get

p
Z 1
ξp ξs ξi e(iφu/2)
L
du
,
Φ(ξp , ξs , ξi , φ, L) =
λp λs λi −1
A(1 + iuξp )(1 − iuξs )(1 − iuξi )


2π
ξp
ξs
ξi
A=
+
+
,
L (1 + iuξp ) (1 − iuξs ) (1 + iuξi )
φ = ∆kL = (kp − ks − ki )L.

(5.44a)
(5.44b)
(5.44c)

The focussing parameters of both signal and idler should be the same i.e. ξs = ξi
as the spatial modes of the signal and idler should be similar for degenerate SPDC.
Fig. 5.8a shows the plot of the overlap integral for the focussing parameter

(b)

(a)

Figure 5.8: (a) Overlap function vs focussing parameter ξ = ξs = ξi = ξp vs
phase-mismatch φ and (b) Overlap function vs ξs vs ξp . The maxima (black dot)
of overlap occurs when ξs = ξi = ξp ≈ 2.84 and φ ≈ −1.04π.
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(taken to be the same for the pump, signal and idler) and the phase-mismatch φ
and we see that the maximum overlap occurs when ξ ' 2.8376 and φ ' −1.036π.
Fig. 5.8b shows the plot spatial overlap for varying pump focussing and signal focussing parameters while maintaining the phase-mismatch at -1.036π. The crystal
length for both cases was taken to be 1 mm. We see that the peak occurs when
the pump focussing equals signal focussing and approximately 2.84. This confirms the assumption made previously for taking the focussing parameters of the
pump, signal and idler to be the same. This also gives back the previous result
√
where Wp is 0.707 or 1/ 2 times Ws . These results agree with that established by
Kleinman and Boyd regarding sum-frequency generation and parametric interaction with focussed Gaussian beams [41]. Hence we conclude that the efficiency of
an inherently quantum process like SPDC is maximized by the parameters that
also maximize classical second-order nonlinear processes like sum- and differencefrequency generation if we consider emission into a single spatial mode.
The expression for spatial overlap derived by Bennink in [26] and shown in
equation (5.45) is different from the one we derive later. Fig. 5.9 shows a plot
for spatial overlap vs focussing parameter and phase-mismatch as derived by Bennink. The maxima occurs at ξ = 2.7708 and φ = −1.02π which is very close to
the established values by Kleinman and Boyd [41].
Z

1

Φ(ξ, φ) =
−1

5.5.2

√ iφu/2
ξe
.
du
1 − iξu

(5.45)

Non-collinear Geometry

This is most general scenario for analyzing parametric downconversion rates into
single transverse Gaussian modes in that we consider non-collinear emission and
do away with the thin crystal approximation by considering diffraction in all the
beams. Fig. 5.10 shows the schematic for this case. The pump, signal and idler
field distributions are given by the following expression
 x2 + y 2

Wm
m
m
exp −
+ ikm zm , qm = Wm2 + 2izm /km .
gm (r) =
qm
qm

(5.46)

Here Wm is the waist radius of the beam ‘m’ and km is the wave-number. Here,
the subscripts m represent the local coordinate system for each beam. The local
coordinate systems are obtained by rotating the global coordinates by the desired
emission angle θs or θi for the signal and idler beams respectively. The expressions
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Figure 5.9: Variation of spatial overlap with focussing parameter ξs = ξi = ξp and
phase-mismatch φ for the model given in [26]. The maxima (black dot) occurs for
values of ξ and φ (white text) very close to the values given by [41]

Figure 5.10: Schematic showing setup for non-collinear emission into Gaussian
modes
for the rotated coordinate systems are restated for clarity.
xs = x; ys = y cos θs + z sin θs ; zs = −y sin θs + z cos θs ,

(5.47a)

xi = x; yi = y cos θi − z sin θi ; zi = y sin θi + z cos θi .

(5.47b)
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We get the following expression for the overlap function after substituting the
mode-functions in equation (5.14)
Z

L/2

Z

∞

dy dx
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The integration in x is a Gaussian integrated over the entire real axis which gives
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The above equation cannot be put in a form in which the y and z terms are
separable, which is why the integration has to be performed numerically, which
makes the calculation cumbersome.
Fig. 5.11a shows the variation of spectral rate (proportional to the overlap
function) with crystal length for the degenerate case with an emission angle of
θs = θi = θ = 0.01 rad with a Ws of 50 µm and Wp = 0.707Ws . Fig. 5.11b
shows the variation of the overlap function with crystal length for Ws = 10µm
and Wp = 0.707Ws , or a tighter focussing of all three beams. We see that for a
looser focussing, the spectral rate ultimately saturates for larger crystal lengths.
For a tighter focussing, on the other hand, the spectral rate peaks at around 7
mm crystal length and then saturates. This is an effect of spatial walk-off due
to both diffraction of the beams as well as the non-collinear propagation. Fig.
5.11c shows the variation of spectral rate with Ws while maintaining the Wp at
0.707 times the signal waist and a crystal length of 1 mm. The maxima occurs
at a signal waist of around 8 µm which makes the focussing parameter, ξ, equal
to 1.766. Fig. 5.11d shows variation of the overlap function with a focussing
parameter of all three beams at a crystal length of 5 mm. Here the peak is
dz

−L/2

−∞
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Figure 5.11: (a) Joint spectral rate vs crystal length for Ws = Wi = 50µm. For
looser focussing, the behaviour is similar to collimated Gaussian beams and there
is saturation of spectral rate with crystal length due to non-collinear propagation
walk-off, (b) Spatial overlap vs crystal length for Ws = Wi = 10µm. For tighter
focussing, the walk-off due to diffraction also contributes, (c) Joint spectral rate√vs
Ws for a crystal length of 1 mm. The maxima again occurs when WP /Ws = 1/ 2
and (d) Spatial overlap vs focussing parameter ξ for a crystal length of 5 mm.
Red dot indicates the maxima which occurs for ξ = 3.63
observed at ξ = 100.56 = 3.63. Perfect phase-matching is assumed for all cases.
These values of optimum focussing parameters imply that the optimum focussing
will be different for different emission angles due to non-collinear propagation. In
the limit of collinear propagation, we should get the original result by Kleinman
and Boyd [41].

5.6

Heralding Efficiency

Heralding efficiency is the conditional probability of detecting a photon given that
its partner has already been detected. Or in other words, it is the probability that
once a photon is detected, the other will be detected as well. If we define ‘Cs,i ’ as
the event that the signal (idler) detector clicks and detects the photon then the
heralding efficiency is
P (Cs , Ci )
,
(5.50)
P (Cs |Ci ) =
P (Ci )
where P (Cs |Ci ) is the conditional probability of detecting a signal photon given
that the idler has been detected, P (Cs , Ci ) is the joint probability of detecting
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both signal and idler photons and P (Ci ) is the probability of detecting the idler
photon. If we talk in terms of rates, then under perfect experimental conditions
in which the detectors are perfectly aligned, have a unit quantum efficiency, and
the collection modes couple perfectly to the modes of the detecting system, the
heralding efficiency will be equal to 1 and the rate of detection of a single photon
or singles will be the same as the rate of detection of both photons or coincidences.
However, this is hardly ever the case in practical experiments and we are always
limited by the limited quantum efficiency of detectors, the alignment of coupling
fibers and noise.

5.6.1

Schmidt Decomposition

Schmidt decomposition is a method of decomposing a pure state |Ψi in a bi-partite
composite system AB in the following way
|Ψi =

X√

pi |iA , iB i ,

(5.51)

i

where |iA i and |iB i are orthonormal states in system A and B respectively and
P
i pi = 1 [141]. The requirement is that the number of basis states used for decomposition be minimal. The higher the number of states used for decomposition,
the more entangled the system is. If a single joint state can represent the state
|Ψi, then the system is separable. We can use the dimensionality of the Schmidt
decomposition of our bi-photon state to understand the entanglement of our system.
The SPDC state studied so far is entangled in two degrees of freedom, namely
energy and wave-vector. This can be seen in the plane-wave mode expansion of
the bi-photon state in equation (5.9) where the radial frequencies must satisfy the
relation ωp = ωs + ωi . Also, the wave-vectors must be related as kp = ks + ki in
order to maximize the spatial overlap and hence the generation rate. In this way,
if we perform a measurement of either the energy or propagation direction of the
signal photon, we know for sure the energy and propagation direction of the idler
photon.
The plane wave expansion of the state does not however take into account free
space propagation of the signal and idler outside the crystal prior to measurement.
Following [186], we express the bi-photon state in the wave-vector space as
Z Z
|ψSP DC i =

dks dki A(ks , ki )aˆs † (ks )âi † (ki ) |0, 0i ,
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(5.52)

where A(ks , ki ) is a function which describes the mode function of the pump as
well as the phase-matching condition.
To get this representation, we start with equation (5.9) which is re-written
with the electric field components of the pump, signal and idler written as Fourier
transforms of their counterparts in the wave-vector space which are
Z
Ep (r, t) =
†
Es,i
(r, t)

Z
=

d3 kp Ẽp (kp )ei(kp ·r−ωp t) ,

(5.53a)

d3 ks,i Ẽs,i (ks,i )ei(ks,i ·r−ωs,i t) a†ks ,ki .

(5.53b)

Substituting the above expressions in equation (5.9) we get
deff
|ΨSP DC i =
i~

Z

t

Z
dt1

3

Z

Z

3

dr

Z

3

d kp

d ks

0

d3 ki Ẽp Ẽs,i ei(∆k·r−∆ωt1 ) a†ks a†ki |0, 0i ,

(5.54)
where ∆k(= kp − ks − ki ) is the wave-vector mismatch and ∆ω = (ωp − ωs − ωi )
is the frequency mismatch. Integrating with respect to space and time we get
deff
|ΨSP DC i =
i~

Z

3

d kp

Z

3

Z

d ks

d3 ki Ẽp Ẽs,i δ(ωp −ωs −ωi )ξ(kp −ks −ki )a†ks a†ki |0, 0i ,
(5.55)

where
Z

∞

ξ(kp − ks − ki )) =

Z

∞

dx
∞

Z

L/2

dy
∞

dz ei(kp −ks −ki )·r .

(5.56)

−L/2

For transverse dimensions of the crystal much larger than its thickness, the integral
along x and y axes give a Dirac delta function while that along z gives a sinc
function. Equation (5.56) then becomes
s
ξ(kp − ks − ki )) = δ(qp − qs − qi ))

L
L∆kz
sinc
πkp
2

!



L∆ks
exp −i
, (5.57)
2

where qp,s,i are transverse wave-vectors of the three beams. Now we assume that
the emission angle of the signal and idler is very small so that we can make the
following approximation
|q − qs |2
∆k = i
.
(5.58)
2kp
The steps that follow and the subsequent results are based on the analysis given
in [187]. Integrating equation (5.55) with respect to kp and assuming a collimated
Gaussian pump beam of waist Wp we get
Wp 2
Wp
2
A(qs , qi ) = √ e− 4 |qs +qi |
2π

s

2L
sinc
π 2 kp
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L
−i L |q −q |2
2
|qs − qi | e 4kp s i ,
4kp

(5.59)

where qs,i are the transverse wave-vectors of the signal and idler respectively which
can be written in cylindrical coordinates as

qs,i



ρs,i cos φs,i


=  ρs,i sin φs,i  .
0

(5.60)

The expression for A(qs , qi ) after performing the above substitution is
s

!
2L
ρ2s + ρ2i − 2ρs ρi
sinc L
.
π 2 kp
(5.61)
Now we must decompose our SPDC state in a particular basis and find the
probability amplitudes for the occurrence of each mode in the SPDC state. For
this, the SPDC wavefunction must be projected on a set of modes in the joint
basis of signal and idler. We perform the projection onto Laguerre-Gaussian basis
for both signal and idler as they are circularly-symmetric solutions of the paraxial
wave equation and it is easier to deal with the problem of finding overlaps for fiber
modes in a cylindrical coordinate system. Since the incoming pump beam carries
no angular momentum, the signal and idler must carry equal and opposite orbital
angular momentum (OAM) for momentum conservation (a result that follows
later). We follow the method given in reference [187] to perform the projection.
The projection amplitudes of the SPDC state onto a pair of LG modes in
cylindrical coordinates Cplss,l,pii are
Wp2
Wp
2
2
A(ρi , ρs , φi , φs ) = √ e− 4 (ρi +ρs +2ρi ρs cos(φi −φs ))
2π

Cplss,l,pii

Z

∞ Z ∞ Z 2π Z 2π

∝
0

0

0

A(ρi , ρs , φi , φs )[LGps ls (ρs , φs )]∗ [LGpi li (ρi , φi )]∗ ρi ρs dφi dφs dρi dρs ,

0

(5.62)
l

where LGp (ρ, φ) is the normalized Laguerre-Gauss mode given by
s

|l|

 2 2

ρ2 W 2
ρW
π 
LGp (ρ, φ) = (−1)
Lp |l| (
) exp i(lφ + ) .
exp −
4
2
2
(5.63)
W is the beam waist and is assumed to be at z = 0 and hence at the centre
of the crystal. Lp |l| (.) is the associated Laguerre polynomial. The exp(ilφ) term
accounts for helical phase of the LG mode and the beam carries an orbital angular
momentum of ±~l. The phase-front of the beam makes l complete 2π rotations
within a wavelength of propagation which causes the modes to have a zero intensity
and a phase-singularity at their centre except for the cases where the azimuthal
index, l, is 0. The transverse intensity pattern of the beams for l > 0 is shaped
like a ring with the zero intensity region increasing in size as the magnitude of
l

p

W 2 p!
2π(p + |l|)!



ρW
√
2
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l is increased. The l = 0 has a high intensity at the centre and its lowest order
radial mode is a Gaussian. The radial index accounts for the number of bright
rings present in the intensity pattern.
A(ρi , ρs , φi , φs ) in equation (5.61) can be expanded as a superposition of plane
waves, each with a phase of exp(il(φi − φs )), as follows
∞
X

A(ρi , ρs , φi − φs ) =

fl (ρi , ρs )eil(φi −φs ) ,

(5.64)

−∞

On substituting this expression in equation (5.63) and performing the angular
integration, we get
A(ρi , ρs , φi − φs ) =

∞
X

Z

2π

2π

Z

eils φs eili φi eil(φi −φs ) ∝ δl,−li δl,ls .

fl (ρi , ρs )
0

−∞

(5.65)

0

This implies conservation of angular momentum, ls = −li = l. There is no such
explicit relation between the radial indices.
The sinc function can be written as the inverse Fourier transform of a step
function to get
|qi − qs |2 L
sinc
4kp

!

1
=
L

L/2



|qi − qs |2 t
dt exp −i
.
2kp
−L/2

Z

(5.66)

The result of integration, Cplss,l,pii , as calculated in [187] is as follows
Cplss,l,pii ∝ Kp|l|i ,ps

Z

L/2

dt
−L/2

B |l| (1 −

4I ps
) (1
T
|l|+1
T

−

4S pi
)
T

"
2 F1

−pi , −ps ,
−pi − ps − |l|

#
T (T −4I−4S+4)
,
(T −4S)(T −4I)

(5.67)
where
(pi + ps + |l|)!
Kp|l|i ,ps = p
,
pi !ps !(ps + |l|)!(pi + |l|)!
!
iWp2
2t
L
B=−
+
+
,
Wi Ws kp Wi Ws kp Wi Ws
Wp2
1
it
iL
I=
+ + 2 +
,
2
2Wi
2 Wi kp 2Wi2 kp
Wp2
1
iL
it
S=
+
+
+
,
2Ws2 2 Ws2 kp 2Ws2 kp
T = 4IS + B 2 .

(5.68a)
(5.68b)
(5.68c)
(5.68d)
(5.68e)
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Here 2 F1 is the Gauss hypergeometric function. This integral is evaluated numerically for different values of the pump, signal and idler beam waists to get the
probability amplitude, Cplss,l,pii , and then the probability Pplss ,l,pii = |Cplss,l,pii |2 .
Fig. 5.12 shows the probability distributions calculated for various crystal
lengths and focussing parameters. Fig. 5.12a shows Pp0,0
vs signal and idler
s ,pi
radial indices for Ws = Wi = Wp = 25µm, L =1 mm. We see that there are
cross-correlations between the signal and idler radial indices as also discussed in
[187]. Fig. 5.12b shows Pp2,−2
for the same parameters but for a higher azimuthal
s ,pi
index. We see an overall lower values of probabilities but a similar distribution.
l,−l
vs azimuthal index l and the common radial index for signal
Fig. 5.12c shows Pp,p
and idler p for the same parameters. For |l| ≥ 4, the probability is quite low and
we can assume that the probabilities beyond this l value are effectively zero. Fig.
5.12d shows Pp0,0
vs signal and idler radial indices for a looser focussing of all
s ,pi
three beams. There are much lower cross-correlations between the signal and idler
radial indices in this case. As we see in a later plot, this also means a wider probvs radial indices
ability distribution in azimuthal indices. Fig. 5.12e shows Pp0,0
s ,pi
for a longer crystal length. The overall distribution has a similar trend, except
for there being a larger cross-correlation between the radial indices for particular
vs radial indices for the parameters as
values than others. Fig. 5.12f shows Pp0,0
s ,pi
in Fig. 5.12a except for a much looser pump focussing. Although there is lowering
of the values of the probabilities, we see a slightly more reduced cross-correlation
between the different radial indices of signal and idler than the case of a looser
focussing overall for all three beams. This also corresponds to, as we see later, a
wider azimuthal probability distribution. We can say that a looser focussing of
the pump has a larger effect on probability distribution than the focussing of the
collection modes.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.12: Pplss ,l,pii for (a) Ws = Wi = Wp = 25µm, L =1 mm and l = 0, (b)
Ws = Wi = Wp = 25µm, L =1 mm and l = 4. The probability distribution with
respect to radial indices for the signal and idler are similar for different azimuthal
indices (l = 0 in (a) and l = 4 in (b)) except for the values of probabilities which
are significantly lower for higher azimuthal indices. Also, the distribution is not
orthogonal in the radial indices of signal and idler. (c) Ws = Wi = Wp = 25µm,
L =1 mm and ps = pi = p, or probability distribution for the same radial indices
for both signal and idler and different azimuthal indices. The probability decreases
uniformly for higher absolute azimuthal indices. (d) Ws = Wi = Wp = 100µm,
L =1 mm and l = 0, or looser focussing and same crystal length (e) Ws = Wi =
25µm, Wp = 250µm, L =5 mm, l = 0, or looser focussing but larger crystal length
and (f) Ws = Wi = Wp = 25µm and L =5 mm and l = 0, or larger crystal length
and tighter focussing
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(a)

(b)

(c)

l,−l
Figure 5.13: P0,0
vs l for (a) different W with Ws = Wi = Wp for L =1 mm,
(b) different crystal lengths for Ws = Wi = Wp = 25µm, (c) different γs where
γ = Wp /W , Ws = Wi = W and L = 1mm

Fig. 5.13a shows the joint probability distribution of Schmidt modes of the
SPDC state with the azimuthal index l for a crystal of length 1 mm for different
collection mode waists. Fig. 5.13b shows the joint probability distribution vs
azimuthal index l for Ws = Wi = Wp = 25 µm and different crystal lengths.
We see that the beam waist of 15 µm shows the narrowest distribution. The
distribution becomes slightly wider for a lower waist of 10 µm and becomes much
wider for larger waists. Also, smaller crystal lengths produce a wider probability
distribution and hence give a higher degree of entanglement. Thus we can say
that a looser focussing of the pump produces higher degree of entanglement. Fig.
5.13c shows the joint probability distribution vs azimuthal index l for Ws = Wi =
25 µm and different degrees of pump focussing γ(= Wp /W ). It is interesting to
note that the distribution is the most narrow for the same pump waist size as the
collection modes and becomes wider for both tighter and looser pump focussing.
We compare these results qualitatively with the Schmidt number, K, which is
the effective number of modes required for decomposition, for both tight focussing
and loose focussing cases while assuming a Gaussian approximation to the phasematching term instead of a sinc. The Schmidt number is given by [187]
1
K=
4

p
1
ξp + p
ξp
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!2
,

(5.69)

Lλp
where ξp = 2πW
2 is the focussing parameter of the pump beam with wavelength
p
λp , waist size Wp and crystal length L. Note that we have not included the
refractive index of the crystal for our Schmidt decomposition. For a 355 nm pump
beam of waist size 25 µm and crystal length 1 mm has K = 3.28 ' 3, while for a
beam waist of 37.5 µm, K = 6.723 ' 7 and K = 1.283 ' 1 for Wp = 3.75µm . So
we have much larger number of Schmidt modes for a looser focus. There are also
larger number Schmidt modes for a very tight focus, but not as much. Also, a
lower Schmidt number leads to most power being concentrated in the lowest order
mode LG00 as can be seen from Fig. 5.12.

5.6.2

Heralding Efficiency Calculation

The density operator of |ΨSP DC i can be written from equation (5.51) as
ρ̂ =

X√
pm pn |hm , gm i hhn , gn | .

(5.70)

m,n

The reduced density operator of the signal state |Ψs i =
ρ̂s =

X

P √
pm |gm i is
m

pm |gm i hgm | .

(5.71)

m

Detection of the signal and idler photons can be described by defining probability
operator measures (POMs) [188]. The probability of a positive detection is limited
by the coupling efficiency of the mode to the fiber and the quantum efficiency of
the detector. The POM operator for a positive detection is Ĉ, and for a negative
detection is 1 − Ĉ for each detector. We have a detector for each signal and idler
to make coincidence measurements. The POM for each detector is given by
Ĉs = ηs

X

qls ĥl ,

(5.72a)

qli ĝl ,

(5.72b)

l

Ĉi = ηi

X
l

l
where ηs,i is the quantum efficiency of the detectors and qs,i
is the coupling probability of the l-th mode. The heralding efficiency is then found using the conditional
probability relation of equation (5.50) as

T r(Ψ̂(Ĉi ⊗ Ĉs ))
P (CI , Cs )
HE = P (Ci |Cs ) =
=
.
P (Cs )
T r(Ψ̂s Ĉs )

(5.73)

Substituting equations (5.71) and (5.72) in the above equation and simplifying we
get the relation
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P
s i
l pl q l ql
.
HE = ηi P
s
l ql

5.6.3

(5.74)

Single mode fiber (SMF)

So far we have talked only about parametric downconversion into single transverse
Gaussian modes which is relevant when we have single mode fibers coupled to
photon counters to collect the signal and idler photons. The heralding efficiency
for the case of a SMF, assuming a unit quantum efficiency of the coupled detector,
is the probability of coupling of the signal-mode to the fiber mode given that the
idler mode is already detected. This is simply the coupling efficiency of the signal
mode to the fiber and will be proved mathematically later. For our calculation of
heralding efficiency when we have a SMF coupled to a detector at the output port,
we assume Gaussian transverse modes for both the fiber and the signal which are
given by
r
(x2 +y 2 )
2
−
Wm 2 ,
Um (x, y) =
e
(5.75)
πWm 2
where m = s, f stand for the signal and fiber modes respectively. In equation
(5.75), instead of the summation, we now only have a single element. The heralding
efficiency for a SMF coupled to a detector of quantum efficiency η is then given
by
R∞
|
dx dy Us (x, y)Uf (x, y)|2
−∞
R∞
.
(5.76)
HE = ηi q0i = η R ∞
dx dy |Us (x, y)|2 −∞ dx dy |Uf (x, y)|2
−∞

Figure 5.14: Variation of heralding efficiency HE with the ratio of fiber mode waist
to the signal waist for a SMF coupled to a detector (η = 1)
Fig. 5.14 shows a plot of heralding efficiency vs the ratio of fiber-mode waist
to the signal waist. Note that the efficiency is maximum when the ratio is equal
to unity that is, when there is perfect mode-matching. A lens can be used to focus
the signal beam and achieve perfect mode-matching. For detectors with responsivity higher than 0.5 A/W for 710 nm signal wavelength, quantum efficiencies
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close to 0.9 can be achieved. Here, the quantum efficiency is taken to be perfect
that is, η = 1, for ease of comparison. Thus, for a well-aligned and perfectly
mode-matched fiber, we can achieve maximum HE only limited by the detector’s
quantum efficiency.

5.6.4

Multi-mode fiber (MMF)

The SPDC state is generated over a range of frequencies and in all spatial modes
for each frequency. We post-select over a very narrow band of the frequency spectrum using band-pass filters. Using fibers to couple the SPDC modes to detectors
also performs a post-selection of the spatial modes on the basis of the fiber modes.
The coupling efficiencies of each signal/idler mode will be different. For a SMF,
only the lowest order spatial mode, or the Gaussian, couples to the fiber and the
coupling efficiencies of all other modes are very close to 0. For a MMF, we need
to consider all the SPDC modes for calculation of heralding efficiency.

Coupling to multi-mode fiber
To find the heralding efficiency for the case of a MMF, we need to project each
of these Laguerre-Gaussian signal/idler modes on each mode of the fiber and find
their coupling efficiency. We consider a fiber with core diameter d0 = 50µm and
numerical aperture of NA= 0.1. The V-number for the fiber at 710 nm, which is
the signal/idler wavelength for degenerate case) is given by
V =

πd0 NA
= 22.1239.
2λs

(5.77)

The approximate number of modes is thus N ' V 2 /2 = 244.733 ' 244. The
fiber is thus highly multimodal at this wavelength. Next we calculate the coupling
efficiencies of the signal modes with fiber. We assume a signal mode waist size of
25 µm for this calculation. The fiber modes are given by [189]
J|l| ( Uma ρ ) ilφ
El,m (ρ, φ) =
e ,
J|l| (Um )

(5.78)

where Um is obtained by solving the following equations for each l
√
√
√ K1 (V b)
√
J1 (V 1 − b)
√
√ , for l = 0,
V 1−b
=V b
J0 (V 1 − b)
K0 (V b)
√
√
√ Kl−1 (V b)
√
Jl−1 (V 1 − b)
√
√ , for l ≥ 0.
V 1−b
= −V b
Jl (V 1 − b)
Kl (V b)
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(5.79a)
(5.79b)

The Laguerre-Gauss modes for radial index p and azimuthal index l in the coordinate space are given by
s
LGp l (ρ, φ) =

p!W 2
2π(p + |l|)!

√ !|l|


2ρ2
ρ 2
ρ2
(
exp − 2 L|l|
) exp (i(lφ)) . (5.80)
p
W
W
W2
0

The coupling efficiency of each LGp l mode to each (l , m) mode is found using the
following expression [190]
qlp =

X
0

l ,m

R ∞ R 2π

ρdρ dφ El0 ,m (ρ, φ)[LGlp (ρ, φ)]∗ |2
.
R ∞ R 2π 0 0
R ∞ R 2π
( 0 0 ρdρ dφ |El0 ,m |2 0 )( 0 ρdρ dφ |LGp l (ρ, φ)|2 )
|

(5.81)

We assume perfect alignment of the fiber for simplicity.
Figs. 5.15 shows the coupling probabilities of the LGlp modes vs radial and

(a)

(b)
|l|

Figure 5.15: Coupling probabilities of LGp modes vs l and p for l varying from
(a) -5 to 0 and (b) 0 to 5 respectively
azimuthal indices to the given MMF of core diameter 50 µm with the emission
mode waist matched to the fiber, that is Ws = 25µm. We see that the fundamental
mode l = p = 0 always has the maximum coupling probability. The Schmidt
probabilities for signal modes of different sizes as well as their coupling efficiencies
with a MMF of core diameter of 25 µm were calculated using the method described
in (5.6.1). The quantum efficiency, ηi , is taken as 1. The coupling efficiencies and
the Schmidt probabilities so calculated are substituted in equation (5.74) to obtain
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the heralding efficiency.

(b)

(a)

Figure 5.16: Variation of heralding efficiency with (a) γ(= Wp /Ws ) and (b) crystal
length L
Fig. 5.16a shows the variation of the numerically calculated heralding efficiency, HE, with the ratio of pump waist, Wp , to the signal waist, Ws for a crystal
length of L =1 mm and Ws = 25µm. The maximum heralding efficiency occurs
for Wp = Ws and decreases for both higher and lower pump waists. Note that
the optimum pump waist calculated previously for maximum bi-photon generation
rate was 0.707. This is due to the different form of the phase-matching function
used in both analyses. Regardless of the form used, a pump waist much closer to
the collection mode waist should maximize both bi-photon rate and the heralding efficiency. But it clearly results in a lower heralding efficiency, though not by
much. We also assumed perfect quantum efficiency for our detectors. A lower
quantum efficiency would further reduce the difference in the expected values of
HE between the two pump waists. So there is a slight trade-off, between maximizing the pair generation rate and heralding efficiency by changing the pump
focussing. Also, because we are now post-selecting over a larger number of modes,
there is averaging of the spatial projections which results in a lower maximum
value of heralding efficiency for a multi-mode fiber than for the case of a single
mode fiber (HEmax = 1) which projects over a single mode and performs no such
averaging.
Fig. 5.16b shows the variation of heralding efficiency with crystal length for
Wp = Ws = 25µm. HE increases with increasing crystal length until the maxima
which occurs for L = 1 mm and then shows a slight decrease for higher lengths
and ultimately saturates at 0.805 after some variations. The reason for an increase in HE with length should be due to a decrease in the Schmidt number and
a narrower probability distribution leading to the fundamental mode having the
maximum emission probability and hence lower averaging. The subsequent vari118

ations for L > 1 mm should be due to the different spatial overlaps within the
crystal which is taken as a sinc(∆kL) in our case.

5.6.5

Bucket Detectors

Bucket detectors are single-pixel detectors and provide no information other than
whether a photon is incident on it or not. They do not perform any spatial
filtering and each mode couples with an efficiency which depends on the overlap
between that mode and the detector [191]. A Silicon transimpedence amplified
photodetector with a large active area can be used as a bucket detector for our
wavelength of interest (710 nm). The quantum efficiency η is related to spectral
responsivity Ri of the detector by the following relation [192]
Ri = η

λ(µm)
eλ
≈η
,
hc
1.24(µm W/A)

(5.82)

where e is the electron charge, h is the Planck’s constant and c is the velocity of
light. For responsivites larger than 0.46 A/W, quantum efficiency as high as 0.8
can be obtained at a wavelength of 710 nm.
Equation (5.74) can be again used for calculation of heralding efficiency. The
Schmidt probabilities for the different LGlp modes can be obtained as before. But
here the coupling efficiency of each LGlp mode qlp is calculated by finding the
overlap of each mode with a circular aperture of radius ‘a’ equal to that of the
detector’s active area. Hence the equation (5.81) in our case becomes
R a R 2π
|
ρdρ dφ [LGlp (ρ, φ)]|2
0 0
.
qlp = R ∞
R 2π
l
2
ρdρ
dφ
|LG
(ρ,
φ)|
p
0
0

(5.83)

Note that in this case, for a given value of p, both +l and −l have the same
coupling efficiency.
The coupling efficiency of modes can be varied by changing the waist size of
collection modes at the detector, WD , by one of the two ways: (1) using lenses of
different focal lengths and placing the centre of the crystal (which coincides with
the waist of collection and pump modes) at their foci, or (2) using a Galilean or
Keplerian beam expander (a 4-f system) after the crystal. Intuitively, the heralding
efficiency must be largest when the detector is underfilled as larger number of
modes (higher radial and azimuthal indices) will be collected with high efficiency.
As we start increasing WD by changing the parameters of the beam expander, we
start to overfill the detector and modes with higher radial and azimuthal indices
have very low overlap with the detector. This lowers the summation over the radial
and azimuthal indices in equation (5.74) thereby lowering the heralding efficiency.
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For our analysis, we assume a signal/idler waist size of 25 µm and a detector
active area radius of 0.5 mm. The crystal length is taken to be 1 mm. The
quantum efficiency is also assumed to be unity for easy comparison. Fig. 5.17a
shows the variation of heralding efficiency with the ratio of the collection mode
waist after the beam expander to the radius of the active area a. As predicted
before, the heralding efficiency increases with higher underfilling of the detector.
Fig. 5.17b shows the variation of heralding efficiency with the ratio of pump
waist to signal waist. The detector waist WD is kept fixed at 50 µm, signal waist
Ws as 25 µm and the crystal length as 1 mm. The coupling efficiencies of each
LGlp mode remains the same but the Schmidt distribution varies with the pump
waist. For these values of the signal and detector waists, the coupling efficiencies
of modes with p ≤ 10 and for l values within the spiral bandwidth, are very close
to unity. We see a similar trend as seen for the case of the multi-mode fiber and
the heralding efficiency maximizes when Wp /Ws ' 1.

(b)

(a)

Figure 5.17: Variation of heralding efficiency with (a) γ(= WD /a) and (b) Wp /Ws

5.6.6

Limitations of the calculation

Due to the initial assumption of nearly collinear emission, we cannot obtain a
picture of what would happen for non-collinear emission in general. The optimum
focussing parameters should be different in that case due to spatial walk-off associated with non-collinear propagation which is not accounted for in this method.
We have also ignored diffraction effects within the crystal for the collection modes
which should also change the optimum parameters. But the general result here
should hold true for thin crystals and very small emission angles.
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5.7

Spectral and total Radiance of the SPDC
source

At this point it is useful to think in terms of the radiometric parameters of our
SPDC source. The radiance, Lrad , of a source is the amount of power radiated by
the source per unit projected area per unit solid angle [193]. Spectral radiance is
the power per unit frequency radiated by the source per unit projected area per
unit solid angle. Since radiance remains conserved in a lossless system, it is the
most fundamental radiometric quantity and can be used to calculate all the other
radiometric quantities such as irradiance, Erad , radiant intensity, Irad , etc.
We have calculated the spectral and total pair generation rates for our SPDC
source for both non-collinear and collinear emission geometries into single transverse Gaussian modes. To keep the analysis simple, we neglect any diffraction
effects within the crystal and assume non-collinear emission of signal/idler photons. The pair generation rate is also the signal/idler photon flux. Thus, the
radiant power, Prad is the pair generation rate Rωs times the photon energy, ~ωs .
The spectral radiance is therefore
Lrad (ωs ) =

~ωs Rωs (ωs )
.
Aproj. Ωs

(5.84)

In order to calculate the product Aproj. Ω, we can make use of the Friis Radiometric
formula [194], which accounts for the diffractive spreading of the beams outside
the crystal. According to the formula,
Aproj. Ω = λ2 .

(5.85)

This is exactly valid if we consider our source to be a square aperture. In our case,
the cross-section of the collection modes is circular. From the Abbe diffraction
condition, the radius of cross-section ‘r’ of the signal beam at a distance ‘R’ from
the crystal is given by
1.22λs R
.
(5.86)
r=
Ws
Thus the solid-angle subtended on the source is
Ωs =

π(1.22λs )2
πr2
=
.
R2
Ws2

(5.87)

The projected area of the source is πWs2 . So we can write
Aproj. Ωs = (1.22π)2 λ2 .
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(5.88)

Rewriting equation (5.85) we get
Lrad (ωs ) =

~ωs Rωs (ωs )
(1.22πλs )2

(a)

(5.89)

(b)

Figure 5.18: Spectral radiance vs (a) crystal length and (b) signal wavelength for
non-collinear emission
Fig. 5.18a shows the plot of spectral radiance or brightness vs crystal length
for a collection mode waist size of Ws,i = 25 µm while using the relation obtained
earlier for optimum pump waist or Wp = 0.707Ws . The emission angle within the
crystal is taken to be θs = θi = 0.01 rad, which makes the emission cone half-angle
to be 0.1667 rad. The pump wavelength is 355 nm under degenerate conditions.
The spectral radiance also saturates around crystal length of 9 mm, similar to the
spectral pair generation rate as seen earlier. Fig. 5.18b shows the spectrum of
radiance for two different collection mode sizes: 25 µm and 50 µm and the lower
collection mode waist leads to higher spectral radiance, an obvious result. The
spectrum is quite broad, almost 100 nm for both cases, similar to the spectrum of
the biphoton rate. There is also asymmetry in the spectrum which might be due
to the 1/λs 2 scaling.
To calculate the total radiance of the source, the spectral radiance must be
integrated over the range of frequencies determined by the narrowband filters,
with a bandwidth of 5 nm centered around the degenerate wavelength of 710 nm.
Fig. 5.19 shows the scaling of the total radiance with crystal length, with the
same parameters as those used for the calculation of spectral radiance, and we see
that it also saturates with crystal length around 7 mm.
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Figure 5.19: Total Radiance vs crystal length ‘L’ for non-collinear emission

5.8

Conclusions

We have examined the dependence of spectral and total pair generation rate of
a degenerate SPDC process, which is type-I phase-matched, into a pair of single transverse Gaussian modes in collinear and non-collinear emission geometries.
We observed that both spectral and total pair generation saturate with crystal
length for non-collinear emission due to the effect of spatial walk-off. For collinear
emission, there is no saturation and the total rate keeps increasing almost linearly with crystal length as the overlap region also keeps increasing as the crystal
is made longer. For non-collinear emission, there is spatial walk-off between the
three beams due to non-collinear propagation. So we see that both spectral and
total rates ultimately saturate for large enough crystal lengths. Also, the optimum
√
pump beam waist size for both cases comes out to be 1/ 2 of the collection mode
waist size.
We also included the effect of beam diffraction in the formulation and we see
that when we include diffraction in all three beams for collinear emission, we get
the same results for the beam parameters as that obtained by Kleinman and Boyd
in [41]. There is slight difference in the beam parameters for non-collinear emission and it may be attributed to the spatial walk-off due to non-collinearity of
the beams. We have also calculated the spectral and total radiance of our SPDC
source for non-collinear emission case with collimated Gaussian beams for the
pump, signal and idler and we see the same trend as we saw for the spectral and
total pair generation rates respectively.
Further, we have calculated the heralding efficiency (HE) for the case when
we use single mode fibers for coupling the photons to the detector and we get
the very obvious result that HE is maximized when the collection mode and the
fundamental mode of the fiber match. We extended this analysis for multi-mode
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fibers by performing Schmidt decomposition of the multi-modal SPDC state and
then individually calculating the coupling efficiency of each mode to the fiber annd
the heralding efficiency. We found that the optimum pump waist in this case turns
√
out to be the same as the collection mode waist and not 1/ 2 times as required
for maximizing the pair generation rate. Although there is not a significant difference in the heralding efficiency for the two pump waists, there is still some
trade-off. This analysis was also performed for bucket detectors and we found
that as predicted, focussing the collection mode waist such that the active area of
the detector is underfilled maximizes the heralding efficiency. The only limiting
factor in such a situation is the quantum efficiency of the detector itself. The
relative scaling of pump waist and signal waist is similar to what we found for the
multi-mode fiber.

5.9

Future Work

The present analysis is limited to degenerate, type-I SPDC. Also, the analysis
for heralding efficiency was done for a collinear or nearly collinear geometry. A
possible future work may include extension into non-degenerate SPDC with typeI as well as type-II phase-matching. Non-collinear geometry in the analysis of
heralding efficiency may also be included. The theoretical results presented here
may also be verified experimentally.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
Here I summarize the results obtained from the original research part of this thesis
(parts two and three). Although each part has its own separate concluding statements, a cohesive summary of all the relevant results presented here is presented
for clarity.
The problem statement for part two was to observe superradiance in plasmonic
nanoantenna arrays. Square planar arrays of gold nanorods with varying lattice
constants were designed and fabricated. A simple analytical model using dipole
approximation, and FDTD simulations were used to calculate the linewidths of
the transmission spectrum of these arrays. The results from theoretical model and
simulations were then verified using an experiment to measure the linear transmission spectrum of these arrays. The experimental values were in reasonable
agreement with the numerical and analytical results. We observed a 1/a2 decrease
in linewidth with increasing lattice constant a. This implies that the linewidth
is proportional to Neff , the effective number of nanoantennas within a square resonance wavelength λ0 . We consider this to be a demonstration of superradiance
due to the explicit scaling of linewidth with the number of nanoantennas within
an area A < λ20 .
The present work involved examining the radiative properties of the nanoantenna array under normal incidence. An interesting problem for future work would
be to investigate the properties of the array for oblique incidence of light polarized
along both s and p-polarizations. This would provide an intuition for the effect
of the in-plane wave-vector on the radiative properties of the array. Further, this
problem can be extended to 3-D by including a second layer of nanoantennas separated by varying distances from the original layer and investigate the effect of
changing layer separations on the spectrum. This should also give an incite into
how the Bloch modes within each array couple to each other depending on the
separation between the two arrays.
In the third part of this thesis, we developed the scaling laws of spontaneous
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parametric downconversion (SPDC) where we examined the dependence of spectral and total pair generation rate of a degenerate SPDC process, which is type-I
phase-matched, into a pair of single transverse Gaussian modes in collinear and
non-collinear emission geometries. We observed that both spectral and total pair
generation saturate with crystal length for non-collinear emission due to the effect
of spatial walk-off. For collinear emission, there is no saturation and the total
rate keeps increasing almost linearly with crystal length as the overlap region also
keeps increasing as the crystal is made longer. For non-collinear emission, there is
spatial walk-off between the three beams due to non-collinear propagation which
causes the spectral and total rates ultimately saturate for large enough crystal
√
lengths. The optimum pump beam waist size for both cases was found to be 1/ 2
of the collection mode waist size.
The effect of beam diffraction was also included in the formulation and we
see that when we include diffraction in all three beams for collinear emission, we
get the same results for the beam parameters as that obtained by Kleinman and
Boyd in [41]. There is slight difference in the beam parameters for non-collinear
emission and it may be attributed to the spatial walk-off due to non-collinearity of
the beams. We have also calculated the spectral and total radiance of our SPDC
source for non-collinear emission case with collimated Gaussian beams for the
pump, signal and idler and we see the same trend as we saw for the spectral and
total pair generation rates respectively. For non-collinear emission, both spectral
and total radiances saturate due to the aforementioned reasons.
We also calculated the heralding efficiency (HE) for the case when we use single
mode fibers for coupling the photons to the detector and we get the very obvious
result that HE is maximized when the collection mode and the fundamental mode
of the fiber match. We extended this analysis for multi-mode fibers by performing Schmidt decomposition of the multi-modal SPDC state and then individually
calculating the coupling efficiency of each mode to the fiber annd the heralding
efficiency. We found that the optimum pump waist in this case turns out to be
the same as the collection mode waist and not 0.707 times as required for maximizing the pair generation rate. Although there is not a significant difference in
the heralding efficiency for the two pump waists, there is still some trade-off. This
analysis was also performed for bucket detectors and we found that as predicted,
focussing the collection mode waist such that the active area of the detector is
underfilled maximizes the heralding efficiency. The only limiting factor in such a
situation is the quantum efficiency of the detector itself. The relative scaling of
pump waist and signal waist is similar to what we found for the multi-mode fiber.
The analysis presented here is limited to degenerate, type-I SPDC. This analysis can be extended to the case of non-degenerate SPDC with type-I as well
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as type-II phase-matching. Non-collinear geometry in the analysis of heralding
efficiency may also be included. For type-II phase-matching, the scaling laws
governing the degree of polarization entanglement can be derived using a similar
approach. Experimental verification of the results presented here may also be
done.
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Appendix A
Matlab code for calculation of
linewidths from spectrum data

clear all; clc;
%% Experimental results
% Declaring parameters
period = 250:50:500; % Array of lattice constants in nm
c=3e8;
linewidthexp lam=zeros(1,length(period));
% Array for measured linewidth values
linewidthexp freq=zeros(1,length(period));
Te1=zeros(1751,length(period));
% Measured extinction spectra for all lattice constants
Te2=Te1; % Lorentzian fitted spectra vs wavelengths
Te3 = Te1; % Lorentzian fitted spectrum for frequency
%% Finding linewidths
for k=1:length(period)
% Loading data files
filename=['lattice ' num2str(period(k)) '.mat'];
load(filename);
T2=Nanorods./ITO;
% Normalizing response of nanorods w.r.t. ITO response
T1=1−T2(300:length(lambda)−600); % Finding extinction for curve−fitting
freq=(1e−12*c)./(lambda.*1e−9); % Declaring frequency array in THz
lambda2=lambda(300:length(lambda)−600);
% Truncated wavelength array for proper curve fitting
[Tf param resnorm residual] = lorentzfit(lambda2,T1,[],[],'3c');
% Lorentzian fit for wavelength spectra
% Lorentzian fit for frequency spectra
[Tf2 param2 resnorm2 residual2] = lorentzfit(freq(300:length(freq)...
−600),1−T2(300:length(freq)−600),[],[],'3c');
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% Storing actual extinction spectra for each lattice constant
Te1(1:length(lambda),k)=1−abs(T2);
% Fitted Lorentzian spectra vs wavelengths
Te2(1:length(lambda),k)=(param(1)*param(3))./((lambda−param(2)).ˆ2+...
(param(3)/2)ˆ2) + param(4);
% Fitted Lorentzian spectra vs frequency
Te3(1:length(freq),k)=(param2(1)*param2(3))./((freq−param2(2)).ˆ2+...
(param2(3)/2)ˆ2) + param2(4);
%% Storing calculated \gamma values of the two Lorentzians
linewidthexp lam(k)=param(3); % Wavelength
linewidthexp freq(k)=param2(3); % Frequency
end
%figure; plot(1e9.*period,linewidthexp lam,'−or','linesmoothing','on');
%figure; plot(1e9.*period, linewidthexp freq,'−ob','linesmoothing','on');
%figure;
ind = 6;
%figure; plot(lambda,Te1(:,ind),'g',lambda,Te2(:,ind),'b')
%figure; plot(freq,Te1(:,ind),'g',freq,Te3(:,ind),'b')
%figure; subplot(3,2,1); plot(freq,Te1(:,1),'k',freq,Te3(:,1),'r');
%subplot(3,2,2); plot(freq,Te1(:,2),'k',freq,Te3(:,2),'r')
%subplot(3,2,3); plot(freq,Te1(:,3),'k',freq,Te3(:,3),'r')
%subplot(3,2,4); plot(freq,Te1(:,4),'k',freq,Te3(:,4),'r')
%subplot(3,2,5); plot(freq,Te1(:,5),'k',freq,Te3(:,5),'r')
%subplot(3,2,6); plot(freq,Te1(:,6),'k',freq,Te3(:,6),'r')
%% Simulation results
clear lambda;
% Declaring parameters
linewidthsim lam=zeros(1,length(period));
% Array for measured linewidth values
linewidthsim freq=zeros(1,length(period));
Ts1=zeros(150,length(period));
% Measured extinction spectra for all lattice constants
Ts2=Ts1; % Lorentzian fitted spectra vs wavelengths
Ts3 = Ts1; % Lorentzian fitted spectrum for frequency
%% Finding linewidths
for k=1:length(period)
% Loading data files
filename=['sim 2 1100 Au ito ' num2str(period(k)) '.mat'];
load(filename);
T1s=1−T; % Finding extinction for curve−fitting
lam = lambda.*1e9;
freqs = f.*1e−12;
[Tsf params resnorms residuals] = lorentzfit(lam(30:115),...
T1s(30:115),[],[],'3c'); % Lorentzian fit for wavelength spectra
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% Lorentzian fit for frequency spectra
[Tsf2 params2 resnorms2 residuals2] = lorentzfit(freqs(30:130),...
T1s(30:130),[],[],'3c');
% Storing actual extinction spectra for each lattice constant
Ts1(1:length(lambda),k)= T1s;
% Fitted Lorentzian spectra vs wavelengths
Ts2(1:length(lambda),k)=(params(1)*params(3))./((lam−params(2)).ˆ2+...
(params(3)/2)ˆ2) + params(4);
% Fitted Lorentzian spectra vs frequency
Ts3(1:length(freqs),k)=(params2(1)*params2(3))./((freqs−...
params2(2)).ˆ2+(params2(3)/2)ˆ2) + params2(4);
%% Storing calculated \gamma values of the two Lorentzians
linewidthsim lam(k)=params(3); % Wavelength
linewidthsim freq(k)=params2(3); % Frequency
end
periodi = 240:5:505;
lfit ana = 0.95e7.*(periodi.ˆ(−2));
lfit exp = 2.38e6.*(periodi.ˆ(−1.82));
lfit sim = 1.112e7.*(periodi.ˆ(−2.024));
period2 = 300:50:500;
% linewidthana freq = [183.044 120.452 84.201 60.765 45.640 32.963];
linewidthana freq = [104.784 77.342 59.851 48.465 39.384];
figure; plot(period, linewidthexp freq,'ob',periodi, lfit exp,'−b',...
'linesmoothing','on');
hold on; plot(period, linewidthsim freq,'or',periodi, lfit sim,'−r',...
'linesmoothing','on');
hold on; plot(period2, linewidthana freq,'ok',periodi, lfit ana,'−k',...
'linesmoothing','on');
%% lorentzfit() function
function [yprime params resnorm residual] = lorentzfit(x,y,p0,bounds,nparams)
% LORENTZFIT fits a single− or multi−parameter Lorentzian function to data
%
%
LORENTZFIT(X,Y) returns YPRIME(X), a Lorentzian fit to the data
%
found using LSQCURVEFIT. The function Y(X) is fit by the model:
%
YPRIME(X) = P1./((X − P2).ˆ2 + P3) + C.
%
%
[YPRIME PARAMS RESNORM RESIDUAL] = LORENTZFIT(X,Y) returns YPRIME(X)
%
values in addition to fit−parameters PARAMS = [P1 P2 P3 C]. The RESNORM
%
and RESIDUAL outputs from LSQCURVEFIT are also returned.
%
%
[...] = LORENTZFIT(X,Y,P0) can be used to provide starting
%
values (P0 = [P01 P02 P03 C0]) for the parameters in PARAMS.
%
%
[...] = LORENTZFIT(X,Y,P0,BOUNDS) may be used to define lower
%
and upper bounds for the possbile values for each parameter in PARAMS.
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%
BOUNDS = [LB1 LB2 LB3 LB4;
%
UB1 UB2 UB3 UB4].
%
If the user does not wish to manually define values for P0, it may be
%
enetered as an empty matrix P0 = []. In this case, default values will
%
be used. The default bounds for all parameters are (−Inf,Inf).
%
%
[...] = LORENTZFIT(X,Y,P0,BOUNDS,NPARAMS) may be used to specify the
%
number of parameters used in the Lorentzian fitting function. The
%
number of parameters defined in P0 and BOUNDS must match the function
%
specified by NPARAMS. If the user does not wish to manually define
%
values for P0 or BOUNDS, both may be enetered as empty matricies:
%
P0 = []; BOUNDS = [].
%
%
−NPARAMS options
%
%
'1'
− Single parameter Lorentzian (no constant term)
%
L1(X) = 1./(P1(X.ˆ2 + 1))
%
%
'1c'
− Single parameter Lorentzian (with constant term)
%
L1C(X) = 1./(P1(X.ˆ2 + 1)) + C
%
%
'2'
− Two parameter Lorentzian (no constant term)
%
L2(X) = P1./(X.ˆ2 + P2)
%
%
'2c'
− Two parameter Lorentzian (with constant term)
%
L2C(X) = P1./(X.ˆ2 + P2) + C
%
%
'3'
− Three parameter Lorentzian (no constant term)
%
L3(X) = P1./((X − P2).ˆ2 + P3)
%
% [DEFAULT] '3c'
− Three parameter Lorentzian (with constant term)
%
L3C(X) = P1./((X − P2).ˆ2 + P3) + C
%
%
X and Y must be the same size, numeric, and non−complex. P0 and BOUNDS
%
must also be numeric and non−complex. NPARAMS is a character array.
%
%
Examples:
%
x = −16:0.1:35;
%
y = 19.4./((x − 7).ˆ2 + 15.8) + randn(size(x))./10;
%
[yprime1 params1 resnorm1 residual1] = lorentzfit(x,y,[20 10 15 0]);
%
figure; plot(x,y,'b.','LineWidth',2)
%
hold on; plot(x,yprime1,'r−','LineWidth',2)
%
%
[yprime2 params2 resnorm2 residual2] = lorentzfit(x,y,[],[],'3');
%
figure; plot(x,y,'b.','LineWidth',2)
%
hold on; plot(x,yprime2,'r−','LineWidth',2)
%
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

See also: lsqcurvefit.
Jered R Wells
11/15/11
jered [dot] wells [at] duke [dot] edu
v1.1 (03/09/12)
REF: http://www.home.uos.de/kbetzler/notes/fitp.pdf

% Check inputs
p3 = ((max(x(:))−min(x(:)))./10).ˆ2;
p2 = (max(x(:))+min(x(:)))./2;
p1 = max(y(:)).*p3;
c = min(y(:));
lb = [−Inf,−Inf,−Inf,−Inf];
ub = [Inf,Inf,Inf,Inf];
if
if
if
if

˜all(size(x)==size(y)); error 'X and Y must be the same size'; end
˜isnumeric(x ) | | ˜ isreal(x); error 'X must be numeric and real'; end
˜isnumeric(y ) | | ˜ isreal(y); error 'Y must be numeric and real'; end
nargin==2;
p0 = [p1 p2 p3 c];
elseif nargin==3
if ˜isnumeric(p0 ) | | ˜ isreal(p0);error 'P0 must be numeric and real';end
if isempty(p0);
p0 = [p1 p2 p3 c];
elseif numel(p0)˜=4
error 'P0 must be empty or it must contain four parameter values';
end
elseif nargin==4
if ˜isnumeric(p0 ) | | ˜ isreal(p0);error 'P0 must be numeric and real';end
if isempty(p0);
p0 = [p1 p2 p3 c];
elseif numel(p0)˜=4
error 'P0 must be empty or it must contain four parameter values';
end
if ˜isnumeric(bounds ) | | ˜ isreal(bounds)
error 'BOUNDS must be numeric and real';
end
if isempty(bounds)
elseif ˜all(size(bounds)==[2 4])
error 'BOUNDS must be empty or it must be a 2x4 matrix';
else
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lb = bounds(1,:);
ub = bounds(2,:);
end
if any(lb>=ub)
error 'Lower bounds must be less than upper bounds';
end
elseif nargin==5
if ˜isnumeric(p0 ) | | ˜ isreal(p0);error 'P0 must be numeric and real';end
if ˜isnumeric(bounds ) | | ˜ isreal(bounds)
error 'BOUNDS must be numeric and real';
end
switch lower(nparams)
case '1'
% Define P0, LB, UB
if isempty(p0);
p1 = max(y(:)); p0 = p1;
elseif numel(p0)˜=1
error 'P0 must be empty or have one element for ...
NPARAMS = ''1''';
end
if isempty(bounds)
lb = −Inf; ub = Inf;
elseif ˜all(size(bounds)==[2 1])
error 'BOUNDS must be empty or it must be a 2x1 matrix for...
NPARAMS = ''1''';
else
lb = bounds(1,:); ub = bounds(2,:);
end
if any(lb>=ub)
error 'Lower bounds must be less than upper bounds';
end
[params resnorm residual] = lsqcurvefit(@lfun1,p0,x,y,lb,ub);
yprime = lfun1(params,x);
case '1c'
% Define P0, LB, UB
if isempty(p0);
p1 = max(y(:)); p0 = [p1 c];
elseif numel(p0)˜=2
error 'P0 must be empty or have two elements for ...
NPARAMS = ''1c''';
end
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if isempty(bounds)
lb = [−Inf,−Inf]; ub = [Inf,Inf];
elseif ˜all(size(bounds)==[2 2])
error 'BOUNDS must be empty or it must be a 2x2 matrix for ...
NPARAMS = ''1c''';
else
lb = bounds(1,:); ub = bounds(2,:);
end
if any(lb>=ub)
error 'Lower bounds must be less than upper bounds';
end
[params resnorm residual] = lsqcurvefit(@lfun1c,p0,x,y,lb,ub);
yprime = lfun1c(params,x);
case '2'
% Define P0, LB, UB
if isempty(p0);
p2 = ((max(x(:))−min(x(:)))./10).ˆ2;
p1 = max(y(:)).*p2;
p0 = [p1 p2];
elseif numel(p0)˜=2
error 'P0 must be empty or have two elements for...
NPARAMS = ''2''';
end
if isempty(bounds)
lb = [−Inf,−Inf]; ub = [Inf,Inf];
elseif ˜all(size(bounds)==[2 2])
error 'BOUNDS must be empty or it must be a 2x2 matrix for ...
NPARAMS = ''2''';
else
lb = bounds(1,:); ub = bounds(2,:);
end
if any(lb>=ub)
error 'Lower bounds must be less than upper bounds';
end
[params resnorm residual] = lsqcurvefit(@lfun2,p0,x,y,lb,ub);
yprime = lfun2(params,x);
case '2c'
% Define P0, LB, UB
if isempty(p0);
p2 = ((max(x(:))−min(x(:)))./10).ˆ2;
p1 = max(y(:)).*p2;
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p0 = [p1 p2 c];
elseif numel(p0)˜=3
error 'P0 must be empty or have three elements for ...
NPARAMS = ''2c''';
end
if isempty(bounds)
lb = [−Inf,−Inf,−Inf]; ub = [Inf,Inf,Inf];
elseif ˜all(size(bounds)==[2 3])
error 'BOUNDS must be empty or it must be a 2x3 matrix for...
NPARAMS = ''2c''';
else
lb = bounds(1,:); ub = bounds(2,:);
end
if any(lb>=ub)
error 'Lower bounds must be less than upper bounds';
end
[params resnorm residual] = lsqcurvefit(@lfun2c,p0,x,y,lb,ub);
yprime = lfun2c(params,x);
case '3'
% Define P0, LB, UB
if isempty(p0);
p0 = [p1 p2 p3];
elseif numel(p0)˜=3
error 'P0 must be empty or have three elements for ...
NPARAMS = ''3''';
end
if isempty(bounds)
lb = [−Inf,−Inf,−Inf]; ub = [Inf,Inf,Inf];
elseif ˜all(size(bounds)==[2 3])
error 'BOUNDS must be empty or it must be a 2x3 matrix for ...
NPARAMS = ''3''';
else
lb = bounds(1,:); ub = bounds(2,:);
end
if any(lb>=ub)
error 'Lower bounds must be less than upper bounds';
end
[params resnorm residual] = lsqcurvefit(@lfun3,p0,x,y,lb,ub);
yprime = lfun3(params,x);
case '3c'
% Define P0, LB, UB
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if isempty(p0);
p0 = [p1 p2 p3 c];
elseif numel(p0)˜=4
error 'P0 must be empty or have four elements for ...
NPARAMS = ''3c''';
end
if isempty(bounds)
elseif ˜all(size(bounds)==[2 4])
error 'BOUNDS must be empty or it must be a 2x4 matrix for ...
NPARAMS = ''3c''';
else
lb = bounds(1,:); ub = bounds(2,:);
end
if any(lb>=ub)
error 'Lower bounds must be less than upper bounds';
end
[params resnorm residual] = lsqcurvefit(@lfun3c,p0,x,y,lb,ub);
yprime = lfun3c(params,x);
otherwise
error 'Invalid entry for NPARAMS'
end
return
else
error 'Invalid number of input arguments specified';
end
[params resnorm residual] = lsqcurvefit(@lfun3c,p0,x,y,lb,ub);
yprime = lfun3c(params,x);
end % MAIN
function F = lfun1(p,x)
F = 1./(p.*(x.ˆ2 + 1));
end % LFUN1
function F = lfun1c(p,x)
F = 1./(p(1).*(x.ˆ2 + 1)) + p(2);
end % LFUN1C
function F = lfun2(p,x)
F = p(1)./(x.ˆ2 + p(2));
end % LFUN2
function F = lfun2c(p,x)
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F = p(1)./(x.ˆ2 + p(2)) + p(3);
end % LFUN2C
function F = lfun3(p,x)
F = (p(1)*p(3))./((x−p(2)).ˆ2+(p(3)/2)ˆ2);
end % LFUN3
function F = lfun3c(p,x)
F = (p(1)*p(3))./((x−p(2)).ˆ2+(p(3)/2)ˆ2) + p(4);
end % LFUN3C
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Appendix B
Mathematica code for SPDC
calculations
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Collinear emission case with collimated beams
(SI units used)
�����[��������*�]
������������ = {�� > �� ω� ∈ ������ � > �� � < � < �� � < � < �� � > �� � ∈ ������ Δ > �� � > �� �� > �}�
(*������� �� �� �������������� �� �/�� ������ �� ���*)
L = Crystal length,
W = Signal/Idler SMF mode diameter
Wp = Pump diameter
θs = θi = θ = Angles of the overlapping signal and idler fiber modes used in calculation of overlap integral
λp = Pump Wavelength
λs = Signal Wavelength
λi =

1
1
λs

-

1

= Idler Wavelength

λp

z = Distance from crystal along propagation direction (= 1m here)
ϕ = Overlap Integral
Rωs = Joint Spectral Emission Rate
Φrad = Spectral Radiant Flux
Erad = Spectral Irradiance (at the detector/fiber) (Can also calculate it for the source by replacing the differential area with that of the source)
Irad = Spectral Radiometric Intensity
Lrad = Spectral Brightness or Spectral Radiance

Degenerate SPDC With Type-I Phase-Matching
� = � × ��� � � = ��� × ��-�� �
ϵ� = ���� × ��-�� � ���� = ����� × ��-�� �
ω[λ_] �= (� �� �) / λ �
������
�
- ������ λ * ���  �
��[λ_] �= ���������� +
�
λ * ���  - ������
(*��� ��������� �������� ��� �������� ������ ��-���������� �� ������ ��� ������ �������*)
������
�
��[λ_] �= ���������� +
- ������ λ * ���  �
�
λ * ���  - ������
(*��� ��������� �������� ��� �����-�������� ������ ��-���������� �� ������ ��� ������ �������*)

Δ��[λ�_� λ�_] �=

��[λ�] ω[λ�]

��

��[λ�] ω[λ�]
-

-

�

λ� λ�

 (ω[λ�] - ω[λ�])

λ� - λ�

�

�

�

�
�
�
+
+
�
���
���
���
(*�������� ���� ��������� �� ���� ���� ��� ������ ��� ����� ��� ��� ���� �� � ��� θ�=θ� = � ��� ��������� ��������*)
��[��_� ��_� ��_] �=

��ϕ[λ�_� λ�_� ϕ_] �=

���[ϕ]�

���[ϕ]�

��[λ�]�

��[λ�]�

ϕ�[ϕ_� λ�_� λ�_] �= ϕ /� ��������

Δ��ϕ[λ�_� λ�_� ϕ_] �=

-�/�

+
���[ϕ]�

�
⩵
��[λ�]�

��[λ�]�

��ϕ[λ�� λ�� ϕ] ω[λ�]

���[ϕ]�
+
��[λ�]�

��

��[λ�] ω[λ�]
-

� {ϕ� ���}�

-

λ� λ�

�
�
ϕ�[λ�_� λ�_] �= ϕ /� ��������[ Δ��ϕ[λ�� λ�� ϕ] ⩵ �� {ϕ� �}]�
-�
-�
-�
-�
Δ��ϕ��� × �� � ��� × �� � ϕ���� × �� � ��� × �� �
ϕ� = ϕ���� × ��-� � ��� × ��-� �
-�
������������[ⅈ � �]� ��

�
�

� ���

��
�

�

 (ω[λ�] - ω[λ�])

λ� - λ�

�

 // ������������

�


/� � → Δ��ϕ[λ�� λ�� ϕ]

�

����������������������������������������������
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�[�_� ��_� ��_� ��_� λ�_� λ�_� ϕ_] �=

� ���

�

�π

������� - �����*��� λ�� +

�������

�

��� ��� ��� π

��� ��� ���

λ�

-�������+� ��� ��� ��� ��� λ��

� λ�

������� -

�����*��� λ�� λ��

+

�

-������� +

� ��� ��� ��� ��� λ�� λ��
(-λ�+λ�)�

���[ϕ]�
(� π) 

���[ϕ]�

λ�

+
������� - �����*��� λ�� +

�π

������� - �����*��� λ�� +

�������
-�������+� ��� ��� ��� ��� λ��

 
������ - ����*�� λ�� +

�

��� ��� ��� π

��� ��� ���

λ�

�����*��� λ�� λ��

λ�

�������
+

(-λ� + λ�)�

��� ��� ��� π
-

λ�

+
-������� +

� ��� ��� ��� ��� λ�� λ��
(-λ�+λ�)�

���[ϕ]�
(� π) 

�������
-�������+� ��� ��� ��� ��� λ��

�������
-�������+� ��� ��� ��� ��� λ��

-

������� -

λ�

�������
+

(-λ� + λ�)

��� ��� ��� π
-

-

�

���[ϕ]�

λ�

�

+
������� - �����*��� λ�� +

�������
-�������+� ��� ��� ��� ���

������ - ����*�� λ�� +

λ��

�������
-�������+� ��� ��� ��� ���

λ��

(*������� �������� ������� ��-���������� �� ���������� ���� �������� �������������*)

ϕ�[�_� ��_� ��_� ��_� λ�_� λ�_� ϕ_] �=

����

�[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� λ�� ϕ] �
�� ��[��� ��� ��]
(*���������� ������� �������� �������� Δ��=� ��� ��������� ����*)

�� �
�ω�[�_� ��_� ��_� ��_� λ�_� λ�_� �_� ϕ_] �=

�π�
λ�



�π�
λ�

-

�π�



λ�

�� ϵ� π� �� �� �� ��� ��[λ�] ��[λ�] ��

���[ϕ�[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� λ�� ϕ]]� �
λ� λ�



λ� - λ�

(*����� �������� �������� ���� �� ��� ���� ������*)
�π�
Φ���[�_� ��_� ��_� ��_� λ�_� λ�_� �_� ϕ_] �= ����
�ω�[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� λ�� �� ϕ]� (*������� ����*)
λ�

��[�_ � ��������� �_ � ��������� ��_ � ��������] �=
� �� ��
�ω��� ��� �� �� ��� × ��-� � λ� + δ� � × ��-� � ϕ� /� λ� → ��� × ��-� �
����������
(λ� + δ)�
δ� - ��� ��-� � ��� × ��-� � ���������������� → ���
(*����� ����-���������� ���� �� ����������� ���� ������ ���������*)
������ = ��������������� * ��-� � �� �� /� � → �� × ��-� � �� → ������ × ��-� � {�� ����� �� ���}� ��������� → ����
������� → ������ ������ → ����� ���������� → ��� ��������� → {������ ���������[����]}� ��������� → ����
����� → ����� ���������� → {�����[�������� ������ [��]�� ��]� �����[������ ���� �� [������ �-� ]�� ��]}

����������������������������������������������
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Ling Integral Evaluation
(SI units used)
�����[��������*�]
������������ = {�� > �� ω� ∈ ������ � > �� � < � < �� � < � < �� � > �� � ∈ ������ Δ > �� � > �� �� > �}�
(*������� �� �� �������������� �� �/�� ������ �� ���*)
L = Crystal length,
W = Signal/Idler SMF mode radius
Wp = Pump beam radius
θs = θi = θ = Angles of the overlapping signal and idler fiber modes used in calculation of overlap integral
λp = Pump Wavelength
λs = Signal Wavelength
λi =

1
1
λs

-

1

= Idler Wavelength

λp

z = Distance from crystal along propagation direction (= 1m here)
ϕ = Overlap Integral
Rωs = Joint Spectral Emission Rate
Φrad = Spectral Radiant Flux
Erad = Spectral Irradiance (at the detector/fiber) (Can also calculate it for the source by replacing the differential area with that of the source)
Irad = Spectral Radiometric Intensity
Lrad = Spectral Brightness or Spectral Radiance

Degenerate SPDC With Type-I Phase-Matching for collimated signal, idler and
pump beams
� = � × ��� � � = ��� × ��-�� �
ϵ� = ���� × ��-�� � ���� = ����� × ��-�� �
λ�� = ���� × ��-� �
λ�� = ���� × ��-� �
θ� = �����
θ� = ��� * �� / ����
ω[λ_] �= (� �� �) / λ �
������
�
- ������ λ * ���  �
��[λ_] �= ���������� +
�
λ * ���  - ������
(*��� ��������� �������� ��� �������� ������ ��-���������� �� ������ ��� ������ �������*)
������
�
��[λ_] �= ���������� +
- ������ λ * ���  �
�
λ * ���  - ������
(*��� ��������� �������� ��� �����-�������� ������ ��-���������� �� ������ ��� ������ �������*)
������� = ������λ * ��-� � ��λ * ��-� � {λ� ���� ����}� ��������� → ����������
���������� → ��� ��������� → {{������ ���������[�����]}� {���� ���������[�����]}}� ��������� → ����
����� → ����� ���������� → {�����[����������� [��]�� �����]� �����[����������� ������� �����]}�
����������� → ������[����������[{��� [λ]�� ��� [λ]�}� �������������� → �������� ������������� → �]� {���� ����}]
(*�������� ���������� �������*)

����������������������������������������������
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Δ��[λ�_� λ�_� θ�_� θ�_] �=

��[λ�] ω[λ�]

��[λ�] ω[λ�]
-

��
���[θ�] -

λ� λ�

 (ω[λ�] - ω[λ�])

λ� - λ�

�
�
(*�����-�������� ����� � ��� ���-��������� �����������*)
��

���[θ�]�

�

λ� λ�

 (ω[λ�] - ω[λ�])
���[θ�]�
�
�
(*�����-�������� ����� � ��� ���-��������� �����������*)
�
�
��[��_� �_] �=
+
� (*�������� ���� ��������� �� ���� ���� ��� ������ ��� ����� ��� ��� ���� �� � ��� θ�=θ�*)
���
��

Δ��[λ�_� λ�_� θ�_� θ�_] �=

��[��_� �_� θ�_� θ�_] �=

��[λ�] ω[λ�]

���[θ�] -

���[θ�]� + ���[θ�]�

�
+
���

��
���[� θ�] - ���[� θ�]
��[�_� θ�_� θ�_] �=
�
��
���[θ�]� + ���[θ�]�
�
��[�_� θ�_� θ�_] �=
��
(*Φ�[λ�_�λ�_�θ�_�θ�_���_��_��_]�=

λ� - λ�

�(*�������� ���������� �� ��������� �� ������ �����*)

������������-��[�����θ��θ�] �� + ⅈ Δ��[λ��λ��θ��θ�] � +ⅈ Δ�� [λ��λ��θ��θ�]
��

-�
�

����θ��θ�
� �������θ��θ�

� �

�

� ������������→{�>����[�����θ��θ�]∈������Δ��[λ��λ��θ��θ�]∈������
�

Δ�� [λ��λ��θ��θ�] ∈��������[��θ��θ�]∈��������[�����θ��θ�]��>����>�}�*)
��[�� θ�� θ�]�

��[�_� ��_� θ�_� θ�_] �= ��[�� θ�� θ�] -

�

� ��[��� �� θ�� θ�]
��[λ�] ω[λ�] ���[θ�]

θ��[λ�_� λ�_� θ�_] �= ������

��

λ� λ�

� (*���������� �����-�������� �����*)

 (ω[λ�] - ω[λ�])

λ� - λ�

(*�����-������ ��� ������������ �����-��������*)
���[ϕ]�

��ϕ[λ�_� ϕ_] �=

���[ϕ]�

-�/�

+
��[λ�]�

��[λ�]�

Δ��ϕ[λ�_� λ�_� θ�_� θ�_� ϕ_] �=

��ϕ[λ�� ϕ] ω[λ�]

��[λ�] ω[λ�]
-

�

�

��
���[θ�] -

λ� λ�

 (ω[λ�] - ω[λ�])

λ� - λ�

�[λ�_� λ�_� θ�_� θ�_� ϕ_� �_� ��_] �= Δ��ϕ[λ�� λ�� θ�� θ�� ϕ] + Δ��[λ�� λ�� θ�� θ�]

�
��[�� θ�� θ�]

���[θ�]�
�

��[��� �� θ�� θ�]
ΦΔ�[λ�_� λ�_� θ�_� θ�_� ϕ_� �_] �= Δ��ϕ[λ�� λ�� θ�� θ�� ϕ] ��
ϕ�[λ�_� λ�_� θ�_� θ�_] �= ϕ /� ��������[ Δ��ϕ[λ�� λ�� θ�� θ�� ϕ] == �� {ϕ� ���}]�
θ��� = θ��[λ��� λ��� θ�]�

Non-collinear opening angle for different phase-matching angles
θ��[λ�_� λ�_� ϕ_] �= θ� /� ��������[ Δ��ϕ[λ�� λ�� θ�� θ��[λ�� λ�� θ�]� ϕ] == �� {θ�� θ�}]�
θ���[λ�_� λ�_� ϕ_] �= ������[��[λ�] ���[θ��[λ�� λ�� ϕ]]]�
���� = ������� * θ���λ��� ��-� * λ�� ϕ��  ��� ��� * θ���λ��� ��-� * λ�� ϕ�  ��� ������[��[λ��] ���[θ�]] * ��� / ���
{λ�� ���� ���}� ��������� → ���� ���������� → ���
��������� → {{���������[�����]}� {����� ���������[�����]}� {������ ������� ���������[�����]}}�
��������� → ���� ����� → ����� ���������� → {�����[������� ���������� [��]�� ��]� �����[�θ� (°)�� ��]}�
����������� → ������[����������[{������������ �θ� = �����°�}� �������������� → �������� ������������� → �]�
{����� ����}](*�������� �������� ������*)
-�
������������[ⅈ � �] ���[- � �� ]� ��

�
�

ⅇ

-

��
��

π ���

ⅈ �+� �
�

 - ⅈ ����

�

�+ⅈ � �
�

�

�

 // ������������ (*����������� �� ��� ��� ������� ��������*)

�



�

�

����������������������������������������������
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ⅇ

-

��

π ���

��

ⅈ �+� �
�

 - ⅈ ����

�+ⅈ � �
�

�

���

3



�

/� {� → ��[�� ��� θ�� θ�]� � → �[λ�� λ�� θ�� θ�� ϕ� �� ��]}

�

�

(*������������ ��� ���������� ��� ������������ ��������*)
(*�������� ������������ ������� �������� �� ������������ ��� ������ �� �������� ������������*)
�

�[θ�_� θ�_� �_� �_� ��_� λ�_� λ�_� ϕ_] �=
���θ�� +���[θ�]�

�

-���� θ�+���[� θ�]�

-

��

�

� ��

���

+

���θ�� +���θ��
��

��� ��� ��� π ��� ��� ��� π
λ�
λ�

�������-

�����

��� ��� ��� π ��� ��� ��� π
λ�
λ�

�������-

�����*��� λ�� λ��

�������

+

-λ�+λ��

-�������+

���θ�

� ��� ��� ��� ��� λ�� λ��

�������-�����*��� λ�� +

�π

-λ�+λ��
-

-

�������
-�������+� ��� ��� ��� ��� λ��

��� ��� ���

���θ�
+

λ�

�

ⅇ

π

�

���
���θ�� +���[θ�]�

�

��

�

�

���[θ�]� + ���[θ�]�

-���� θ�+���[� θ�]�

-

� ��

�
���

+

��� ��� ��� π

λ�

������� -

���θ�� +���[θ�]�

+

��

�����*��� λ�� λ��

�������
-�������+� ��� ��� ��� ��� λ��

�������
-������� +

���[θ�]

(-λ�+λ�)�

�

�

��� ��� ��� π

λ�

������� -

���

��

��� ��� ���



�������
+

(-λ� + λ�)

�

�������
-������� + � ��� ��� ��� ��� λ��

-������� +

���[θ�] +

� ��� ��� ��� ��� λ�� λ��

���[ϕ]�
+
�������

�

������� - �����*��� λ� +

-�������+� ��� ��� ��� ��� λ��

�

ⅈ ����

������ - ����*�� λ�� +

�

��� ��� ��� π

��� ��� ���

λ�

���θ�� +���[θ�]�
��

-

-���� θ�+���[� θ�]�
� ��

�
���

+

��� ��� ��� π
-

���θ�� +���θ��
��

����������������������������������������������
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�������
-�������+� ��� ��� ��� ��� λ��

λ�

�
λ�

(-λ�+λ�)�

���[θ�] (-���[� θ�] + ���[� θ�]) + (� π) 

���[ϕ]�
λ�

�

+

���θ�� +���[θ�]�

�����*��� λ�� λ��

λ�

������� - �����*��� λ�� +

�π

�

�� 

-

���[θ�] -

� ��� ��� ��� ��� λ�� λ��

+
λ�

��� ��� ��� π



+
(-λ� + λ�)�

λ�

������� - �����*��� λ�� +

�π

�
���

��

��� ��� ���

+
� �� 

���θ�� +���θ��

��� ��� ��� π

ⅈ -

(-���[� θ�] + ���[� θ�])�
-

��

���
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������� -

�π

�����*��� λ�� λ��

�������

���[θ�] -

+
(-λ� + λ�)�

-������� +

������� - �����*��� λ�� +

� ��� ��� ��� ��� λ�� λ��
(-λ�+λ�)�

�������

���[θ�]

-�������+� ��� ��� ��� ��� λ��

�
+

λ�

�

��� ��� ��� π

�� 

��� ��� ��� π

������� -

-

��� ��� ���

λ�

���[θ�] +

�

�π

������� - �����*��� λ�� +

(-���[� θ�] + ���[� θ�]) + ⅈ �

+

��

�������
-������� +

�������
-������� + � ��� ��� ��� ��� λ��

���[θ�]� + ���[θ�]�



+
(-λ� + λ�)�

� ��� ��� ��� ��� λ�� λ��
(-λ�+λ�)�

���[θ�]

(-���[� θ�] + ���[� θ�])�
-

��

+
� �� 

�
���

+

���θ�� +���[θ�]�
��

���[ϕ]�
(� π) 

���θ�� +���[θ�]�

�����*��� λ�� λ��

λ�

λ�

�
���



���[ϕ]�

λ�

 �

+
������� - �����*��� λ�� +

�������
-�������+� ��� ��� ��� ���

������ - ����*�� λ�� +

λ��

�������
-�������+� ��� ��� ��� ���

λ��

ϕ�[θ�_� θ�_� �_� ��_� �_� λ�_� λ�_� ϕ_] �=
���� ���-Δ��[λ�� λ�� θ�� θ�]�  (� ��[��� �� θ�� θ�])  (�� �� �� ����[��[��� �] ��[��� �� θ�� θ�]]
(*����������� �� ��������� ���-�������*)) �[θ�� θ�� �� �� ��� λ�� λ�� ϕ] � (*Δ��=�*)

�� �
�ω�[θ�_� θ�_� �_� ��_� �_� λ�_� λ�_� �_� ϕ_] �=
�� ϵ�

π�

��

�π�
λ�



�π�

-

λ�

�π�



λ�

��[λ�] ��[λ�] ��

���[ϕ�[θ�� θ�� �� ��� �� λ�� λ�� ϕ]]� �
λ� λ�



λ� - λ�

(*����� �������� �������� ���� �� ��� ���� ������*)
�π�
Φ���[θ�_� θ�_� �_� ��_� �_� λ�_� λ�_� �_� ϕ_] �= ����
�ω�[θ�� θ�� �� ��� �� λ�� λ�� �� ϕ]� (*������� ����*)
λ�

��γ[γ_� �_] �= ���� �ω������ θ���� ������ γ �� �� ��� × ��-� � ��� × ��-� � � × ��-� � ϕ��
��� = {γ /� ���� @ #� ����� @ #} ��������������γγ� �� × ��-� � γ
(*������� ����� �� γ ����� ��� �������� �������� ���� ������*)

���[�_ � ��������� �_ � ��������� ��_ � ��������] �=
� �� �
�ω������ θ���� �� ��� �� ��� × ��-� � λ� + δ� � × ��-� � ϕ� /� λ� → ��� × ��-� �
����������
(λ� + δ)�
δ� - ��� ��-� � ��� × ��-� � ���������������� → ���
(*����� ���� �� ����������� ����������� ���� ��� ������ ���������*)

Φ����[�_ � ��������� �_ � ��������� ��_ � ��������] �=
� �� ��
Φ�������� θ��� �� ��� �� ��� × ��-� � λ� + δ� � × ��-� � ϕ� /� λ� → ��� × ��-� �
����������
(λ� + δ)�
δ� - �� ��-� � �� × ��-� � ���������������� → ��� (*����� ������� ����*)

Spectral Radiometric Parameters Calculation
Using the Friis Transmission formula for Radiance, we have At Ωt = (1.22 π λs)2 for the signal photon. The 1.22 π factor is present because of the pump being a
Gaussian of diameter Wp, which for this case of a diffracting signal beam can be assumed to be a circular aperture of diameter Wp and the 1.22 π being the
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���

5

diameter of the Airy disk thus produced. The Radiance will be conserved between the source and the detector. But the power received by the detector cannot be
simply obtained by multiplying Radiance (Lrad) with λs2 as this would imply that all the power is collected by the detector. Instead, we need to find the solid angle
subtended by the source on the detector instead and multiply with the area of detector to get the throughput, which in turn is multiplied with the Lrad to get
received power.
����[θ�_� θ�_� �_� ��_� �_� λ�_� λ�_� �_� ϕ_] �=

����[θ�_� θ�_� �_� ��_� �_� λ�_� λ�_� �_� ϕ_] �=

�
(���� �� λ�)�

Φ���[θ�� θ�� �� ��� �� λ�� λ�� �� ϕ]� (*�������� ��������*)

�
( �� ��� ) ���[������[��[λ�] ���[θ�]]]

Φ���[θ�� θ�� �� ��� �� λ�� λ�� �� ϕ]�

(*�������� ����������*)

����[θ�_� θ�_� �_� ��_� �_� λ�_� λ�_� �_� ϕ_] �=

�� ��� ���[������[��[λ�] ���[θ�]]]

����[θ�� θ�� �� ��� �� λ�� λ�� �� ϕ]�

�
(*�������� ������� ���������*)

Total Radiometric Parameters Calculation
�����[�_ � ��������� �_ � ��������� ��_ � ��������] �=
� �� �
��������� θ���� �� ��� �� ��� × ��-� � λ� + δ� � × ��-� � ϕ� /� λ� → ��� × ��-� �
����������
(λ� + δ)�
δ� - ��� ��-� � ��� × ��-� � ���������������� → ���(*����� ��������*)

�����[�_ � ��������� �_ � ��������� ��_ � ��������] �=
� �� ��
����������
��������� θ��� �� ��� �� ��� × ��-� � λ� + δ� � × ��-� � ϕ� /� λ� → ��� × ��-� �
(λ� + δ)�
δ� - ��� ��-� � ��� × ��-� � ���������������� → ��� (*����� ����������*)

�����[�_ � ��������� �_ � ��������� ��_ � ��������] �=
� �� ��
����������
��������� θ��� �� ��� �� ��� × ��-� � λ� + δ� � × ��-� � ϕ� /� λ� → ��� × ��-� �
(λ� + δ)�
δ� - ��� ��-� � ��� × ��-� � ���������������� → ��� (*����� ������� ���������*)

Heralding Efficiency after post-selecting spatial mode on a SMF
��[�_� �_� �_] �=

���

�

���-

�� + ��

�
��
��
(*� ��� �� ��� �/�� ����-����� ��������� �� ��� ������ ����������� ������ ���� ��� ��� ��� ����� ������������*)
��[�_] �= �����������[�� �� �]� � {�� -∞� ∞}� {�� -∞� ∞}� ����������� → {� > �}�
���[�_� ��_] �= ���������[��[�� �� �] ��[�� �� ��]� {�� -∞� ∞}�
{�� -∞� ∞}� ����������� → {{�� ��} > �� {�� ��} → �����}� ������������������ → �����]�
(���[�� ��])�
��

��[�] ��[��]

�� �� ���
�

�� + ���  ���[��]�
η� = �� (*������� ���������� �� ��� ���������*)
��� �� ���
�
η�[�_� ��_] �= η�
�
�� + ��� 
��������� = ����η�[γ * �� �] /� � → � × ��-� � {γ� �� �}� ��������� → ���� ���������� → ����
������������ → �� ���������� → ��� ��������� → {����� ���������[�����]}� ��������� → ���� ����� → �����
���������� → {�����[�[�/�� ]�� ��]� �����[���������� ������������ ��]} (*�������� ��������� ���������� ������ �/��*)
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Diffraction in pump with collimated signal and idler beams for non-collinear geometry
The beams are assumed to have their waists at the centre of the crystal for maximum overlap of the
beams.
� = ������� �������
� = ������  ����� ��� ���� ������
�� = ���� ����� ����
θ� = θ� = θ = ������ �� ��� ����������� ������
��� ����� ����� ����� ���� �� ����������� �� ������� ��������
λ� = ���� ����������
λ� = ������ ����������
λ� = � � � = ����� ����������
λ�

-

λ�

� = �������� ���� ������� ����� ����������� ��������� ( = � � ����)
ϕ = ������� ��������
�ω� = ����� �������� �������� ����

�����[��������*�]
� = � × ��� � � = ��� × ��-�� �
ϵ� = ���� × ��-�� � ���� = ����� × ��-�� �
λ�� = ���� × ��-� �
λ�� = ���� × ��-� �
θ� = ��� * �� / ����
�� = ��� × ��-� �
��� = ����� * ���
θ� = �����
�� = ��� × ��-� �
��� = ����� * ���
ω[λ_] �= (� �� �) / λ �
������
�
- ������ λ * ���  �
��[λ_] �= ���������� +
�
λ * ���  - ������
(*��� ��������� �������� ��� �������� ������ ��-���������� �� ������ ��� ������ �������*)
������
�
��[λ_] �= ���������� +
- ������ λ * ���  �
�
λ * ���  - ������
(*��� ��������� �������� ��� �����-�������� ������ ��-���������� �� ������ ��� ������ �������*)

Diffraction only in pump:
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Δ��[λ�_� λ�_� θ�_� θ�_] �=

��[λ�] ω[λ�]

��

��[λ�] ω[λ�]

���[θ�] -

�

�
��

��[λ�] ω[λ�]

Δ��[λ�_� λ�_� θ�_� θ�_] �=

���[θ�] -

�

λ� λ�

λ� λ�

 (ω[λ�] - ω[λ�])

λ� - λ�

���[θ�]�

�

 (ω[λ�] - ω[λ�])

λ� - λ�

���[θ�]�

�

��[�_� λ_] �= �� �� / (λ)�
�
�
�
+
��
��� (� + ⅈ � / ��[��� λ�])
(*�������� ���� ��������� �� ���� ���� ��� ������ ��� ����� ��� ��� ���� �� � ��� θ�=θ�*)

��[��_� �_� �_� λ�_� λ�_] �=

��[��_� �_� �_� λ�_� λ�_� θ_] �=

��[�_� �_� λ�_� θ_] �=

� ���[θ]�
��

� ���[θ]�

�
+
���

�

�
��[λ�] ω[λ�] ���[θ�]

θ��[λ�_� λ�_� θ�_] �= ������

��

(� + ⅈ � / ��[��� λ�])

��

λ� λ�

� (*���������� �����-�������� �����*)

 (ω[λ�] - ω[λ�])

λ� - λ�

(*�����-������ ��� ������������ �����-��������*)

��ϕ[λ�_� ϕ_] �=

���[ϕ]�

���[ϕ]�

-�/�

+
��[λ�]

�

��[λ�]

Δ��ϕ[λ�_� λ�_� θ�_� θ�_� ϕ_] �=
λ�

�ξ[�_� λ_� ξ_] �=

�

��ϕ[λ�� ϕ] ω[λ�]

��[λ�] ω[λ�]
-

�

�

λ� λ�

��

 (ω[λ�] - ω[λ�])

λ� - λ�

���[θ�] -

���[θ�]�

�

���

�

� �� ξ
λ�
�
� �� ��
ΦΔ�[λ�_� λ�_� θ�_� θ�_� ϕ_� �_] �= Δ��ϕ[λ�� λ�� θ�� θ�� ϕ] ��
ϕ�[λ�_� λ�_� θ�_� θ�_] �= ϕ /� ��������[ Δ��ϕ[λ�� λ�� θ�� θ�� ϕ] == �� {ϕ� ���}]�
ξ[�_� λ_� �_] �=

���������[���[ⅈ � �] ���[- � �� - � �� - � �� ]� {�� -∞� ∞}� {�� -∞� ∞}� ����������� → {� > �� � > �� � > �� {�� �� �} ϵ �����}]
ⅇ� ⅈ �-� � π
/� {� → ��[��� �� �� λ�� λ�]� � → ��[��� �� �� λ�� λ�� θ]� � → ��[�� �� λ�� θ]� � → Δ��ϕ[λ�� λ�� θ� θ� ϕ]}
��
����

��[�_� �_� ��_� λ�_� λ�_� θ_� ϕ_] �=

�
ⅈ�

�� �� �� � +

��[���λ�]


�
��

� -

� � ���θ�
��

�π

�������-�����*��� λ�� +

+ⅈ -

�

+

��� �+

�
ⅈ � λ�
π ���

��� ��� ��� π ��� ��� ��� π
λ�
λ�

�������
-�������+� ��� ��� ��� ��� λ��

��� �+

�������-

ⅈ � λ�

+

� ���[θ]�
��

π ���

�����*��� λ�� λ��
-λ�+λ��

���θ

�������

+
-�������+

� ��� ��� ��� ��� λ�� λ��

���θ

-λ�+λ��

-

+
��� ��� ���

λ�

λ�

���
�������-�����*��� λ�� +

ⅇ
π� (*�������� ������� �������� ����� ����������� ������ � ��� �*)
Φ[�_ � ��������� ��_ � ��������� λ�_ � ��������� λ�_ � ��������� �_ � ��������� θ_ � ��������� ϕ_ � ��������] �=
����������[��[�� �� ��� λ�� λ�� θ� ϕ]� {�� -��� �� ��� �}� ���������������� → ��]�
(*����������� ������ � ���� ��� ������ �� ��� �������*)

�� �
�ω�[θ_� �_� ��_� �_� λ�_� λ�_� �_� ϕ_] �=
�� ϵ�

π�

��

�π�
λ�



�π�
λ�

-

�π�



λ�

��[λ�] ��[λ�] ��

�

���Φ�� ��� λ�� λ�� � * ��-� � θ� ϕ �
λ� λ�



λ� - λ�

(*����� �������� ����*)
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�

���[�_� �_� ��_� λ�_� λ�_� θ_] �=

ⅇ

3

� �� ���θ�

π

��

�
ⅈ�

�� �� � +

-

���

��[���λ�]


�
��

�

+

�
ⅈ � λ�

��� �+

��� �+

π ���

ⅈ � λ�

+

� ���[θ]�
��

π ���

(*������� �������� ������� ��� ����������� �����-��������*)
Φ��[�_ � ��������� ��_ � ��������� λ�_ � ��������� λ�_ � ��������� �_ � ��������� θ_ � ��������] �=
����������[���[�� �� ��� λ�� λ�� θ]� {�� -��� �� ��� �}� ���������������� → ��]�
(*������� ����� ����������� ���� ������� ������*)
� �� �
�ω�[�_� ��_� λ�_� λ�_� �_� θ_� ϕ_� �_] �=

�π�



�π�

λ�

-

λ�

�π�



λ�

ϵ� π� �� ��[λ�] ��[λ�] ��

���[Φ[�� ��� λ�� λ�� �� θ� ϕ]]� �
λ� λ�



λ� - λ�

(*����� �������� �������� ���� �� ��� ���� ������*)

Collinear Geometry with diffraction only in pump
ⅇ� ⅈ �-� � π
/� {� → ��[��� �� �� λ�� λ�]� � → ��[��� �� �� λ�� λ�]� � → �� � → Δ��ϕ[λ�� λ�� �� �� ϕ]}
��
�

��[�_� �_� ��_� λ�_� λ�_� ϕ_] �=

�

�� �� � +

�π

�������-�����*��� λ�� +

ⅈ� -

ⅈ � λ�
π ���



�
��

�

+

��� �+

��� ��� ��� π ��� ��� ��� π
λ�
λ�

�������
-�������+� ��� ��� ��� ��� λ��

ⅈ � λ�
π ���

�������-

�����*��� λ�� λ��
-λ�+λ��

�������

+
-�������+

� ��� ��� ��� ��� λ�� λ��
-λ�+λ��

-

�π

+
��� ��� ���

λ�

���ϕ�

λ�

�������-�����*��� λ�� +

ⅇ

+
�������

-�������+� ��� ��� ��� ��� λ��

π
Φ�[�_ � ��������� ��_ � ��������� λ�_ � ��������� λ�_ � ��������� �_ � ��������� ϕ_ � ��������] �=
����������[��[�� �� ��� λ�� λ�� ϕ]� {�� -��� �� ��� �}� ���������������� → ��]�

Ryan Bennink’s expression for collinear pump, signal and idler
ξ���� ���[ⅈ Φ�� � / �]

�
� - ⅈ ξ� �
�[ξ�_ � ��������� Φ��_ � ��������] �= ����������[��[ξ�� Φ��� �]� {�� -�� �}� ���������������� → ��]�
�
�� = �����Φ��� ξ�� ������ξ� � Φ�� * ��  �� {Φ��� -�� �� ��� }� {ξ�� -�� �� ���} �

��[ξ�_� Φ��_� �_] �=

�

ξ��� = �����������������ξ� � -�� � ξ�
{�������� {ξ� → ��������}}

ϕ���� = ��������������[�[�������������������� ϕ�]]� � ϕ�
{�������� {ϕ� → -�������}}

-������������������� / ��
-�������

���� = {-�������������������� ��������������������}�
��������� = ���������������[���������[�������[��] / ���� �]� ��������� → ���� ������������� → ����������������
����������� → ���������[���������� ���������� → {�������� → ��}]� ������������������ → ��
���������� → {�����[�ϕ/π�� ��]� �����[������ [ξ]�� ��]}� ���������� → ��� ��������� → ����
��������� → �����[�������� �������� [���� ��]�� ��]� ������ → {���������[���]� ������ �����[����]}]

Collinear geometry with diffraction only in pump in terms of focussing parameter
����������������������������������������������
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ξ

��[λ�_� �_� ξ�_� �_� �_] �=

� �� ξ�

�

�

λ� (� + ⅈ � ξ� )

�
+
��

�

���

� ( ξ�)
���[ⅈ ϕ� � / �]
�
�� (� λ� )��� (� + ⅈ � ξ� ) ��[λ�� �� ξ�� �� �]
��[λ�_ � ��������� ξ�_ � ��������� ϕ�_ � ��������� �_ � ��������� �_ � ��������] �=
����������[���[λ�� �� ξ�� ϕ�� �� �]� {�� -�� �}� ���������������� → ��]�
�
�� = �����ϕ�� ξ�� �����λ��� ��ξ� � ϕ� * ��� ������ � × ��-�   ����� * ���� � {ϕ�� -�� �� ��� }� {ξ�� -�� �� ���} �

���[λ�_� �_� ξ�_� ϕ�_� �_� �_] �=

�

ξ��� = ����������������λ��� ξ�� ϕ� * ��� ������ � × ��-�  � ξ�� ϕ�
������� × ���� � {ξ� → �������� ϕ� → ��������}

Collinear geometry with diffraction in all 3 beams (our formulation)

���[λ�_� λ�_� �_� ξ�_� �_] �=

� �� ξ�

�

�

λ� (� + ⅈ � ξ� )

�

�

+

���[λ�_� λ�_� �_� ξ��_� ξ��_� �_] �=

λ� (� - ⅈ � ξ�)

� ��

ξ��

�

λ� (� + ⅈ � ξ�� )

� ξ��

�

+
� ���

 ξ� 
���[λ�_� λ�_� �_� ξ�_� ϕ�_� �_] �=

� ���

� λ� λ� 

λ� (� - ⅈ � ξ��)
���[ⅈ ϕ� � / �]
�

(� + ⅈ � ξ� ) (� - ⅈ � ξ� )� ���[λ�� λ�� �� ξ�� �]
 ξ�� ξ��� 

���[λ�_� λ�_� �_� ξ��_� ξ��_� ϕ�_� �_] �=

� ���

� λ� λ� 

���

���[ⅈ ϕ� � / �]
�

(� + ⅈ � ξ�� ) (� - ⅈ � ξ�� )� ���[λ�� λ�� �� ξ��� ξ��� �]

��[λ�_ � ��������� λ�_ � ��������� ξ��_ � ��������� ξ��_ � ��������� ϕ�_ � ��������� �_ � ��������] �=
����������[���[λ�� λ�� �� ξ��� ξ��� ϕ�� �]� {�� -�� �}� ���������������� → ��]�

�

�� = �����ϕ�� ξ�� �����λ��� λ��� ��ξ� � ϕ� * ��� �����  ������ {ϕ�� -�� �� ��� }� {ξ�� -�� �� ���} �
�

�� = �����ξ��� ξ��� �����λ��� λ��� ��ξ�� � ��ξ�� � -������� * ��� �����  ������ {ξ��� -�� �� ���}� {ξ��� -�� �� ���} �
�

�� = ������� ξ�� �����λ��� λ��� ξ�� -������� * ��� � * ��-�  � {�� ����� ��� ��� }� {ξ�� ����� ��� ���} �
������������ = ���������������[���������[�������[��]� �]� ��������� → ���� ������������� → ����������������
����������� → ���������[���������� ���������� → {�������� → ��}]� ������������������ → ��
���������� → {�����[������ [ξ� ]�� ��]� �����[������ [ξ� ]�� ��]}� ���������� → ��� ��������� → ����
��������� → �����[�������� �������� [���� ��]�� ��]� ������ → {���������[���]� ������ �����[����]}]
��������� = ���������������[���������[�������[��]� �]� ��������� → ���� ������������� → ����������������
����������� → ���������[���������� ���������� → {�������� → ��}]� ������������������ → ��
���������� → {�����[�ϕ/π�� ��]� �����[������ [ξ]�� ��]}� ���������� → ��� ��������� → ����
��������� → �����[�������� �������� [���� ��]�� ��]� ������ → {���������[���]� ������ �����[����]}]

Non-collinear case with diffraction in all beams

����������������������������������������������
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���

�[�_� �_� θ_� λ�_� λ�_� �_� ��_] �=
�

�  ����

�

� + ⅈ

�
��[���λ�]



� +

ⅈ � ���[θ]-� ���[θ]
��[��λ�]

�

ⅈ � ���[θ]+ � ���[θ]
��[��λ�]

 �� � +

ⅈ�
��[���λ�]



���[θ]�

��[��λ�]



�� � -

� -

��[��λ�]

� � +



ⅈ � ���[θ]-� ���[θ]
��[��λ�]

���[θ]�
ⅈ�

��[���λ�]





���[θ]�

+

�� -

+
�� � +

ⅈ � ���[θ]-� ���[θ]
��[��λ�]



�� � -

ⅈ � ���[θ]+ � ���[θ]
��[��λ�]



�� �

+
�� � +

ⅈ � ���[θ]+� ���[θ]

�
��� � +




��

���-

���[θ]�
ⅈ � ���[θ]-� ���[θ]

�

+
��

�
� � -

�

+
���

ⅈ � ���[θ]+ � ���[θ]
��[��λ�]



Perfect phase-matching assumed

Φ�[�_ � ��������� �_ � ��������� ��_ � ��������� θ_ � ��������� λ�_ � ��������� λ�_ � ��������] �=
����������[�[�� �� θ� λ�� λ�� �� ��]� {�� -∞� ∞}� {�� -� / �� � / �}� ���������� → {�� �}� ������ → ����������������]
� �� �
�ω�����[θ_� �_� ��_� �_� λ�_� λ�_� �_] �=

�π�
λ�



�π�
λ�

-

�π�



λ�

ϵ� π� �� ��[λ�] ��[λ�] ��

���[Φ�[�� �� ��� θ� λ�� λ�]]� �
λ� λ�



λ� - λ�

(*����� �������� �������� ����*)
������ = ��������� �ω�����θ� � * ��-� � ��� �� λ�� λ�� � /�
� → �� × ��-� � �� → ����� × �� × ��-� � λ� → λ��� λ� → λ��� θ → ����� � → ������ {�� ���� ��� ���}�
������� = ������������������� ��������� → ���� ��������� → ���������[����]� ������ → �����
������� → ������ ���������� → ��� ��������� → ���������[����]� ��������� → ���� ����� → �����
��ω�
[��-� (������ �-� )/��]�� �����
���������� → �����[������� ���� ����� [μ�]�� �����]� ������
�ω�
������ =
���������������� �ω�����θ� � * ��-� � ��� �� λ�� λ�� � /� {� → �� / �� �� → ��� / �� λ� → λ��� λ� → λ��� θ → ����� � → �����}�
{�� ���� ��� ���}� ��������� → ���� ��������� → ���������[����]� ������ → �����
������� → ������ ���������� → ��� ��������� → ���������[����]� ��������� → ���� ����� → �����
��ω�
[(������ �-� )�-� ]�� �����
���������� → �����[�������� ������ � [��]�� �����]� ������
�ω�
������� = �������� ���������� → �����[�������� ������ � [��]�� �����]� ������

��ω�

[��-�� (������ �-� )/��]�� �����

�ω�
������ = ������� ��� �ω�����θ� � * ��-� � ����� * � * ��-� � � * ��-� � λ�� λ�� � /� {� → �� λ� → λ��� λ� → λ��� θ → ����� � → �����}�
{�� �� ��� ���} �
������ = ���������������������[�������[������]� �]� ��������� → ���� ��������� → ���������[����]�
������ → ����� ������� → ������ ���������� → ��� ��������� → ���������[����]� ��������� → ���� ����� → �����
��ω�
���������� → �����[������� ���� ����� [μ�]�� �����]� ������
[��-� (������ �-� )/��]�� �����
�ω�

Rewriting in terms of focussing parameters ξs, ξi and ξp
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�ξ[�_� �_� ξ_� �_� θ_� λ�_� λ�_] �=
� �� ξ
�
�
�
+
+
�
�
λ� (� + ⅈ � ξ)
λ� (� - ⅈ � ξ ���[θ] + � ⅈ ξ � ���[θ] / �)
λ� (� - ⅈ � ξ ���[θ] - � ⅈ ξ � ���[θ] / �)
�ξ[�_� �_� ξ_� �_� θ_� λ�_� λ�_] �=
� �� ξ
�
���[θ]�
���[θ]�
+
�
+
�
λ� (� + ⅈ � ξ)
λ� (� - ⅈ � ξ ���[θ] + � ⅈ ξ � ���[θ] / �)
λ� (� - ⅈ � ξ ���[θ] - � ⅈ ξ � ���[θ] / �)
�ξ[�_� �_� ξ_� �_� θ_� λ�_� λ�_] �=

���[θ]�

� �� ξ

���[θ]�
+

�

λ� (� - ⅈ � ξ ���[θ] + � ⅈ ξ � ���[θ] / �)

�

λ� (� - ⅈ � ξ ���[θ] - � ⅈ ξ � ���[θ] / �)

�ξ[�_� �_� ξ_� �_� θ_� λ�_� λ�_� ϕ_] �=
� ��� ξ�
�

���

���[- �ξ[�� �� ξ� �� θ� λ�� λ�] � � - �ξ[�� �� ξ� �� θ� λ�� λ�] �� �� / � + ⅈ ϕ � / �]�

� λ� λ� �ξ[�� �� ξ� �� θ� λ�� λ�]

Φ�[�_ � ��������� ξ_ � ��������� θ_ � ��������� λ�_ � ��������� λ�_ � ��������� ϕ_ � ��������] �=
����������[�ξ[�� �� ξ� �� θ� λ�� λ�� ϕ]� {�� -∞� ∞}�
{�� -�� �}� ���������� → {�� �}� ������ → ����������������]�
�

������ = ���������������Φ�� * ��-� � ��ξ � θ� λ�� λ�� � /� {� → �� λ� → λ��� λ� → λ��� θ → ����}� {ξ� -�� ����� �����}�
��������� → ���� ��������� → ���������[����]� ������ → ����� ������� → ������ ���������� → ��� ��������� → ���������[����]�
��������� → ���� ����� → ����� ���������� → {�����[���������� ��������� ξ�� �����]� �����[�������� ���������� �����]}
������������������� ��������� → ���� ��������� → ���������[����]� ������ → �����
������� → ������ ���������� → ��� ��������� → ���������[����]� ��������� → ���� ����� → �����
��ω�
[��-� (������ �-� )�-� ]�� �����
���������� → �����[������� ���� ����� [μ�]�� �����]� ������
�ω�
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�����[��������*�]

Calculating Schmidt distribution of signal and idler photons being projected on
LG basis using the method described in [79]
����[ρ_� ϕ_� �_� �_� �_] �=
���

�� ���������[�]

(-�)�

√

� �� ���������[� + ���[�]]
�[ρ�_� ρ�_� ϕ�_� ϕ�_� �_� �_� λ_] �=

����� λ

���[�]

ρ�

��� -

ρ� ��

�
-��

�
(� ��)���

ρ�� + ρ�� - � ρ� ρ� ���[ϕ� - ϕ�]

 ����������� ���[�]�

ρ� ��

�
���

ρ�� + ρ�� + � ρ� ρ� ���[ϕ� - ϕ�]

�
 ���- ⅈ � λ

 ���ⅈ � ϕ +

��
�
�

�
λ�

���

���

ρ�� + ρ�� - � ρ� ρ� ���[ϕ� - ϕ�]
�

� ��

� ��
���������[�� + �� + ���[�]]

���[��_� ��_� �_] �=

(���������[��] ���������[��] ���������[�� + ���[�]] ���������[�� + ���[�]])���
λ� �
� λ�
���
�[�_� ��_� ��_� ��_� �_� λ�_] �= +
+ ⅈ
�
�� �� ��
� �� �� ��
�� ��

�

���

�
ⅈ � λ�
ⅈ � λ�
+
+
+
�
�
� �� ��
� �� ��
� ��
�[�_� ��_� ��_� ��_� �_� λ�_] �= � ��[�� ��� ��� �� λ�] ��[�� ��� ��� �� λ�] + �[�� ��� ��� ��� �� λ�]� �
��[�_� �_� ��_� �_� λ�_] �=

���[�_� ��_� ��_� ��_� λ�_� ��_� ��_� �_� �_] �=
�[�� ��� ��� ��� �� λ�]���[�] � -

� ������������λ�
��������������λ�



��

� ��[����������λ�]

� -

��������������λ�

(�[�� ��� ��� ��� �� λ�])���[�]+�



��

�����������������[-��� -��� -�� - �� - ���[�]�

(�[�� ��� ��� ��� �� λ�] (�[�� ��� ��� ��� �� λ�] - � ��[�� ��� ��� �� λ�] - � ��[�� ��� ��� �� λ�] + �)) /
((�[�� ��� ��� ��� �� λ�] - � ��[�� ��� ��� �� λ�]) (�[�� ��� ��� ��� �� λ�] - � ��[�� ��� ��� �� λ�]))]�
���[�_ � ��������� ��_ � ��������� ��_ � ��������� ��_ � ��������� λ�_ � ��������� ��_ � ��������� ��_ � ��������� �_ � ��������] �=
���[��� ��� �] ����������[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� ��� ��� �� �]� {�� -� / �� � / �}�
������������ → �� ������ → ������������������� ���������������� → ��]�

Variation of Schmidt probabilities with mode width W (Ws = Wi = Wp)
�� = �� × ��-� � (*������ ���� ����� ����*)
λ�� = ��� × ��-� �
λ�� = ��� × ��-� �
������ = ������[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� ��� ��� �]]� � {��� �� ��� �}� {��� �� ��� �}� {�� -��� ��} /�
{� → ������ �� → ��� �� → ��� �� → ��� λ� → λ��}�
�

������� = ��������[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� ��� ��� �]]�

/�
������

-�

� → ������ �� → ��� �� → ��� �� → ��� λ� → ��� × �� � � → �� {��� �� ��� �}� {��� �� ��� �} �
���� = ����������[�������� ���������� → {{�����[{��� �� - �}� {��� ��}]� ����}� {�����[{��� �� - �}� {��� ��}]� ����}}�
��������� → ���� ������������� → ���������������� ����������� → ���������[���������� ���������� → {�������� → ��}]�
���������� → {�����[����� �����]� �����[����� �����]}� ���������� → ��� ��������� → ���]
��������� = �����
�

�� ���[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� �� �� �]]�

/� � → ������ �� → ��� �� → ��� �� → ��� λ� → ��� × ��-� � {�� -�� �� �} �

������
������ = ������[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� ��� ��� �]]� � {��� �� ��� �}� {��� �� ��� �}� {�� -��� ��} /�
� → ������ �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � λ� → λ���
�

��������� = ������� ���[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� �� �� �]]�

/�
������

-�

-�

-�

� → ������ �� → �� × �� � �� → �� × �� � �� → �� × �� � λ� → ��� × ��-� � {�� -�� �� �} �
������ = ������[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� ��� ��� �]]� � {��� �� ��� �}� {��� �� ��� �}� {�� -��� ��} /�
� → ������ �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � λ� → λ���
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�

��������� = ������� ���[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� �� �� �]]�

/�
������

� → ������ �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � λ� → ��� × ��-� � {�� -�� �� �} �
������ = ������[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� ��� ��� �]]� � {��� �� ��� �}� {��� �� ��� �}� {�� -��� ��} /�
� → ������ �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � λ� → λ���
�

��������� = ������� ���[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� �� �� �]]�

/�
������

-�

-�

-�

� → ������ �� → �� × �� � �� → �� × �� � �� → �� × �� � λ� → ��� × ��-� � {�� -�� �� �} �
������ = ������[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� ��� ��� �]]� � {��� �� ��� �}� {��� �� ��� �}� {�� -��� ��} /�
� → ������ �� → ��� × ��-� � �� → ��� × ��-� � �� → ��� × ��-� � λ� → λ���
�

��������� = ������� ���[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� �� �� �]]�

/�
������

� → ������ �� → ��� × ��-� � �� → ��� × ��-� � �� → ��� × ��-� � λ� → ��� × ��-� � {�� -�� �� �} �
������������ = ��������[{���������� ���������� ���������� ���������� ���������}�
��������� → ���� ������ → ����� ��������� → ��� = �� = ��� ��������� → ���� ����� → �����
���������� → {�����[���������� ����� [�]�� ��]� �����[�������� ������������� ��]}� ���������� → ���
����������� → {���������� ��}� ��������� → {{������� ���������[�����]}}� ����������� → ������[
����������[{��� μ��� ��� μ��� ��� μ��� ��� μ��� ���� μ��}� �������������� → �������� ������������� → �]� {����� ����}]]
(*�������� ����������� ������������ ��� �� = �� = �*)

Variation of Schmidt probabilities with crystal length L for Ws = Wi = Wp = 25 μm
������ = ������[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� ��� ��� �]]� � {��� �� ��� �}� {���
� → ������� �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � λ� → λ���
������ = ������[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� ��� ��� �]]� � {��� �� ��� �}� {���
� → ������� �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � λ� → λ���
������ = ������[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� ��� ��� �]]� � {��� �� ��� �}� {���
� → ������ �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � λ� → λ���
������ = ������[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� ��� ��� �]]� � {��� �� ��� �}� {���
� → ������� �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � λ� → λ���
������ = ������[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� ��� ��� �]]� � {��� �� ��� �}� {���
� → ������ �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � λ� → λ���

�� ��� �}� {�� -��� ��} /�
�� ��� �}� {�� -��� ��} /�
�� ��� �}� {�� -��� ��} /�
�� ��� �}� {�� -��� ��} /�
�� ��� �}� {�� -��� ��} /�

�
/�
������
-�
-�
-�
� → ������� �� → �� × �� � �� → �� × �� � �� → �� × �� � λ� → λ��� {�� -�� �� �} �

�������� = ������� ���[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� �� �� �]]�

�

�������� = ������� ���[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� �� �� �]]�

/�
������
-�
� → ������� �� → �� × �� � �� → �� × �� � �� → �� × �� � λ� → λ��� {�� -�� �� �} �
-�

-�

�
/�
������
-�
-�
-�
� → ������ �� → �� × �� � �� → �� × �� � �� → �� × �� � λ� → λ��� {�� -�� �� �} �

�������� = ������� ���[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� �� �� �]]�

�
/�
������
� → ������� �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � λ� → λ��� {�� -�� �� �} �

�������� = ������� ���[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� �� �� �]]�

�
/�
������
� → ������ �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � �� → �� × ��-� � λ� → λ��� {�� -�� �� �} �

�������� = ������� ���[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� �� �� �]]�

�

������� = ��������[���[�� ��� ��� ��� λ�� ��� ��� �]]�

/�
������

-�

-�

-�

� → ������ �� → �� × �� � �� → �� × �� � �� → �� × �� � λ� → λ��� � → �� {��� �� ��� �}� {��� �� ��� �} �
������������ = ��������[{��������� ��������� ��������� ��������� ��������}�
��������� → ���� ������ → ����� ��������� → ��� = �� = ��� ��������� → ���� ����� → �����
���������� → {�����[���������� ����� [�]�� ��]� �����[�������� ������������� ��]}� ���������� → ���
����������� → {���������� ��}� ��������� → {{������� ���������[�����]}}� ����������� → ������[
����������[{���� ���� ���� ���� �� ���� ���� ���� �� ���}� �������������� → �������� ������������� → �]� {����� ���}]]

Variation of Schmidt probabilities with crystal length Pump focussing (γ = Wp/W,

����������������������������������������������
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���

3

γ
Ws = Wi = W)
������ = ������[���[�� �� �� γ �� λ�� ��� ��� �]]� �
� → ������ � → �� × ��-� � γ → ���� λ� → λ���
������ = ������[���[�� �� �� γ �� λ�� ��� ��� �]]� �
� → ������ � → �� × ��-� � γ → ������ λ� → λ���
������ = ������[���[�� �� �� γ �� λ�� ��� ��� �]]� �
� → ������ � → �� × ��-� � γ → �� λ� → λ���
������ = ������[���[�� �� �� γ �� λ�� ��� ��� �]]� �
� → ������ � → �� × ��-� � γ → ���� λ� → λ���
������ = ������[���[�� �� �� γ �� λ�� ��� ��� �]]� �
� → ������ � → �� × ��-� � γ → �� λ� → λ���
������ = ������[���[�� �� �� γ �� λ�� ��� ��� �]]� �
� → ������ � → �� × ��-� � γ → �� λ� → λ���

{��� �� ��� �}� {��� �� ��� �}� {�� -��� ��} /�
{��� �� ��� �}� {��� �� ��� �}� {�� -��� ��} /�
{��� �� ��� �}� {��� �� ��� �}� {�� -��� ��} /�
{��� �� ��� �}� {��� �� ��� �}� {�� -��� ��} /�
{��� �� ��� �}� {��� �� ��� �}� {�� -��� ��} /�
{��� �� ��� �}� {��� �� ��� �}� {�� -��� ��} /�

�������� =
�

������� ���[���[�� �� �� γ �� λ�� �� �� �]]�

/� � → ������ � → �� × ��-� � γ → ���� λ� → λ��� {�� -�� �� �} �

������
�

�������� = ������� ���[���[�� �� �� γ �� λ�� �� �� �]]�

/� � → ������ � → �� × ��-� � γ → ������ λ� → λ���

������
{�� -�� �� �} �
�

�������� = ������� ���[���[�� �� �� γ �� λ�� �� �� �]]�

/� � → ������ � → �� × ��-� � γ → �� λ� → λ��� {�� -�� �� �} �

������
�������� =
�

������� ���[���[�� �� �� γ �� λ�� �� �� �]]�

/� � → ������ � → �� × ��-� � γ → ���� λ� → λ��� {�� -�� �� �} �

������
�

�������� = ������� ���[���[�� �� �� γ �� λ�� �� �� �]]�
�������� = ������� ���[���[�� �� �� γ �� λ�� �� �� �]]�

/� � → ������ � → �� × ��-� � γ → �� λ� → λ��� {�� -�� �� �} �

������
�
������

/� � → ������ � → �� × ��-� � γ → �� λ� → λ��� {�� -�� �� �} �

������������ = ��������[{��������� ��������� ��������� ��������� ��������� ��������}�
��������� → ���� ������ → ����� ��������� → ��� = �� = ��� ��������� → ���� ����� → �����
���������� → {�����[���������� ����� [�]�� ��]� �����[�������� ������������� ��]}� ���������� → ���
����������� → {���������� ��}� ��������� → {{������� ���������[�����]}}� ����������� →
������[ ����������[{������ �������� ���� ������ ���� ���}� �������������� → �������� ������������� → �]� {����� ���}]]
�λ
� (*��������� ��������� �� ������*)
� �� ��
�
�
�
��[λ_� �_� �_] �=
(ξ[λ� �� �])��� +
� (*������� ������*)
���
�
(ξ[λ� �� �])

ξ[λ_� �_� �_] �=

Calculation of coupling probability of each LG mode in a MMF by first solving for
b values for each l and p value
�� = �� × ��-� � (*������/����� ���� ����� ����� ����*)
�� = ��� × ��-� � (*���� ������ = �� μ�*)
�� = ���� (*��������� ��������*)

�� =

� �� �� ��

� (*�-���������*)

λ��
�� = ���  �� (*����������� ������ �� �����*)

�������������[ρ_� ��_� �_� �_� ϕ_] �=

�
��

ρ

���[�]

�

-ρ�
���

��

���

 ����������� ���[�]�

� ρ�
���

 ���[ⅈ � ϕ]�

(*�������� ������/����� ����� �� �� ����� �� �=� �� ��� ����� ���� �� ��� �����*)
����������[�]�
����[ρ�_� ϕ�_� �_� �_� �_] �=

� ρ�
�


���[ⅈ � ϕ�]� (*�������� ����� ���� ������ ��� ����*)

�������[���[�]� �]
����������[�]�
����[ρ�_� ϕ�_� �_� �_� �_] �=

� ρ�
�


���[ⅈ � ϕ�]� (*�������� ���� �� ��� ����� ���� �� ��� ��������*)

�������[���[�]� �]

����������������������������������������������
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����[�_� �_] �= �

����[�_� �_] �= �

��������� �

� -� 

��������� �

� -� 

� (*����������� ����� ����*)

� -�

��������� �

� 

��������� �

� 

�

�

�������� - �� �
����[�_� �_� �_] �= �

�(*������ ����� ����� �����*)
��������� �

�������� - �� �
����[�_� �_� �_] �= -�

� -� 

� -�
� -� 
� 
�

�
��������� �

� 

Coupling probability of all l=0 modes (p = 0 to 10) to all fiber modes Em,n where m is the
azimuthal index and n is the radial index
Finding all fiber modes and the normalizing factors for each mode
�� = ����[���� ���� ���� ���� ����� ����� ����] �
(*�������� �������� ������ �� ������ ����� �� �������������� �������� ��� � =
�� ���� ����� ��� ����� ����� �_{�� �} ���� ������� � ��� �� ���� � �� ����� �� �� ������
��� ������� �� ���� � (�� ��� �� ���� ����� ����) �� ���������� ��� ��� ��� ����� � �����*)
��� = � /� �����[��������[����[��� �] ⩵ ����[��� �]� {�� ��}]� {��� ��}] �
(*������� ����� �� ��� �������������� �������� ��� �=�*)
��� = ��

� - ��� �

��� = ��

��� �

������� = ���������ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� {� → ���� � → ��� � → �}�
{ρ�� �� ��}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �} + ���������
ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� {� → ���� � → ��� � → �}� {ρ�� ��� ∞}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �}�
(*��� �������� �� ��� ����������� �� �������� ���������� �� �������� (����)*)
������ = {�������}�
�� = ����[���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����� ����] �(*� = �*)
��� = � /� �����[��������[����[��� �� �] ⩵ ����[��� �� �]� {�� ���}]� {���� ��}] �
��� = ����{���}� ��

� - ��� �

��� = ����{���}� ��

��� �

������� = ���������ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

� - ��� � � → ��� � → ��

{ρ�� �� ��}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �} + ���������
ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

��� � � → ��� � → �� {ρ�� ��� ∞}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �}�

������ = ����[������� {�������}]�
�� = ����[���� ���� ����� ���� ����� ����]� (*� = �*)
��� = � /� �����[��������[����[��� �� �] ⩵ ����[��� �� �]� {�� ���}]� {���� ��}]�

��� = �������� ��

� - ��� �

��� = �������� ��

��� �

����������������������������������������������
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������� = ���������ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

� - ��� � � → ��� � → ��

{ρ�� �� ��}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �} + ���������
ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

��� � � → ��� � → �� {ρ�� ��� ∞}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �}�

������ = ����[������� {�������}]�
�� = ����[���� ���� ���� ���� ����� ����]� (*� = �*)
��� = � /� �����[��������[����[��� �� �] ⩵ ����[��� �� �]� {�� ���}]� {���� ��}]�

��� = �������� ��

� - ��� �

��� = �������� ��

��� �

������� = ���������ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

� - ��� � � → ��� � → ��

{ρ�� �� ��}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �} + ���������
ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

��� � � → ��� � → �� {ρ�� ��� ∞}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �}�

������ = ����[������� {�������}]�
�� = ����[����� ���� ����� ���� ����]� (*� = �*)
��� = � /� �����[��������[����[��� �� �] ⩵ ����[��� �� �]� {�� ���}]� {���� ��}]�

��� = �������� ��

� - ��� �

��� = �������� ��

��� �

������� = ���������ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

� - ��� � � → ��� � → ��

{ρ�� �� ��}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �} + ���������
ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

��� � � → ��� � → �� {ρ�� ��� ∞}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �}�

������ = ����[������� {�������}]�
�� = ����[���� ���� ���� ���� ����]� (*� = �*)
��� = � /� �����[��������[����[��� �� �] ⩵ ����[��� �� �]� {�� ���}]� {���� ��}]�

��� = �������� ��

� - ��� �

��� = �������� ��

��� �

������� = ���������ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

� - ��� � � → ��� � → ��

{ρ�� �� ��}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �} + ���������
ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

��� � � → ��� � → �� {ρ�� ��� ∞}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �}�

������ = ����[������� {�������}]�
�� = ����[���� ���� ���� ����]� (*� = �*)
��� = � /� �����[��������[����[��� �� �] ⩵ ����[��� �� �]� {�� ���}]� {���� ��}]�

��� = �������� ��

� - ��� �

��� = �������� ��

��� �

����������������������������������������������
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������� = ���������ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

� - ��� � � → ��� � → ��

{ρ�� �� ��}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �} + ���������
ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

��� � � → ��� � → �� {ρ�� ��� ∞}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �}�

������ = ����[������� {�������}]�
�� = ����[���� ���� ���� ���]� (*� = �*)
��� = � /� �����[��������[����[��� �� �] ⩵ ����[��� �� �]� {�� ���}]� {���� ��}]�

��� = �������� ��

� - ��� �

��� = �������� ��

��� �

������� = ���������ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

� - ��� � � → ��� � → ��

{ρ�� �� ��}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �} + ���������
ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

��� � � → ��� � → �� {ρ�� ��� ∞}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �}�

������ = ����[������� {�������}]�
�� = ����[���� ���� ���� ����]� (*� = �*)
��� = � /� �����[��������[����[��� �� �] ⩵ ����[��� �� �]� {�� ���}]� {���� ��}]�

��� = �������� ��

� - ��� �

��� = �������� ��

��� �

������� = ���������ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

� - ��� � � → ��� � → ��

{ρ�� �� ��}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �} + ���������
ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

��� � � → ��� � → �� {ρ�� ��� ∞}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �}�

������ = ����[������� {�������}]�
�� = ����[����� ���� ���]� (*� = �*)
��� = � /� �����[��������[����[��� �� �] ⩵ ����[��� �� �]� {�� ���}]� {���� ��}]
(*������� ����� �� ��� �������������� ��������*)
{��������� ��������� ��������}

��� = �������� ��

� - ��� �

��� = �������� ��

��� �

������� = ���������ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

� - ��� � � → ��� � → ��

{ρ�� �� ��}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �} + ���������
ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

��� � � → ��� � → �� {ρ�� ��� ∞}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �}�

������ = ����[������� {�������}]�
��� = ����[����� ���� ����]� (*� = ��*)
���� = � /� �����[��������[����[��� �� ��] ⩵ ����[��� �� ��]� {�� ���}]� {���� ���}]�
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��� = �������� ��

� - ���� �

��� = �������� ��

���� �

�������� = ���������ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

���

7

� - ���� � � → ��� � → ���

{ρ�� �� ��}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �} + ���������
ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

���� � � → ��� � → ��� {ρ�� ��� ∞}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �}�

������ = ����[������� {��������}]�
��� = ����[���� ���� ���]� (*� = ��*)
���� = � /� �����[��������[����[��� �� ��] ⩵ ����[��� �� ��]� {�� ���}]� {���� ���}]�

��� = �������� ��

� - ���� �

��� = �������� ��

���� �

�������� = ���������ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

� - ���� � � → ��� � → ���

{ρ�� �� ��}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �} + ���������
ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

���� � � → ��� � → ��� {ρ�� ��� ∞}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �}�

������ = ����[������� {��������}]�
��� = ����[����� ���]� (*� = ��*)
���� = � /� �����[��������[����[��� �� ��] ⩵ ����[��� �� ��]� {�� ���}]� {���� ���}]�

��� = �������� ��

� - ���� �

��� = �������� ��

���� �

�������� = ���������ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

� - ���� � � → ��� � → ���

{ρ�� �� ��}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �} + ���������
ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

���� � � → ��� � → ��� {ρ�� ��� ∞}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �}�

������ = ����[������� {��������}]�
��� = ����[����� ����]� (*� = ��*)
���� = � /� �����[��������[����[��� �� ��] ⩵ ����[��� �� ��]� {�� ���}]� {���� ���}]�

��� = �������� ��

� - ���� �

��� = �������� ��

���� �

�������� = ���������ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

� - ���� � � → ��� � → ���

{ρ�� �� ��}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �} + ���������
ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

���� � � → ��� � → ��� {ρ�� ��� ∞}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �}�

������ = ����[������� {��������}]�
��� = ����[���� ���]� (*� = ��*)
���� = � /� �����[��������[����[��� �� ��] ⩵ ����[��� �� ��]� {�� ���}]� {���� ���}]�
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��� = �������� ��

� - ���� �

��� = �������� ��

���� �

�������� = ���������ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

� - ���� � � → ��� � → ���

{ρ�� �� ��}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �} + ���������
ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

���� � � → ��� � → ��� {ρ�� ��� ∞}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �}�

������ = ����[������� {��������}]�
��� = ����[���]� (*� = ��*)
���� = � /� �����[��������[����[��� �� ��] ⩵ ����[��� �� ��]� {�� ���}]� {���� ���}]�

��� = �������� ��

� - ���� �

��� = �������� ��

���� �

�������� = ���������ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

� - ���� � � → ��� � → ���

{ρ�� �� ��}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �} + ���������
ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

���� � � → ��� � → ��� {ρ�� ��� ∞}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �}�

������ = ����[������� {��������}]�
��� = ����[���]� (*� = ��*)
���� = � /� �����[��������[����[��� �� ��] ⩵ ����[��� �� ��]� {�� ���}]� {���� ���}]�

��� = �������� ��

� - ���� �

��� = �������� ��

���� �

�������� = ���������ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

� - ���� � � → ��� � → ���

{ρ�� �� ��}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �} + ���������
ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

���� � � → ��� � → ��� {ρ�� ��� ∞}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �}�

������ = ����[������� {��������}]�
��� = ����[���]� (*� = ��*)
���� = � /� �����[��������[����[��� �� ��] ⩵ ����[��� �� ��]� {�� ���}]� {���� ���}]�

��� = �������� ��

� - ���� �

��� = �������� ��

���� �

�������� = ���������ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

� - ���� � � → ��� � → ���

{ρ�� �� ��}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �} + ���������
ρ� ���[����[ρ�� ϕ�� �� �� �]]� /� � → ��

���� � � → ��� � → ��� {ρ�� ��� ∞}� {ϕ�� �� � ��}� ����������� → {{ρ�� ϕ�} > �}�

������ = ����[������� {��������}]�
�� = ������[���]�
��� = �������������[�� {��� �}]�
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� = ��
�� = -��
���� = �� � = �� � ≤ ��� � ++� � ++�
����� = ���������ρ ���[�������������[ρ� ��� �� ��� ϕ]]� /� {�� → ��� � → ��� �� → �}�
{ϕ� �� � ��}� {ρ� �� ∞}� ����������� → {{ρ� ϕ} > �}�
���� = ��
�����[�������]�
���� = �� �� = �� � ≤ ��� � ++� �� ++�
������� =
���[����������[ρ �������������[ρ� ��� �� ��� ϕ] ���������[����[ρ� ϕ� �� �� �]] /� {�� → ��� � → ��� �� → �� � → ��� � →
���[[�]]� � → ��}� {ϕ� �� � ��}� {ρ� �� ��}� ������������ → �� ������ → �������������������
���������������� → ��] + ����������[ρ �������������[ρ� ��� �� ��� ϕ] ���������[����[ρ� ϕ� �� �� �]] /�
{�� → ��� � → ��� �� → �� � → ��� � → ���[[�]]� � → ��}� {ϕ� �� � ��}�
{ρ� ��� ∞}� ������������ → �� ������ → ������������������� ���������������� → ��]]� �
(*������� �������� ��� � ����� ��� � ���� ���� � ����� ����� ����*)
�������
�
���� = ���� + �����
����� ������[[�]]
(*��������� �� ������� ��������� ���������� ������ ��� ����� ��� �� ����� ����� ��� �������� ����������*)
�
���[[�� �]] = ��[���� ≤ �� ����� �]�


Coupling Efficiencies of different modes to the fiber thus calculated
���� = {{�� ��������� �������� ��������� ��������� ���������}� {��������� �������� �������� ��������� ��������� ���������}�
{��������� ��������� ��������� ��������� ��������� ���������}� {��������� �������� ���������
��������� ��������� ��������}� {��������� ��������� ��������� ��������� ��������� ��������}�
{��������� ��������� ��������� ��������� ��������� ��������}� {��������� ��������� �������� ���������
��������� �������}� {��������� ��������� ��������� ��������� ��������� ��������}� {��������� ���������
��������� �������� ��������� ��������}� {��������� ��������� ��������� ��������� ��������� �������}}�
(*�������� ������������ �� ���������� ��� ������ (�≥�)*)
���� =
{{�� ��������������������� ��������������������� ���������������������� ���������������������� ����������������������}�
{�������������������� �������������������� ���������������������� ���������������������� ����������������������
����������������������}� {�������������������� ���������������������� ���������������������� ����������������������
����������������������� ������������������*�-�}� {�������������������� ���������������������
���������������������� ����������������������� ������������������������ �������������������*�-�}�
{������������������� ��������������������� ���������������������� ������������������������
������������������������� ������������������*�-�}� {�������������������� ����������������������
����������������������� ������������������������ ������������������*�-�� ������������������*�-�}�
{��������������������� ��������������������� ���������������������� ������������������������
������������������*�-�� �������������������*�-��}� {�������������������� ���������������������
����������������������� ������������������������ ������������������*�-�� ������������������*�-��}�
{��������������������� ���������������������� ����������������������� ������������������*�-��
������������������*�-�� �������������������*�-�}� {�������������������� ����������������������
����������������������� ������������������������� �������������������*�-�� ������������������*�-��}}�
(*�������� ������������ �� ���������� ��� ������ (�<�)*)

Finding the coincidence probability Pps, pil,-l
�� = �� × ��-� � (*���������� ���� �����*)
γ = ���
�� = ��� × ��-� �
����� = ������[���[�� �� �� γ �� λ�� ��� ��� �]]� � {��� �� ��� �}� {��� �� ��� �}� {�� -��� ��} /� {� → ��� � → ��� λ� → λ��}�
������� =
�
/� {� → ��� � → ��� λ� → λ��}� {��� �� �� �}� {��� �� �� �}� {�� �� �� �} �
�����
(*������ �� ������� ����������� ������������ ��� �≤�≤� ��� �≥�*)
��������[���[�� �� �� γ �� λ�� ��� ��� �]]�

�
/� {� → ��� � → ��� λ� → λ��}� {��� �� �� �}�
�����
{��� �� �� �}� {�� �� -�� -�} �(*������ �� ������� ����������� ������������ ��� �≤�≤� ��� �≤�*)

������� = ��������[���[�� �� �� γ �� λ�� ��� ��� �]]�

Singles probability
����� = �����[�������� {�}]�
����� = �����[�������� {�}]�
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Heralding Efficiency calculation
����� = �����[�����[����� * ����]] + �����[�����[����� * ����]] - �����[�����[[���� �]] * ����[[���� �]]]�
����� = �����[�����[�����[�����[���������[���������[�������[[���� �� ���]] * ����] * ����[[�� ���]]]]� {�� �� ��}]]] +
�����[�����[�����[�����[���������[���������[�������[[���� �� ���]] * ����] * ����[[�� ���]]]]� {�� �� ��}]]] �����[�����[�������[[���� ���� �]] * ����[[���� �]] * ����[[���� �]]]]�
�� = ����� / ������
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�����[��������*�]
�� = �������
�� = �� × ��-� � (*������ ����� �� ��� ������ �� �������*)
�� = -������ (*����� ������ �� ���������*)
�� = ������ (*����� ������ �� ��������*)
� = ������ (*������� ������ = � ��*)
λ� = ���� × ��-� �
�
�� = ���[��] - �� � (*�������� �� ���� �������� ���� ��� ���� ���� �� ��� �������*)
�
-��
� =

�
��
λ�

�� = � �� + (�� + ��) ���

�(*������ ����� ���� ����� ���� ��������*)
� �� ��

Schmidt distribution using the method described in [79]
����[ρ_� ϕ_� �_� �_� �_] �=
���

�� ���������[�]

(-�)�

√

� �� ���������[� + ���[�]]

��� -

�
-��

(� ��)

ρ� ��

���

���

ρ�� + ρ�� - � ρ� ρ� ���[ϕ� - ϕ�]

 ����������� ���[�]�

ρ� ��

�

�

�[ρ�_� ρ�_� ϕ�_� ϕ�_� �_� �_� λ_] �=

����� λ

���[�]

ρ�

 ���ⅈ � ϕ +

λ�

ρ�� + ρ�� + � ρ� ρ� ���[ϕ� - ϕ�]

�

��

 ���- ⅈ � λ

��
�
�

�
���

�

ρ�� + ρ�� - � ρ� ρ� ���[ϕ� - ϕ�]
�

� ��

� ��
���������[�� + �� + ���[�]]

���[��_� ��_� �_] �=

(���������[��] ���������[��] ���������[�� + ���[�]] ���������[�� + ���[�]])���
λ� �
� λ�
���
�[�_� ��_� ��_� ��_� �_� λ�_] �= +
+ ⅈ
�
�� �� ��
� �� �� ��
�� ��

�

���
�
ⅈ � λ�
ⅈ � λ�
+
+
+
�
�
� �� ��
� �� ��
� ��
�[�_� ��_� ��_� ��_� �_� λ�_] �= � ��[�� ��� ��� �� λ�] ��[�� ��� ��� �� λ�] + �[�� ��� ��� ��� �� λ�]� �
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